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Abstract

A general discussion of possible techniques for observation of near-surface currents indi
cates that the surface-following frame of reference will provide several advantages over the
Eulerian or Lagrangian frames. One problem with surface-following measurements is the
biasing effects of the waves. A technique for making unbiased measurements is developed.
This technique requires that both the sens~r velocity and the fluid velocity be measured.
A sensor platform, the Surface Acoustic Shear Sensor (SASS), which makes the required
measurements is described.

The processing scheme for interpreting the measurements from the SASS is described at
length. The data that SASS has obtained from two deployments in the Shelf MIxed Layer
Experiment (SMILE) is presented. This data shows clearly that the biasing effects of waves
can not, in general, be ignored. In the summary of the data we find suprisingly little shear
in the dowmvind direction in the top 4m of the watercolumn. In the crosswind direction
observed, observed shear seems to be indicative of an across shelf pressure gradient and
intense near-surface mixing.

Thesis Supervisor: Albert J. Williams, III
Title: Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis I will examine the nature of the mean shear current in the upper 20m of the

ocean. To a great extent the viewpoint taken will be observational. But, we will find that

an appropriate observation can not be made without a broad theoretical understanding of

the dynamics that govern the near-surface environment. Chapter 2 will be entirely devoted

to a discussion on which frame of reference is the most appropriate (and practical) to make

our measurements. We will find that a surface-following frame of reference provides some

distinct advantages over the others proposed. In Chapter 3 an extended study of the wave

bias - one of the outstanding problems associated with making upper-ocean current mea

surements - is undertaken. It is the fact that the measurements to be made are near a

moving boundary that requires that our observation technique be discussed so carefully.

The dynamic problem that the current measurements will address directly is thafof the

form and size of the wind-induced shear current. The measurements will be time averaged

over periods on the order of thirty minutes to obtain mean current profiles (the thirty min

utes averaging was selected so as to be long enough to average out the wave signals but

short enough so as to obtain a stationary sample of the current). Wu(1969,1975,1983) has

emphasized some very practical consequences of the mean drift currents set up by the wind

stress; the dispersion of man-made pollutants in the ocean and the hydrodynamic loading

of offshore structures. Beyond these obvious direct implications, there exists a variety of

diverse problems which will benefit from a more accurate understanding of near-surface
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currents. For example, the efficiency of the air-sea momentum exchange, which is deduced

from the shear current profile, is an important input parameter for the modeling of large

scale flows in both the oceans and atmosphere. On a smaller scale, the mixing processes

which govern the momentum transfer also transport small marine organisms and thus effect

biological productivity.

Studies of the near-surface currents have been made many times in both the laboratory

and the ocean. With the SASS (Surface Acoustic Shear Sensor), a newly developed instru

ment platform discussed in Chapter 4, we will be able to make unbiased measurements of

the currents at distances as small as 1m away from the ocean's surface. The SASS essen

tially consists of a vertical array of acoustic current meters and a motion sensing package.

In addition to making measurements of the current, we are able to estimate the directional

spectrum of the wavefield from the sensors mounted on the SASS. In the final analysis, the

wave measurements provided invaluable information in the data interpretation. Not only is

this data used to estimate the wave bias, it is used to interpret the instrument performance

and to provide complementary environmental data to the current records. The SASS was

deployed off the coast of northern California as part of SMILE (Self MIxed Layer Exper

iment). The other component of the SMILE program of interest here is a current meter

mooring which was named the C3 mooring. This mooring provides windspeed and current

meter data which will be essential in the final interpretation of the SASS data. That we

need so much information besides just the near-surface current records to understand the

shear current in the upper ocean is not a surprise when we consider dynamics which give

rise to the shear current.

The driving force behind the near-surface shear current is the wind. Momentum is trans

ferred from the wind to the water either by pressure forces or through viscous "skin-friction"

forces. The momentum that is transferred through pressure forces must undoubtedly go

into wave generation (Stewart, 1961). Through wave breaking (Melville and Rapp, 1985;

Mitsuyasu, 1985), dissipation of waves (Csanady, 1984) or some other mechanism, some

of the wave momentum may be transferred to the shear current. Momentum transferred
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by skin-friction may enter directly into the shear current or may enter the shear current

indirectly via highly dissipative wavelets (Csanady, 1985; Okuda, 1982).

Whatever the input path of momentum from the air into the current may be, it then

diffuses downward into the the deeper ocean. It is widely believed that the diffusion of

momentum down from the surface is well described by the same dynamics which govern

the boundary layer flow relative to a flat plate. In this view, the shear stress in the fluid is

assumed to be constant. Coupled with the assumption that there exists an eddy viscosity

which varies linearly from the boundary, one arrives at the the familiar "log-law of the

wall". Csanady (1984) succinctly states the assumptions under which this may be done and

supports his conjecture with a compilation of field data from various investigators. Because

the log-layer has become something of a paradigm for near-surface momentum transfer, and

Csanady's 1984 paper seems to well summarize why this is so, I will frequently reference

this paper.

Not all measurements agree with the log-layer model. For instance, Kitaigorodskii et

al (1983) have found dissipation rates in the near-surface which are inconsistent with a

constant stress (log-law) model. Gordon (1970) has argued that if Langmuir circulation is

present then the helical trajectories which define thi_s flow pattern will act as a very efficient

mechanism by which momentum can be transferred to the deeper flow. In his review of

Langmuir circulation, Pollard (1977) notes that the theoretical understanding of the mech

anisms which give rise to Langmuir circulation are still poorly understood. He concludes,

nonetheless, that if Langmuir circulation is present, it will totally dominate the downward

flux of horizontal momentum.

The data obtained from the SASS and C3 buoys is plotted out file-by-file in Chapter 6.

When the results are summarized in Chapter 7 we will find that at great depths (deeper

than 10m) a region reasonably well described as a constant stress layer may exist. It is

concluded that the form of the shear current in the upper 10m must be a consequence of

intense near-surface mixing.
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Chapter 2

MEASUREMENT TYPES

2.1 Lagrangian Measurements

The Lagrangian frame of reference is one ~n which we study the trajectories of an indi

vidual fluid particle. In a sense, this is the natural frame of reference in which to study

mass transport. It is not, perhaps, the best frame in which to understand the physics of

air-sea momentum exchange. Consider that we can roughly break the total mass transport

into three contributions (not necessarily independent contributions!): (1) the wind-induced

shear flow, (2) the wave-induced flow (Stokes' drift), and (3) the other contributions. Other

contribu tions being pressure gradients, the coriolis force, bottom friction effects etc. La

grangian techniques measure all three contributions. Theoretical problems arise with the

Lagrangian techniques when we seek to understand the physics governing the flow. Because

to do this it is necessary to understand what the relative contributions from each component

are.

This is one reason why Lagrangian techniques are well suited to the laboratory. In the

laboratory the factors giving rise to each parameter can, in theory, be independently varied

("other contributions" always being a problem). In fact, in the laboratory the wave-induced

drift current can, in general, be ignored. This is because the waves generated in tanks are

generally so small (due to fetch limitations) that the wave contributions are usually much

smaller than the those due to the wind. For instance, Wu(1975) found that in his 22rn long
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wave tank that the Stokes' transport at the surface was only 10% of the total transport

(wind speeds varied from 2m/s to 14m/s). In subsequent analysis he therefore ignores wave

drift. However, he does estimate that for fetches on the oceanic scale that the wave-induced

transport will exceed the wind-induced transport. In Figure 2-1 I have reproduced the

drift contributions for a fully developed sea where the 10m windspeed, UlO , is 10m/s using

Wu's expressions. It is important to recognize that the estimates do not include nonlocally

generated swell.
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Figure 2-1: Wind-induced (-) and wave-induced (- - -) contributions to surface drift as a
function of fetch for UlO = 10m/s. Calculated using equations from Wu(1975).

Of course, if it is truly the air-sea momentum exchange that is of concern to us then

the magnitude of the current at the surface is of little relevance. It is the magnitude of the

mean near-surface shear that indicates the flux of momentum. In a deep water setting, it

is usually only the wind-induced and wave-induced contributions that lead to depth depen

dent flows near the air-sea interface. Ideally, we would attempt to develop a plot similar

to Figure 2-1 for the magnitude of the shear instead of the magnitude of the current. Here
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we'll settle for a bit less. The more modest goal set here is to determine whether or not it

is possible to ignore wave-induced drift in interpreting Lagrangian measurements.

To examine the relative importance of the wave-induced drift we will again look at

conditions expected with a windspeed of UlD = 10m/s. If atmospheric conditions are

neutral then a reasonable drag coefficient might be CD = 1.2 X 10-3 • This implies that the

air friction velocity u*a is 34.6cm/s. If the stress in the fluid were equal to the stress in the

air we would have that the water friction velocity U*w would be equal to O.0355u*a' But,

because some of the wind stress is supported by wave drag, the shear in the fluid is less

than that in the air and we have that:

(2.1)

Let's just stick with Wu's numbers and say U*w = O.0241u*a = 0.83cm/s. If we assume

that the logarithmic profile does indeed describe near-surface flow then we assume a profile

of the form

u(z) = ~ log (=-) +8.5,
u*w K, r

(2.2)

and the slope of the velocity defect is determined solely by the friction velocity U*w' We

assume the Von Karman's constant K, is constant and has a value of 0.4. The roughness

scale r only affects the profile's offset. We'll choose a value of r typical for modest wind

speeds and let r = 100cm. The velocity defect for the log-profile with these parameters is

shown as the solid line in Figure 2-2. On February 27, 1989, the SASS recorded data in

conditions of neutral stability and UlO = 10.2m/s (SASS file 01). The Stokes' drift for that

case was computed from the measured directional wave spectrum. The combined theoret

ical wind-induced and measured wave-induced current profile is plotted in Figure 2-2 as a

dotted line. The Stokes' drift calculation was cut-off at wave frequencies of 1Hz, the highest

frequency to which the SASS estimated the spectra. The message should be clear; if true

Lagrangian drifters were released on February 27, then according to our computations, the

greater portion of the shear measured would be due to wave effects and not wind effects.

For our purposes then, wave effects are not negligible. In the past, some investigators have

chosen to ignore wave effects. It may be that in fetch-limited or young wavefields, that most
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of the wind-stress is supported by the shear current and that the wave-induced current is

in fact negligible. Here we only show that this is: (a) not always the case and (b) will

probably never be the case with the SMILE data, where large, nonlocally generated swell

was always present.
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Figure 2-2: Surface defect velocity using a theoretical form for the wind-induced current
(-). When the total drift current is predicted (... ) the shear is approximately twice as
great. The total drift was computed from actual SASS measurements of waves (file 01)
when the windspeed was 10m/s. The sensitivity to high frequency waves was gauged by
cutting off the Stokes' drift computation at O.50H z (- - -) and at 0.25H z (_._._). Scaling the
distance using the molecular viscosity II is the traditional wall-layer approach.

The cut-off frequency to which the Stokes' drift should be calculated is anything but a

resolved issue. In Figure 2-2 the wave-induced drift was computed for three different cut-off

frequencies; l.OHz, O.5Hz and O.25Hz (wavelengths longer than 160cm, 620cm and 2500cm,

respectively). Note, how~ver, that because of the scaling of the problem, the computation

cut off at O.5Hz gives about the same result as the computation done out to 1.0Hz. This

is because the shallowest depth shown on the plot corresponds to 100cm. Since the wave

spectrum falls off at higher frequency and the shorter waves decay rapidly with depth, the
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waves of frequency 0.5Hz to 1.0Hz make almost no contribution to the wave drift at depths

100cm or more. The waves of frequency O.25Hz to O.5Hz definitely make a contribution.

But, even considering only waves of frequency below 0.25Hz, the shear measured by a La

grangian drifter would still be approximately twice the wind-induced shear. Though there

is some dispute as to where to cut off the Stokes' calculation, most investigators would

probably not argue that there is a wave-induced contribution from waves up to frequency

0.5 Hz. What is in doubt is whether or not the types of drifters routinely deployed would

measure their contributions.

The near-surface environment is often well mixed. With no density gradient, it becomes

necessary to use drogue-type drifters. In this case there is a small surface float to which

a drogue is attached via a line. The drogue may take different forms but the area of the

drogue is usually large compared to the surface float. This geometry is necessary to ensure

that the drifter follows the fluid at depth rather than the fluid at the surface. There are

several consequences to using this type of drifter. First of all, if the drogue is set to a

fixed depth, then the follower is not Lagrangian in that fluid particles do not remain at

a constant depth beneath the air-sea interface. Csanady (1984) talks about wind loading

and the effects of wave breaking on floats with surface expression. One thing that generally

remains ignored, is that these types of floats have non-negligible size. This is true partic

ularly when one considers the length scale from float to drogue. \Ve usually assume that

drifters measure both the wind- and wave-induced drift. If the motions of the drogue are

not correlated to the higher frequency motions of the fluid then it will not measure the

Stokes drift at those frequencies. Therefore, even if waves of frequency 0.25Hz to 0.5Hz do

contribute to the Stokes' drift, if all the factors leading to float "slipage" cause the drifter

motion to be imperfectly correlated with the fluid at higher frequencies, the drifter will not

measure the wave drift at those frequencies. Suppose that a float is constructed so that it

follows waves of frequency 0.25Hz or lower perfectly but above this frequency, the motions

are essentially uncorrelated. Then, the measured drift would be given by the O.25Hz cut-off

curve of Figure 2-2 irrespective of how much the higher frequency components contribute.

There are then two distinct questions. First, "To what frequency do waves contribute to
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the Stokes' drift ?" And second, "To what frequency does a drifter measure Stokes' drift

?" The second question implies that drifters need to be carefully calibrated. Calibrations

of drifters for near-surface floats are crude. Both Niiler et al (1987) and Geyer(1989) have

attempted to calibrate drougued drifters. However, these drifters were typically much larger

than those we would find useful in the upper 5112 of the ocean. In fact, Niiler's approach was

to try to mechanically decouple the drogue from the wave motion and hence to attempt to

avoid measuring the Stokes' drift at all.

There is also the question of what the drifter is following. When releasing the drifters,

if the floats diverge, then as the distance between floats becomes larger there arises the

question of if the results from the two drifters can be compared. Spatial convergence may

be a problem of equal difficulty. Drifters probably seek regions of convergence (Richman et

al (1987)). Convergence zones due to Langmuir cells can have wildly different flow charac

teristics than that of the surrounding fluid field. If floats are released and converge into a

down-welling zone then the resulting drift measurements are probably not representative of

the overall flow field characteristics.

Deployment of drifters can also be troublesome. Tracking of drifters in a laboratory en

vironment is simplified by the two dimensional nature of the flow and the ease with which

subsurface drifters can be spotted in a glass-walled tank. Further, conditions can always

be repeated so that multiple runs can be averaged over. These luxuries are not available

to the field experimenter. Tracking schemes can be somewhat elaborate (see Churchill and

Csanady(1983)). Tracking is usually limited to a relatively small number of buoys.

So, while the drifter approach remains popular due to the relative ease with which an

experiment can be conducted, an accurate drifter study involves much more than throw

ing some floats over the side of a boat. Perhaps most difficult is interpretation of drifter

results. Churchill and Csanady(1983) measured, in low wind-speed and high swell cases,

anomalously large shears. This they attributed to wave effects. The real question we must

now keep in the back of our minds is that, since most field observations of log-layer results
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have been performed with drifters, to what extent are of those results measurements of the

wind-induced shear current and to what extent are those results measurements of the depth

varying wave-induced drift.

2.2 Eulerian Measurements

Eulerian measurements are observations of time series made at fixed points in space. There

fore, sensor motions are not a concern. There do arise, however, many other measurement

issues in this frame of reference - especially when making measurements in the upper ocean.

The most important issues are: deployment problems, flow disturbance, and advection of

the flow field.

Clearly, fixing a probe in a laboratory tow tank is a trivial problem. What is not so

clear is how one is to fix probes in the deep ocean. In intermediate depths, lake mea

surements have been made by Donelan(1978) and others in Lake Ontario at the CCIW

tower in water of 12m depth. Cavaleri and Zecchetto(1987) have made tower measurements

in 16m of water; their tower was located in the Adriatic Sea. Shonting(1968,1967) made

measurements in 20m of water in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts. Other measurements have

undoubtedly been made in these relatively shallow, O(10m), depths. There is, however,

a decided problem in erecting a stable platform in deep water. The SMILE study was to

be made in 90m of water and, hence, it was impracticable to build a tower specifically

for this application. If choice of site is unimportant to a study then fixed platforms can

be found in waters much deeper than 90m; e.g., the Bullwinkle oil production platform,

owned by Shell Oil, is located in the Gulf of Mexico in 412m of water. Oil platforms

are not, of course, designed with a view towards making oceanographic measurements. The

flow disturbance in the vicinity of these platforms makes their potential use of limited value.

The fiow disturbance problem is the first concern with tower based measurements. A

tower for oceanographic measurements must be strong enough to suffer the loading of the

wave environment and at the same time must have as little structural elements as possible
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to minimize the flow disturbance. In normal situations this compromise of design cannot

be fully achieved. Usually, an investigator making tower based measurements mounts his

instruments such that they are minimally disturbed by wake effects in prevailing conditions.

In some cases, as conditions change, instruments might be moved or steered so that they

are not downstream of any wake generating members. Even in such cases, there is cause

for caution.

The first concern is that in a wave environment that the orbital velocities will, even

when sensors are placed downstream from structural elements, pull the wake back across

sensors during the return flow. In a typical deployment from some of the smaller towers,

O(10m) depth, it would not be unusual to experience 30cmjs rms velocities and wavefields

with peak periods of 3 seconds. In such a case, the rms excursion of the wave velocity is

about 29cm. Clearly, there is no difficulty in using booms to mount instruments outside

this advection range even under more harsh' conditions. There will still be the wake of the

instrument itself to contend with. The instrument wake problem is troublesome but is not

peculiar to the Eulerian measurement frame.

In measurements of currents from towers it is predominately the wake effects which

are of concern to us. In studying wave effects from towers, the problem of reflected waves

should also be considered. The potential function for a wavefield, ll>, in the vicinity of an

obstruction can be written as the sum of an incident potential, ll>I, and a scattered potential,

ll>s as,
(2.3)

In radial coordinates, the potential for a monochromatic wave may be expressed as

(2.4)

In addition to satisfying the free surface kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions and

the bottom boundary conditions, if there is a cylindrical obstruction in the fluid then, the

total potential, ll>, must satisfy

8<I> = O.
8r
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on the cylinder surface T = b. Moreover, the scattered wave must satisfy the Sommerfield

radiation condition

1 (OiI>S )lim T2" -- - zkiI>s -; O.
r--oo or (2.6)

When we solve for the scattered potential, subject to the above constraints we find a scat

tered potential of the form

where the H's are Hankel functions. The most important features to note of the scattered

potential are the scaling of the potential, (kb)2, and that the scattered waves propagate in

all directions (though there is an azimuthal dependence). Further note that the scattered

potential falls off on the length scale of the wave, (i. e. iI>s = iI>s (kr)). This is in contrast to

flow separation effects, whose decay is usually scaled by the diameter of the flow obstruction

(intensity of disturbance rv f). The consequence is that the scattering effect is felt even

at relatively large distances from the tower. It is true that the scattered potential may be

minimized by reducing the radius of the tower support b but consider that even though the

scattered potential is scaled by (bk)2, the waves will interact with the first order incident

waves. Calling the incident wave amplitude a, and the radian frequency a, the velocities

of the incident wave scales as aa. The velocities of the radiated potential scales as ab2 ak2
•

For 50cm amplitude waves with radian frequency a = 1rad/ s scattering off a cylinder of

radius b = 50cm, the Reynolds stress T due to the resulting standing wave components

is T = ~puw* rv pa2b2ak2 = O(lN/m2 ). These waves are much smaller than those we

looked at in the last section. Even so, for the wind speed examined (10ml s), we expected a

wind-induced shear stress, T = pU;w' of only 0.07N / m2
• This effect may therefore entirely

mask the wind-induced shear stress when measurements are made via a velocity correlation.

In higher windspeed conditions (12m/s to 17m/s) than those we have just discussed,

Cavaleri and Zechetto (1987) used a theoretical model to predict a wind stress of approxi

mately O.3N1m2
• They measured shear stresses in the fluid, using velocity correlations, as

large as 30N/m2 • The authors considered several sources of error but did not consider wave

scattering from the tower. Using a computer model, and inputting a spectrum of waves, I
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found that stresses as large as 3N1m2 could be explained solely in terms of waves scattered

from the single tower leg closest to the sensors. Obviously, inclusion of the entire support

structure and a more accurate wave model would lead to different results. The point is,

whether or not Cavaleri and Zechetto have found some unknown physical mechanism, as

they seem to claim; it is doubtful that stresses of order O.3N/ m2 could be measured us

ing velocity correlations so near a wave scatterer without carefully considering these effects.
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Figure 2-3: Reynolds stress due to a single monochromatic wave scattered from a ~ircular

cylinder. The incident wave amplitude is 1m, the radian frequency is 1radls, r ~s the
upwave radial distance from the scatterer and k is the wavenumber. The result is p10tted
for three different cylinder radii, b.

Figure 2-3 shows the effect of wave scattering from a single wave as a function of radial

distance from a tower. Only the upwave direction (the direction sensors would be steered to

avoid flow separation effects) is shown. Obviously, the field experimenter must worry about

a spectrum of incident waves. For a more detailed discussion on the derivation of scattered

potential, Mei(1989) provides an excellent discussion.
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The last issue is that of the appropriateness of making an Eulerian measurement near

the air-sea interface. The standard log-law model for wind-induced shear (Csanady, 1984)

presumes that the free-surface is analogous to the wall in the classic wall-flow type experi

ment. In his paper, one of the central questions Csanady tries to answer is that of what to

call the wall. Though subsequent investigators have refined the theory, Van Dorn's (1953)

conclusion that most of the drag on the wind over water is due to shorter waves is still

generally held to be true. It is supposed that the wind stress is supported by the shorter

waves and longer waves grow through nonlinear wave-wave interactions. The growth of the

shear current may be due directly to "skin-friction" <)-nd also due to the vorticity of the

smaller waves. The longer waves, however, are nearly irrotational and, Csanady asserts, are

dynamically unimportant with respect to the shear current except in that the shear current

is advected by the orbital motions of the long waves. The wind-induced shear current is,

from this point-of-view, the steady component of the current relative to the surface that is

defined by the longer waves (Csanady argues that waves of wavelength 1m or greater could

be considered "long"). How does this affect near-surface Eulerian measurements? In small

fetch situations the effect of shear flow advection is minimal because the energy in longer

waves is such that the advection is small compared to the decay scale of the shear current.

For the type of waves we encounter at the SMILE site the boundary layer advection would

be serious.

To make an Eulerian measurement, our shallowest sensors should be located beneath the

troughs of the waves to avoid exiting the water. The significant waveheights H 1 measured
3

by the SASS during its deployment varied from 1.6m to 3.0m. The waveheight spectra

tended to be heavily weighted by swell. Let's examine the implications of wave advection

by considering a wavefield where H 1 = 2m. Here, our shallowest sensors would have to be
3

located more than a meter below the mean free-surface to avoid exiting the water. Suppose

we put our shallowest sensor 2m below the mean free-surface. The boundary layer would

be advected ±lm relative to this sensor. If the windspeed is 10mjs and we again assume

that U*w = 0.83cmjs, then the gradient of the wind-induced shear current would be given
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2.075cmJ8

z
(2.8)

At a distance of 2m from the boundary we expect to find a shear of about 0.01048-1
. As the

boundary layer advects up and down, we expect our sensor to measure shears which vary

from 0.00698-1 to 0.02088-1 . Hence, the variation in shear is about 30% greater than the

mean shear we expect to measure. It seems logical that to improve our resolution, we need

to make our measurements from sensors which follow the surface. Moreover, in a surface-

following mode, sensors may be placed very close to the boundary with little danger of

exiting the water. This type of quasi-Lagrangian surface-following measurement, typically

made from a buoy will be introduced in the following section.

Before moving on to discuss quasi-Lagrangian measurements, however, we mention a

special case of what might be aptly termed.a quasi-Eulerian measurement. In the case of

the research vessel FLIP, the notable spar buoy, measurements may be made which are

nearly Eulerian. Even with its enormous size (draft::::: 91m) the FLIP does move. But, with

pitch and roll resonant frequencies of 0.021Hz and a heave resonance of 0.037Hz (Rudnick,

1967), we don't expect the coupling between the wave and buoy motions to be strong.

Though the FLIP does respond to low frequency motions, it can be steered (see Weller,

1985) to keep current meters upstream of the hull-wake. Furthermore, the fact that FLIP

drifts with the large scale flows would further reduce flow disturbance effects (our earlier

remarks about scattered waves need be considered; FLIP's hull diameter is 3.8m 'at the

surface and gradually increases to 6.1m). A FLIP type platform would not, in any case,

have been appropriate at the SMILE site, only about 5km from shore, in a strong current

environment and having a water depth of only 90m.

2.3 Surface Referenced

Usually, when solving a fluid mechanics problem, we attempt to find our solution using ei

ther a Lagrangian or an Eulerian approach. Each approach has its advantages for studying
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near-surface dynamics. The Lagrangian measurement is a measure of total transport and is

a conceptually easy experiment to design. For the Eulerian measurement wave effects are

not an issue and, in tower-based measurements, the experimenter usually has the equipment

overhead (e.g., power supplies and data storage capabilities) necessary to make extensive

measurements.

But, as we discussed in the last two sections, each approach has its problems too. It

IS difficult to make a truly Lagrangian measurment near the air-sea interface. Also, the

tracking problems associated with Lagrangian measurements make collection of meaningful

amounts of data difficult. The Eulerian approach is often not possible in deep water. And,

even if a deep water tower can be found or constructed, there remains the problem of the

boundary layer advecting past the sensor.

The surface-following sensor might be seen as a compromise between the Eulerian and

Lagrangian approaches. Our archtypical surface-following probe is a current meter hung

beneath a buoy. Using this approach is consistent with the idea that the near-surface

boundary layer is advected with the longer waves of the sea surface (Csanady, 1984). While

making a boundary layer measurement it makes sense to use the boundary as a reference

point. Buoy systems are relatively easy to deploy and can be left unattended.

The surface-referenced measurement is not a panacea. One of the better known diffi

culties with this approach is the fact that the measurements are biased in the dow-nwave

direction. Pollard (1973) developed a theory to explain the "wave bias" in terms of lin

earized potential theory. Here I'll repeat the simplest form of the argument Pollard gave as

an introduction to the wave bias.

For a monochromatic wave, the surface elevation 'T7 and horizontal velocity u may be

written as

17 acos(kx-at).

aacos(kx - at)ekz
.
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If the buoy heaves with the surface, but does not move horizontally, then the motion of a

sensor mounted a fixed distance Zo beneath the waterline of the buoy is given by

[X, Z] = [x o , -Zo + 1]].

The horizontal velocity measured by the sensor is

Expanding the exponential gives

and the resulting nonzero time average

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

is the "wave bias." The wave bias for our surface following sensor is seen to have a form

similar to the theoretical form of the Stokes' drift. In the next section we'll show that the

derivation of the wave bias and the Stokes' drift can be simply related. Here, I'd like to

show what type of effects this bias might have on the data. Figure 2-4 shows the expected

shear current in a lOm/s wind (the conditions are assumed to be the same as those for Fig

ure 2-2). Also shown are the indicated shear for a .perfect wave-follower and the indicated

shear when the bias is that measured by the SASS.
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Figure 2-4: Surface defect velocity (--) using a theoretical form for the wind-induced cur
rent in a 10m/s wind. The shear indicated from a sensor which perfectly follows the v€;rtical
excursions of the surface (...) includes the wind-induced and a wave-induced contrib-ution.
The SASS follows both vertical and horizontal fluid displacements. If the shear were given
by solid line we expect that SASS would overestimate (- - -) the shear if the wave-induced
portion of the measurement is not considered.
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Chapter 3

WAVE BIAS

3.1 Measurements from a moving sensor

In the last chapter we found that there were several advantages to making near-surface

measurements in a surface-following frame. We also admitted current meters which move

coherently with wave orbital velocities suffer from a downwave bias. This has long been

recognized and yet is a problem which the oceanographic community has still not adequately

addressed. We looked at the simplest form of Pollard's (1973) analytical model to show

how the bias arises. In his paper Pollard concluded that:

If the directional spectrum is known, Kenyon 's( 1969) technique can be used

to calculate that part of 11 caused by vertical motion. However, even if the

horizontal motion of the current meter were measured it would be difficult if

not impossible to make an acceptable estimate of the error caused by horizontal

motion.

Nonetheless, Santala and Terray(1991) developed a theory wherein the bias due to both

vertical and horizontal motion could be estimated with reasonable accuracy. Before devel

oping this theory in a form sophisticated enough to be applied to field data I'd like to look

again at the different measurement types, again using a single monochromatic wave, but

now using complex analysis. This will allow us to look at the consequences of sensor-fluid

correlations in a compact way.
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Consider a two-dimensional monochromatic wave of amplitude a and frequency (7. The

potential function iP for a deep water wave (k := (72/g) may be written as:

iP = _zafie'(kx-CTt)ekz .
a

(3.1)

(3.2)

T/(X, t)

u(X, z, t)

w(X, z, t)

The surface elevation 7] and the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities (u, w) are given by

1 8iP I _ '(kX-CTt)--- - ae ,
g 8t z=o

8iP_ = a(7e,(kX-CTt)e kz ,
8x
8iP ,(kX-CTt) kz
8z = -wae e.

The sensor trajectories may be described as being comprised of a mean position (x o, -zo)

and a time varying component (xe(t), ze(t)) as

[X, ZJ = [x o+ xe(t), -Zo + ze(t)J. (3.3)

(3.4)U(t)

Wet)

As the sensor traces out its time history it not only measures the time history of the field

velocity but also samples its spatial variability. Substituting the trajectories (3.3) into the

expressions for velocity (3.2) gives the expression for the measured velocity (U, W) as a

function of time (without loss of generality X o may be set to zero)

aae-'CTte-kZo[l _ 1.kx + kz + ...J _ dXe
e _ e dt '

_wae-lCTle-kzo[l _ zkx e + kZe +...J _ d~e.

In the above expression, the exponentials have been expanded into a power series with only

those terms greater than O(a3 ak2
) being explicitly shown. If the response of the b~oy is

linear, then the time varying part of the sensor's trajectory may be written as

(t) -ICTt
X e = xme , (3.5)

with X m and Zm being the complex coefficients describing the sensor motion. The time

average of the horizontal and vertical velocity is then given by the real part of the following

expressions:

(3.6)
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where * denotes a complex conjugate. The sensor motion has been assumed to average

to zero. The preceeding expression, where we have yet to specify the form of the sensor

motions, provides us with a compact way to examine measurement principles in general.

For instance, if the sensor is still, then the measurement is Eulerian and equation 3.7

reduces to

U Eulerian = a
(Xm,Zm) = (0,0) =?

vVEulerian = a
(3.7)

If a sensor does not drift, but to first order follows the particle trajectory at a certain depth,

then we obtain (to first order) the Stokes' drift velocity

(3.8)

For the idealized case of a velocity sensor hf.nging from a buoy which is perfectly coupled

to the surface, both in horizontal and vertical excursion,

UPollard = aa*ake- kzo

(Xm, Zm) = (a,a) ==?

lV Pollard = 0
(3.9)

In the case where the buoy response is not ideal but lags the wave excursions by a phase

angle, 1./.) (or a time delay of tl ag = *)

( ) ( tV' tV' )Xm ,Zm = ae , ae =:> _(3.10)

The above case is most interesting because it shows that there can also be a bias in mea

suring vertical velocities.

What all the preceeding examples point out is that the final time-averaged output of a

moving current meter is not only dependent on the velocity field in which the current meter

is immersed, but is also dependent on the motion of the current meter itself. Furthermore,

the size of this motion dependent mean is order O( a2ak) and the apparent shear is order

O((ak?a). These are the same order of magnitude as the expected current and shear in
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the wind-driven flow (Bye,1967; Wu,1975).

The only averaging procedure which does not measure the wave effects is the Eulerian.

As was discussed in the last chapter, the Eulerian-type measurement is nearly impossible

to realize and difficult to interpret in the near-surface environment in deep water. What we

desire is to have an averaging procedure that will measure the wind-induced shear current

and the mean flow without being biased by wave/motion effects. While it is possible to

develop such a procedure, the derivation is not entirely straightforward. To pave the way

for the full derivation, the concept of the unbiased estimator will be motivated by the use

of a simple mathematical concept; that of a line integral in a potential field.

line integration interpretation

Since the waves are irrotational and periodic (in space), the line integral of the wave velocity,
.

u(x), along any trajectory, at any instant of time vanishes

f dx· \7if;(x) == O. (3.11)

This integral can be regarded as an averaging procedure that results in zero for irrotational

motions.

From a practical standpoint, equation 3.11 is of little use. It can be exploited if we

recognize the time-space duality of water waves; i.e., the spatial variation of a wave may be

sampled by a fixed observer who samples a wave as it passes (in time). Conceptually, this

is most easily visualized for the case of a two-dimensional monochromatic wave, which is

viewed in a frame of reference moving at the wave celerity, c, so that the wave profile is steady

in time. Here, the trajectory of the sensor is described by the vector (-ct +X( t), Zo +Z( t)).

Equation 3.11 then becomes

1 iT{ 1· 1 .}- U--UX--HlZ dt=O,
T 0 c C

(3.12)

where time derivatives have been indicated by dotting variables, T is the wave period and,

as above, U(t) denotes the measured velocity. The case in which XCi) ~ c is depicted in
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Figure 3-1(a), where the dashed line shows the integration path. The lower "return path"

is taken to be a line at some fixed depth below the mean water level. The integral along

the return path is equivalent to an Eulerian measurement at that depth and, as such, will

not measure a wave component. The net contribution over that segment will be due to the

advection velocity, c, that is required when equation 3.11 is examined in the steady frame

and will precisely cancel the advection component on the forward part of the path. In the

case of infinite depth, the return path may be taken at z = -00.

a
-_..- '"

"'-- ... -- ......
...-.......

-------------~- __..~'--..-~_..--l---------,

b
--.....

-..-............
...... -... --------

------------- ..-......

--------------'----__..~~_..-~-.--l------------,

Figure 3-1: The line integral concept. In a frame of reference which travels at the wavespeed,
the fluid velocities are steady. The dotted lines show indicate constant potential surfaces.
Paths are shown which correspond to surface-following measurements. A line integral (a)
through the wavefield will return a result of zero. In (b), the equation of a normal time aver
age of horizontal velocity ~ f Udt has been transformed to this frame. Here, the differential
distance vector dx does not lie along the path of integration and a zero wave contribution
is not guaranteed.

Equation 3.12 defines a "trajectory average" of U, which will be denoted as U (the

notation is chosen in analogy to the conventional use of an overbar to indicate a simple
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time or space average). The first term in equation 3.12 reproduces the wave bias, while the

remaining terms constitute "corrections" that estimate the bias. For the two-dimensional

case just shown the cancellation is exact. When the definition of U is generalized in the

next section to three-dimensional, random waves we will find this is no longer true. With a

spectrum of dispersive waves present, a steady reference frame does not exist. Still, it will

be shown that while the cancellation is no longer exact, the bias remaining in U is reduced

by a factor of wave slope, ak, over that in U.

While the corrections compensate for the wave contributions to the time average, they

will not unduly affect the estimate of the nonwave contributions. When a rotational velocity

(U', W') is also present, the correction in equation 3.12 also includes terms such as U'X Ic
and W' ZIc. Since X and Z are both of order of the wave orbital velocity u, the terms XIc

and Zic are at most O(ak), although in general they are expected to be much smaller since

it is likely that both X and H7 are poorly correlated with U'. So,

u~ U' +O(u(ka)2) +O(kaU'), (3.13)

where U, the net observed velocity, is now the sum of irrotational (wave) and rotational

components.

The line integral interpretation can also be used to illustrate the source of the wave bias.

The time average of U (t) is proportional to the integral of the horizontal velocity component

u(x,z,t) evaluated along the sensor trajectory. This situation (again in the steady-frame

of reference) is shown in Figure 3-1(b). Since the differential distance elements do not lie

along the path of integration, we cannot guarantee that this integral vanishes (actually

performing the integral will, of course, yield the wave bias).
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3.2 Estimation of the bias

general case

When a spectrum of waves is present, it is not possible to find a reference frame in which

the waves are steady and the development of the last section cannot be repeated exactly.

Instead, it is assumed that equation 3.12 may be generalized to

(3.14)

(repeated latin subscripts run from 1 to 3 and are summed). The unknown functions p(t)

replace the factors 1/c appearing in equation 3.12. Since both the directional spreading

and phase speed of the waves are frequency dependent, the /1's are introduced as filters 

hence the convolution, denoted by * in equation 3.14.

The problem is to find /1(a),s that reduce the bias in Va by an order of magnitude over

that in 1/0 , Mathematically we express this as a requirement on the expected value of V 0

as

(3.15)

On taking the expected value of equation 3.14, \ve then require that the following be satisfied

to order O(a3ak 2 ) :

(3.16)

Both the left- and right-hand sides of equation 3.16 can be evaluated using linear wave

theory.

The output of a moving sensor is the relative velocity Vi - Xi, where Vi is related to the

Eulerian velocity Vi by

'~(t) = Vi(X(t), t). (3.17)

In the following it is assumed that the additive contribution Xi of the sensor motion to

the relative velocity has been subtracted and V; is referred to as the observed velocity.
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Expanding equation 3.17 to second order gives

( ) ( (0) ) (0) OVi(X(o), t)
Vi t = Vi X ,t + (Xj(t) - XJ.) OX' + ...

J

(3.18)

where X(o) denotes the average sensor position. The potential function of a directionally

spread wavefield is conveniently described using the Fourier-Stieljes notation.

(3.19)

With this notation, the expression for the vector velocity is

(3.20)

If we expand out the velocities, as we did for the two-dimensional case, and substitute in

the sensor's trajectory components X, we find that the measured velocity V is

v = 1/, dA(", OJ"1::,: )e,(kX(O'-u,)e- "0 [1 + ,k eos BX 1 + ,k sin 0X, +kX, + 0 0 oj 0

(3.21 )

To first order, sensor and fluid velocities are related through the buoy transfer function Hij.

The transfer function below relates the sensors \'elocities to the fluid velocity at the surface .

.(3.22)

If we make the reasonable assumption that motion in a particular direction is predominately

forced by fluid velocities in that direction (i.e. cross-coupled motions between orthogonal

directions are relatively weak), the transfer function matrix is diagonal and the sensor

trajectories and velocities are expressed as
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IHn sin e

H33
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Substituting in the sensor trajectories of equation 3.23 into the expression for the measured

velocity (equation 3.21) and taking the expected value of the time average gives a general

result for the biased time average.

+

+

H1, dAdA' H;, ak1
cos3 8

) e-
bo

,sin2 8 cos 8

-2 cos2 8

H1,dAdA'H;,ak1
cos2 8 sin 8

) e-
bo

,sin3 8 (3.24)

-2sin2 8

. rOS9

)~II dAdA *H33 crk sin 8 e- kzo
•

-2

The right hand side of equation 3.16 is our bias estimator and is rewritten in frequency

space as

(3.25)

Using our first order expressions for Xi and Ui this becomes

{3.26)

To find the I-l filters the o/h component of equation 3.25 is equated to equation 3.26. The

bias arises from the beating of like frequencies in sensor motion and fluid velocity. Since

the J.L'S are to model this process we will equate equations 3.25 and 3.26 on a frequency

bin-by-frequency bin basis. In doing this, let's rewrite the wave coefficients, dA, in terms of

a waveheight spectrum, STJTJ(cr), and a directional spreading function, f(J,8), (normalized

so that I:1r f( cr, 8)d8 = 1) as

1 (dAdA *)
ST)T)(J)f(cr,8) = 2 dad8
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Then, for a = 1 we will find the II'S from the following:

5'1).kr )crke- kzo J{Hi1 (cr )f(cr, 0) COS
3 0 + H22(a )f(a, 0) cos2 esin B+ H33(cr )f(a, 0) cos O} dO

(3.28)

=5'1)1](cr )a2e- kzo J{H;l (cr )f(cr, 0) cos2 0 +H2Z(cr )f(cr, 0) sin2 0 + H33(cr )f(cr, e) } de.

The sensor transfer function can be completely removed from the solution by equating the

above on a term-by-term basis. Solving in this way also allows the i th correction term of

equation 3.14 to be interpreted as the bias originating from motion in the i th direction. If

this is done, we find that the fL~l) filters are given by:

(1) k f f( cr, e) cos3 ede
III ~ f f( cr, 0) cos2 OdO'

(1) k f f( cr, 0) cos2 0 sin OdO
(3.29)lIz cr f f( cr, 0) sin 2 Ode

(1) k f f(a, B) cos Ode
fL3 cr f i( cr, O)de

Solving in the same way, the II~Z) filters are found to be

(2) ~f f(cr,e)sin 2 OcosOde
fLl cr f f( cr, 8) cos2 ede

(2) k f f(a, e) sin3 ede
(3.30)fLz -;; f f(cr,e)sin 2 ede'

p12 )
k f f( cr, e) sin-OdO
a f f( a, O)de

Finally, the filters for estimating the vertical bias fL~3) are found to have the simple form

(3.31)

If the spreading function f( cr, e) is found using a pitch and roll type technique, only the first

two trigonometric moments of f( cr, 0) are obtained directly from measurements (Longuet

Higgins et al, 1963). This means that the above filters which require third moments of the

spreading function will be somewhat dependent on the extrapolation used to form the final

spreading function estimate. For the SASS data, the wave spreading is estimated using the

maximum entropy method (see section 4.3).
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The derivation here was driven by the analogy with the two-dimensional line integral

interpretation. Santala and Terray (1991) derive the same results in a more general way by

starting with a three-dimensional Taylor series expansion. In that paper alternate forms of

the bias estimator are also discussed.

Limitations of the Theory

The theory for reducing the bias has been based on small amplitude linearized potential

theory. It further assumes that the directional spectrum can be accurately estimated. Let's

consider the importance of these assumptions.

steepness effects

The assumption in the velocity relations of equations 3.19 and 3.20 is that the amplitude

of the wave is infinitesimal. It is well known, however, that if surface tension effects are

ignored, when the velocity potential is expanded out in a power series in slope, the leading

term is D(.;'-) and the next highest order term is D((ak?.;'-) (Wehausen and Laitolle, 1960).

So, it is easy to see that even for relatively steep waves the nonlinear steepness effects are

negligible.

In fact, if one notes the similarity between equation 3.18 and the expression for the wave

mass transport velocity lfs , then it is reasonable to say that the error in using equation 3.18

to estimate the wave bias must be similar to the error in using first order linearized theory

to predict the exact Stokes' drift. Longuet-Higgins(1987) computed the surface value of Vs

for a two-dimensional Stokes wavetrain and compared the exact result to the leading term,

O(a2(7k), in the small amplitude expression. The two results are essentially indistinguishable

for wave slopes ak less than 0.3. Two things should be kept in mind. In the field, rms

waveslopes are rarely much greater than 0.1. Also, the decay with depth of the second term

in the wave potential is much faster than that of the leading term and consequently even

at small depths the error due to wave steepness will be small.
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estimation of directional spreading

The estimate of the bias is dependent on the directional spreading of the waves. Because

error bounds are not well established for the estimation of directional spectra, the effect of

errors in the estimation of the spreading function was examined by computer simulation.

As a model, the frequency-direction spectrum of DONELAN et al (1985) was used

(hereafter referred to as the DHH model). Inputs to the spectral model are the wave-age

U/e and the peak frequency 0p. For simulation results shown in this paper, U /e = 3.10 and

op = 4.48rad/s (these are the values for the field data analyzed in the next section). The

directional spreading function is dependent on frequency and has the functional form

(3.32)

where {3 is a frequency dependent directional-spreading parameter. According to the model,

the value of {3 is maximum at 0 = 0.950p , where {3 = 2.44.

The numerical simula.tion itself was a.ccomplished by creating wavefields from a finite

number of sinusoids. The frequency spectrum was subdivided into 0.04 rad/ s intervals and

the angle of propagation was subdivided into 7f /51 intervals over the range ±7f /2. For all

cases it was assumed that the buoywa.sap-erf~dwave-follower ( i.e., H ll = H 22 = H 33 = 1

and Hi)' = 0, i :f: j).

If we assume that the 3dB width of the spreading function f( 0,8) can be measured

correctly to ±50%, then the estimate of the bias would be in error to ±6%, as is shown

in figure 3-2. The ±50% is probably attainable with standard techniques, especially near

the peak frequencies of wave energy. However, at frequencies above and below the spectral

peak, where the signal-to-noise ratio begins to fall, even attaining such modest accuracy

may be difficult. Fortuitously, the greatest portion of the bias, and hence correction, occurs

due to motions at the spectral peak. If we allow the spectral form of the estimated bias to

be called llbias (0 ), then

(3.33)
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Above the spectral peak waveheight spectra drop off as (j-4. The spectra of orbital velocities

must then fall off as (j-2 e2kz. Assuming that the motion of the sensor is coupled to the

surface displacement, the cross-spectrum of sensor velocity and wave orbital velocity falls

off as (j-2 ekz. Therefore, above the spectral peak of the waves, the entire correction falls off

as (j-le kz . This implies that sensors extremely close to the surface would have corrections

heavily weighted by the motions well above the spectral peak and thus would give inaccurate

estimates. Figure 3-3 indicates how deep the sensors must be to give reliable results. The

figure shows, for example, that for a wavefield with a peak frequency of 0.5 Hz, a sensor

at a mean depth of 50 em will have 90% of the bias originating from waves of frequencies

lower than 0.85 Hz. The total contribution from waves above 0.85 Hz (wavelength.'> shorter

than 2.1m) is only 10% of the bias. So, the decay of orbital velocities with depth acts as

a lowpass filter and thereby lessens the problems that the shorter waves would create in

our linearized solution. Because we assume in our model that sensor motion is correlated

to even the highest frequency surface displacements, and thus overstate the contribution

due to the high-frequencies, the curves shown in Figure 3-3 could be considered worst case

bounds for most systems.

3.3 Verification

The theory developed for bias removal was tested 'using data taken from a tower in Lake

Ontario. This tower is maintained specifically for research purposes by the Canada Center

for Inland Waters (CCIW). As part of the WAVES '87 experiment, a two-axis ac<;mstic

velocimeter, shown in Figure 3-4, was mounted on the end of CCIW's wave-follower, with

its acoustic axes aligned to measure the horizontal velocity of the fluid. Because the motion

of the sensor is one-dimensional, we are provided with a relatively simple situation in which

to evaluate the estimation procedure.

Data were collected at various depths in a wave-following mode with the velocity sen

sor maintained at a fixed distance beneath the water's surface. The vertical component of

velocity at a given depth was not measured directly, but was calculated using linear theory

to extrapolate from the surface value (the latter was computed from the vertical velocity of
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Figure 3-2: Effect of errors in estimating th~ directional wave spreading function. The bias
(-) for a seI;lsor free to move both vertically and horizontally. The shaded region indicates

the range of V when the 3dB width is estimated correctly to within ±50%.

the sensor t and the transfer function of the wave-follower).

In the one-dimensional case, the unbiased estimator reduces to
-

Va= ~ iT dt [Va(t) - {V(t)z * J-L~a)(t)} t(t)] , (3.34)

and only a single filter J-L~a) is required for each current direction. The directional s"I3read

ing function necessary to compute J-L was estimated from the measured velocities and the

wave height using the maximum entropy method as outlined by Lygre and Krogstad (1986).

The data shown in Figure 3-5 were taken between 11:20 and 13:07 on 12 December 1987;

during this time the wind was from the northwest (283°) at an average speed of approx

imately 7 mls. The fetch in this direction is roughly 1.5 km. Only those records where

the average wind speed was between 6.8 and 7.2 m / s and the mean wind direction was not

outside a 6° range were included (the possible exception is the Eulerian point, which was the

last measurement made, and at which time wind speed and direction were not recorded).
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Figure 3-3: Bias 90% cutoff frequency. Each curve represents a DHH wave spectrum with
U/ e = 3.1 and peak frequency as labelled. For a given sensor depth the height of the curve
indicates the frequency below which 90% of the wave bias originates. Mathematically 190%

is defined as: Jj90% {;bias(f)d1/ Jooo {;bias(f)d1 = 0.90.

The waves had a peak period of 1.4 s and a significant height of 23 em. The data were

sampled at 200 Hz, lowpass filtered, and decimated to 12.5 Hz. The resulting record at

each depth was slightly over 5 minutes long and consisted of 3,968 samples. One record

was taken with the wave-follower drive shut off. As expected, this Eulerian estimate of the

velocity lies closer to the unbiased than to the biased estimate.

As a further check, the size of the correction made to each measurement is compared

to the estimated bias using the computer model of the previous section. The sensor was

only free to move in the vertical direction so the program was modified accordingly. For the

simulation results, the bias was calculated for a perfect wave-follower and a DHH spectral

form for the waves. The peak frequency and wave-age parameter (U Ie) of the simulated

wavefield were matched to that of the field data to give an assumed spectral shape. Vv'hen

this was done we found that the integrated energy in the model was about 33% greater

than for the field data. Therefore, the energy of the model spectrum was adjusted to match
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Figure 3-4: Acoustic velocimeter used in WAVES '87. The entire assembly shown, consisting
of a wavestaff, and acoustic sensors (shown positioned Zo below the surface), was mounted
on a hydraulically-driven piston which kept the distance Zo constant.

the conditions of the field data. Figure 3-6 compares the size of the corrections applied to

the field data and the size of the corrections predicted by the model and, in spite of the

extremely simplistic way in which the model was run, the agreement is at least qualitatively

correct.
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Chapter 4

THE SURFACE ACOUSTIC

SHEAR SENSOR (SASS)

4.1 Design of SASS

As mentioned previously, the SASS was designed to measure the velocities relative to the

air-sea interface. The air-sea interface is an appropriate reference point for measurement

to test if the wind-driven shear current is, as is commonly believed, similar to a wall-layer

flow. By creating a buoy with a large waterplane area the dominant force governing the

buoy's motion becomes the change in buoyancy with the relative motion of the free-surface.

Traditionally, a large waterplane area buoy would be of a discus or similar type configu

ration. This classic type configuration was rejected for two reasons. First, as is not~d by

Collar et at (1983), velocity sensors beneath discus shaped buoys become trapped in the

boundary layer beneath the buoy and give unreliable results. Secondly, the design called

for a rigid array of sensors to be suspended beneath the buoy. To provide the necessary

rigidity either large structural members would have to be used or a truss would have to

be built. Since a premium was placed on minimizing flow obstruction it was decided that

the current meter array would be supported by a truss. The design of SASS, shown in

Figure 4-1, is driven by both these requirements. By separating the buoyancy elements, the

flow disturbance of the buoyancy itself moved away from the sensing volumes and the cur

rent meter a.rray could be supported by a structure composed of relatively slender members.
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Figure 4-1: The Surface Acoustic Shear Sensor (SASS)
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Each of the SASS's three floats is 84em high. With a combined waterplane area of 2.0m2

only 28cm of the floats need be submerged to support the 5.5kN (wet) buoy. This leaves

llkN of excess buoyancy. The shallowness of draft and distance of separation (in plan view

SASS is an equilateral triangle 3.7m on a side) was an effort to minimize flow disturbance.

The truss, constructed of 2ineh-OD aluminum tubing, connects the buoyancy elements and

provides a rigid structure to which the current meter array could be attached and through

which mooring forces could be transmitted.

Velocities relative to the instrument are measured with the BASS acoustic current meter

(Williams et al, 1987) . This current meter measures the velocity component along four

acoustic axes. A schematic of a BASS current meter sensing "pod" is shown in Figure 4-2

The four axes are resolved, with some redundancy, into an orthogonal triplet relative to the

sensor. Sensing volumes were located at each of the six following depths (in em): 111, 166,

251, 311, 391 and 585. With a sampling volume O(15cm) in length, and a high sampling

rate, this current meter allows us to obtain an accurate time history of the fluid velocities

in an instrument based frame of reference. The structure supporting the acoustic transduc

ers is of stainless steel construction. The design rational here is the same as that for the

overall SASS design; maximal rigidity with minimal_flow disturbance is achieved by a truss.

A two axis gyroscope, manufactured by Colnbrook (Figure 4-3), provided a stabilized

platform on which accelerometers were mounted to measure translational motions.-' Two

capacitive type potentiometers measured the tilt of the buoy by referencing the gyro plat

form. The yaw rotations were measured by a compass inside the BASS pressure case.

Having measured all six degrees of freedom of the instrument's motion allows us to not only

rotate the relative velocities into an inertial frame of reference, but also allows us to add in

the instrument velocity. Thus, a time series ofthe fluid velocity (at the point of the sensor)

may be obtained.

Of course, with the horizontal scale of SASS being 3.7712, it is expected that SASS will
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Figure 4-2: A typical BASS sensing "pod". Acoustic travel-time measurements are made
along four axes.

only follow waves longer than 7Am. The motion of the shorter waves (periods of 2.2sec

and less) will be essentially uncorrelated to the buoy motion. In order to measure how well

SASS follows the water's surface, a wavestaff was mounted directly above the sensor column.

The thermal gradient in the water column was measured by mounting small metal-clad

thermistors directly adjacent to each BASS sensing volume. Though the small size of these

sensors causes little flow disturbance they do not provide an extremely accurate absolute

measurement of temperature. To this end. Sea-Bird thermistors were mounted at the same

elevation as the top and bottom metal-clad thermistors (but far off to the side as these sen

sors are quite large). Each Sea-Bird thermistor was accompanied by a conductivity sensor.

The SASS was operated so that all channels were sampled at 4Hz. The BASS was op-
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Figure 4-3: The gyro inside its pressure case (open) being prepared for deployment. The
circuit mounted on the gyro is the TATTLETALE IV computer and FET switching circuits
used for control of the gyro system.

erated at a 20Hz sample rate and a block average of five samples was done by the current

meter electronics. In fact, all of the data channels were fed into the BASS computer for

formatting prior to transmission or recording.

Each record was 89 bytes long so that in the typical hour long files it was necessary to

store 1.25 Mbytes of data. Data could be stored in one of two ways; it could be transmitted

to ship or shore via a Clegg FM transceiver or it could be stored on an optical disk which

was housed inside one of the battery wells. When not transmitting data the transciever was

in a listening mode. A menu of twelve command options controlling SASS instrumentation

could be selected by transmitting a DTMF signal to SASS. This signal was decoded and

interpreted by a Tattletale IV computer which turned sensors on and off by a series of FET

switches attached to its I/O lines.
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The radio transmitter requires 24 Watts of power and the gyro 18 Watts. Recording

data to optical disk provides hard-wired reliability to the data recovery but at the cost

that the disk requires 20 percent more power than the radio. Power for the SASS was

provided by Gell Cell batteries stored in the floats. The nominal capacity of each battery

was 23amp-hours at 12volts. Two batteries connected in series were dedicated to providing

the 24volt input required for the BASS. The other 14 batteries were used in parallel to

supply power to all of the other electronic devices aboard the SASS. The power budget

is discussed in greater detail in Montgomery and Santala (1989). The conclusion reached

there is that when derating of the batteries for temperature and reduced current compliance

with discharge, that the fourteen Gell-Cell's provide, at most, enough power to transmit a

total of 46 hours of data.

The SASS, in theory, could be used as a freely drifting instrument. For its application

in SMILE, the SASS was moored. Figure 4-'4 shows the SASS mooring schematic.

4.2 Coordinate transformations

The current meters mounted onto the SASS measure velocities relative to the instrument.

For purposes of interpretation we would like to be able to relate all measured quantities to

an inertial frame of reference. Since the SASS will both rotate and translate with respect to

inertial coordinates, we must decompose and analyze both the rotational and translational

velocities of the buoy.

The approach taken here will be to start from basic kinematic and dynamic equations

and derive expressions that apply directly to the SASS instrument. The development of

the final expressions is both straightforward and generalized and only trivial modifications

would be necessary to derive expressions for similar systems (it is the sign convention of

rotations and the "nesting" of the gimbals which require a specialized approach).

To begin, a set of coordinate axes is defined for the SASS system. The origin of the
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Figure 4-4: Schematic of the SASS mooring system for the SMILE deployments.
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instrument relative coordinates may be arbitrarily defined anywhere in fixed relation to the

instrument. But, by choosing the origin carefully, we simplify the processing of the data.

The definition of the coordinate axes is shown in Figure 4-5. As shown in the figure, the ori

gin of the axes is chosen to be at the intersection of the pitch and roll axes of the gyroscope.

In the development that follows this will be seen to be a "natural" choice. The gyroscope

c

b

(a) (b)

Figure 4-5: Definition of SASS coordinate axes: (a) gives the undisplaced gyro orientation
while (b) shows the gyro under a general displacement. The I-J -J( axes are fixed in Inertial
space.

has two gimbals. Measurements are made between: the platform to which the gyro is fixed

(instrument coordinates) and the outer gimbal, the outer gimbal and the inner gimbal (also

called the stabilized platform), and the inner gimbal and inertial space. To be able to take

the current meter measurements made in the instrument relative frame and transform them

into the inertial frame, each of the motion measurements must be expressible in both of

those frames. By defining a set of axes on each moving part of the gyro package we enable

ourselves to mathematically express each measurement in any of the frames.
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angular displacenlent

The angular orientation of a solid body with respect to a given reference frame may be

specified in a number of ways. With the defined set of coordinate axes on our body the

problem is formally reduced to that of determining the angular position of two sets of co

ordinates with respect to one another.

Let UI-UJ-UK be a triad of unit vectors fixed in inertial space and Un-Ub-Ue be a triad of

unit vectors fixed to the body. The orientation of the un-axis may be uniquely determined

by specifying the cosine of the angle between the un-axis and each of the three inertial axes

Cal cos(a,I)

CnJ = cos(a, J)

CnK cos(a, K).

(4.1 )

If this is done for each axis, the angular position of the body is then defined at any instant

of time. The result is conveniently expressed in matrix form as:

(4.2)

The matrix of cosine angles is usually called the rotational translation matrix (r-t matrix).

In practice, the r-t matrix is not directly obtained from measurements. The task then, is

to formulate the r-t matrix from the measurements we make.

The compass (ideally) measures the rotation of the stabilized platform with respect to

inertial space. Because the compass angle By is positive when the stabilized platform turns

in a left hand sense with respect to inertial coordinates

lUI) [ c~s By - sin By 0

Uz sm By cos By 0

U3 0 0 1
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The roll potentiometer measures the relative angular motion between the outer gimbal U a ,

Ub'- U c' and the sensor coordinates U a - Ub-Uc, the roll angle OR is positive when the sensor

coordinates rotate in a right hand sense with respect to the outer gimbal and thus

(4.4)

The pitch potentiometer measures the angular displacement between the outer gimbal and

the stabilized platform. In the SASS system, a right hand rotation of the outer gimbal with

respect to the stabilized platform yields a positive output of pitch angle Op output and

therefore

(4.5)

By applying each of the r-t matrices above, hereafter denoted [Cey ], [GeR ] and [Cep] re

spectively, in succession we can find the angular orientation of the sensor with respect to

inertial coordinates

(4.6)

Recall that angular rotations are not vectors and are not commutative. Only the order of

matrix multiplication specified above yields the appropriate result. The order is determined

by the physical geometry of the sensors on the SASS buoy. The rotational translation matrix

for the SASS will be defined as

and in terms of measurements we make [Ge] is given by

(4.7)

[

cos8pcos8y

- sin 8R sin 8p cos By + cos BR sin By

cos 8R sin Bp cos 8y + sin 8R sin By

- cos 8p sin (Jy

sin BR sin Bp sin By + cos BR cos By

- cos 8R sin Bp sin 8y + sin 8R cos By
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• A

Figure 4-6: Coordinate system for transformation of velocities.

linear displacement

general expressions

Ultimately, our goal is to be able to describe the translational motion of all six velocity

sensing pods. Let's begin, however, by considering the motion of a single point. In Figure 4

6 we have defined a set of inertial O-I-J-]( and moving o-a-b-c coordinates. The velocity

of point A with respect to inertial space is

dRo (ar)vA=-d + -a +51xr
t t rei

(4.9)

where R o is the position vector of the moving axes with respect to the inertial axes, r-is the

position vector of point A with respect to the moving axes, and 51 is the angular velocity

of the moving axes. Differentiating the above expression shows the acceleration of point A

to be

accelerometers

d2R o •
aA = --;[(2 + aArel + n X r + 2n X VArel + n X (n X r) (4.10)

To determine the acceleration of the SASS's coordinate origin we will utilize the output of

the accelerometers. Of course, we must first understand what the accelerometer is measuring
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to do this. The accelerometers are mounted onto the stabilized platform of the gyro (i.e.

they are fixed in frame 0-1-2-3 of Figure 4-5). If we use the 0-1-2-3 axes as our moving frame

to define the acceleration of the accelerometers, then the relative velocity and acceleration

terms in equation 4.10 vanish, and because the Ul-U2-U3 triad only yaws with respect to

the inertial axes, the angular velocity n is a function of By only. The acceleration of any

point on the stabilized platform, then, is given by

(4.11)

with ri
i
) and r~i) being the component distances in the Ul and U2 directions to the i th

point fixed on the stabilized platform (r3 does not appear because all points on a- vertical

axis have the same velocity on a body whose angular motion is pure yawing). The above

expression gives the acceleration of any point on the stabilized platform. Accelerometers

only measure the component of acceleration along· their sensitive axes. If we denote the

output of the accelerometer whose axis is pointing in the Uj (with i = 1,2,3) direction as

ai then the acceleration measured by each accelerometer is

(4.12)

The accelerometers which output al, a2 and a3 are denoted the surge, sway and. heave

accelerometers, respectively. The expressions in equation 4.13 may be rearranged to find

d~~Q • U(1,2,3)' Once this is done the linear acceleration of SASS's coordinate origin in

. . 1 . ~ d b t' 11 ~. d2 R d2 R .mertia space IS loun y rota lOna y transiormlllg ¥ . U(1,2,3) to ¥ . U(I,J,K) usmg

[COy]. Explicitly, the acceleration, in terms of the accelerometer outputs, is

+

{a l cos By + a2 sin By +By ( _r~l) cos By + r~2) sin By) +O~ (r~l) cos By + r~2) sin By) } UI

{ai sin By + a2 cos By + By (r~l) sin By + ri
2

) cos By) +Of (-rp) sin By + r~2) cos By) } UJ

(4.13)
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sensor velocities

(4.14)
dR[i] dRo dr[i]

Vs -----+-
i - dt - dt dt'

To describe the velocity V Si of a sensor at point Si, it is convenient to again make use of the

intermediate coordinate systems. In Figure 4-7 I show that the total velocity is composed

of the translational velocity of the sensor axes' origin d~Q and the velocity ~~ relative to

the origin,

Because the relative position of sensors are fixed with respect to the origin, the relative

velocity vector only has an angular component and

dRo ["]Vs. = -- +w X r t, dt (4.15)

where w is the angular velocity of the SASS.

Figure 4-7: Composition of total velocity into coordinate and relative parts.

The angular velocity is defined by a right hand rule. Therefore, the angular velocities

between intermediate coordinate systems defined in section 4.2 are

(4.16)

Because angular velocities are vectors they may be added to find the total angular velocity
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of the SASS

W =Wey +wep +weR (4.17)

By performing the necessary r-t matrix transformations to each of the terms in the above

equation the angular velocity may be expressed in sensor coordinates as

W = {Oy sin Op - OR} u a

+ {0p cos OR + Oy sin OR cos 0P } ub

+ {Op sin OR +Oy cos OR cos Op} Uc.

(4.18)

The sensor coordinate representation is quite useful; as the sensor positions r(i] are c.9nstants

in the o-a-b-c frame. However, as most of the presentation has been geared toward the

inertial frame, the transformed result is given below:

W {Op sin Oy ~ OR cos:Oy cos Op} ul

+ {0p cos Oy - OR sin Oy cos 0p} UJ

+ {OR sin Op - Oy} UK

field and sensor velocities

(4.19)

The results of the preceeding sections allow us to find the vector velocities of all six BASS

sensors as a function of time and to find the vector fluid velocities at each sensor as a

function of time. The details of how this is done will be found in the Processing Strategy

section. Nonetheless, it may be helpful to quickly outline the procedure here.

First, consider the sensor velocities. The acceleration of the SASS's coordinate origin

is found from equation 4.13. These accelerations are integrated to find the velocity of the

origin in inertial space. Each of the sensors is in pure rotation about the SASS coordinate

axis origin. The angular velocity of the SASS, w, is found from equation 4.19. The w x r(i]

product is then formed for each sensor. After rotating the w X r[i] product into inertial

coordinates using the inverse r-t matrix [Cet 1 , the total sensor velocity is formed as in

equation 4.15.
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The velocity relative to the instrument is measured by the BASS acoustic sensing pods.

The measurements are rotated using [CO]-l to obtain the fluid velocity relative to each

sensor Vreli in inertial coordinates. The two results may then be added to obtain the

velocity of the fluid Vi at the location of the i th sensor,

Vi = VSi +Vrel i ' (4.20)

The sensor motions are small compared to the length scale of the waves and so, typically,

one may take the above velocities to be the velocity at a point (when this is done we will

address the errors that may be induced).

4.3 Estimation of directional spectra

Simply averaging the velocity V gives us a biased result due to the presence of waves.

Earlier, we formed an unbiased estimator of- the mean current V which was written as

(4.21)

The Il'S were filters that were made by performing several integrals of the form

(4.22)

where f( a, B) was the directional spreading function of the waves (i and j are integers).

The estimation of the directional wave spectrum is, then, central to our goal of making

unbiased current meter measurements. But it is not only this kinematic effect of the waves

with which we are concerned. The energetics of the wave field are important to understand

ing the dynamics on both the water and air side of the air-sea interface. The reader will

not make many new discoveries here. The theory presented in this chapter represents an

adaptation of other investigators work to the SASS.

The traditional way of estimating directional spectra from a surface following float is

to use the pitching and rolling motions of the buoy as was done by Longuet-Higgins et at

(1963). With SASS we find this is not the best way to proceed.
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With a horizontal length scale of 3.7m, it would not be reasonable to expect that the

buoy could accurately follow waves considerably longer than twice this length. Further,

pitch and roll estimates are heavily dependent on the transfer function of a buoy. SASS

is a complex moored structure and prediction of a transfer function would be extremely

difficult. Of course, with all the relative velocities and sensor velocities being measured a

transfer function could be derived. Rather than take this circuitous path we can just use

the field velocities of the fluid y(i) (x, t) instead of the heave, pitch and roll.

Barrick et al (1989) have demonstrated that not only will errors in the estimation of a

pitch and roll buoy's transfer function degrade spectral estimates but so too will the nonlin

earities of the wavefield. In correlating the components of Y to estimate directional spectra

we reduce the severity of both of these problems. The motion of SASS is measured and thus

there is no need to estimate the transfer function. The Stokes' expansion of waves predicts

that nonlinearities are two orders of magnit~de smaller (when scaled by waveslope) in the

velocity field than in the height/slope field (e.g., see Wehausen and Laitone, 1960). The

estimate of velocity spectrum based on velocities rather than. surface elevation will thus be

far less sensitive to wave steepness effects.

The adaptation of the pitch and roll theory is str_aightforward to the use of velocities. As

Longuet-Higgins et al (1963) did in their original development, I adopt the Fourier-Steiljes

representation of the wavefield for this analysis and thereby will have a certain degree of

parallelism with the well-known original document. In this representation the potential

function for the wavefield may be written as

(4.23)

where x = (XI,XJ), (72 = kg, k = (kcosO,ksinO) and z = XK. Note that the wavenumber

vector points into the direction of wave origin and that z is taken to be positive up.

From the above definition and sign convention we deduce that the surface elevation TJ
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and field velocities (VI, VJ, VK) are given by

1] = -~ &ipj =~JJ _el (kx+<7t)dA
9 &t z=o

and

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

The directional spectrum F(0',8) can be expressed as a product of the surface elevation

power spectral density Sea) and a directional spreading function f(a,8) (where the spread

ing function is normalized such that r:1r f( a, B)dB = 1),

• IdAdA*
F(a,8) = S(a)f(a, 8) = 2 dadO

The first step in the estimation process is to form the co- and quad-spectra of the fluid

velocities according to the following definition

{j·V' * - C·· -Q"~ 1 j = I) -. I) , (4.28)

where Vi is the Fourier transform of Vi. If the motions of the sensor making the measurement

are small compared to the wavelength of the waves, we can ignore the k-x in the exponential

of equation 4.26 when' finding the theoretical form of equation 4.28. The needed co- and

quad-spectra are:

Q31(a)

Q32(a)

C33 (a)

S(a)a2e2kz Jcos2 0f(a,0)d8,

S(a)a2e2kz Jcos8sinOf(a,8)dO,

S(a)a2e2kz Jsin2 Of(a, 8)d(J,

S(a)a2e2kz Jcos (Jf(a, B)dB,

S(0" )a2e2kz Jsin 0f( a, O)dB,

S(a)a2e2kz Jf(a,O)dO = S(a)a2 e2kz
.
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The spreading function is defined by the transform pair

f(a,O) (4.30)
n=-oo

c(a, n) = ~ 111" f(a,0)e10ndO.
2?r -11"

Comparing the expressions in equation 4.30 to the expansion for the spreading function

f( a, 0) above, it is seen that the correlation coefficients are directly proportional to the

various co- and quad-spectra. For instance, it is clear that the first lag may be written as

(4.31)

Longuet-Higgins et al (1963) formed all of their coefficients in an equivalent manner. This

approach is entirely correct mathematically, but, forming the correlation coefficients as Long

(1980) did reduces the errors in coefficient estimatiop from miscalibration of sensors. These

estimates of the c correlation coefficients may be written as:

_ 1
Co =-,

2?r

with

(4.32)

(4.33)

Since f( a, 0) is real we have that c(a, n)

expanded form is

c*(a,n). The spreading function f(a,O) in

(4.34)

(4.35)

The original Longuet-Higgins et aK1963) estimate of f (a, 0) is just a windowed version of

the above:

f (a 0) = ~c*eI20 + ~c*elO + ;.~ + ~c e-10 + ~c e- t20
LH, 6 2 3 1 "U 3 1 6 2

The window was applied because if the Fourier series in equation 4.34 is simply truncated

there exists the possibility of the directional spectrum estimate being negative in some

regions. Of course, windowing has the effect of reducing the resolution. With only five
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correlation coefficients to begin with, and the application of a wide window implied in

equation 4.35, we do not expect a high resolution estimate of the wave spreading.

While no one has yet developed a technique for measuring the higher Fourier coefficients

to improve the resolution of the estimates, many investigators have tried to use modelling

techniques to obtain better resolution with those parameters that are measured. The idea is

that rather than assume that all non-observed correlation coefficients are zero, as truncat

ing and/or windowing the Fourier series does, that the non-observed correlation coefficients

should in some way be estimated.

Maximum Entropy Method

One such effort was presented by Lygre and Krogstad (1986). They claimed that a high

resolution, minimally biased solution could be attained by using the maximum entropy

method(MEM).

Consistent with our transform pair, the general MEM representation as an all-pole model

is given by
1J2

f(a,8) = 2' (4.36)
11 +"Lf=l ~k e-'kB'

where P is the number of poles in the model. Because we only estimate two lags (l:>esides

the zeroeth) of the complex correlation sequence, our model will be a two-pole model, The

MEM parameters are estimated from the Yule-Walker equations (see, for example, Kay and

Marple, 1981). We find it convenient to write the order-two Yule-Walker equations in a

form which includes 1J,

(4.37)

Expressions for aI, a2, and 1J2 may be derived by inverting equation 4.37,

C1' C2 - Cl Co

2 *Co - ClCl
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C2 +Cial

Co

Co + cial + c;a2.

(4.38)

These variables may then be combined in the expression below to arrive at the two-pole

estimate of f( (J, 0),

(4.39)

Its interesting to note that because of the fact that the MEM model is an all-pole repre

sentation, that there's no need to perform the integrals of the form we desire (equation 4.22)

by discrete approximation. The exact value of the integrals may be obtained algebraically

using residue calculus (see Appendix A).

motion errors

Since the errors in making a mean current meter measurement have been discussed in so

much detail, it seems that we should also address the motion issue as it applies to the esti

mation of the directional spectra. In deriving the expressions for the co- and quad-spectra

of equation 4.28 we have assumed that measurements are made at a fixed location. This

is not the case for most pitch and roll measurements; nor is it the case with the SASS.

As we shall see, however, the errors in this case are not nearly so serious as they are for

measurement of the current.

Now we address the fact that the SASS is a moving sensor. The pitch and roll theory

assumes measurements are made at a fixed point X o ,

V m (X(t); t) ~ V (X o ; t) (4.40)

(subscript m denotes measured velocity). Using potential theory expressions for the orbital

velocities, we see that to O(AkV)

Vm(t) = V(Xo;t) + [zk(t) * !e cosBV(B,t)dB] . X[(t)
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+ [tk(t) * fa sinOV(O, t)dO] . xJ(t) + [k(t) *Vet)] . XK(t)

with t =: yCl, k being the wavenumber, and 0 being the angle in the horizontal (I - J) plane

(we take K to be upwards). Vmp VmJ , VmK are the field velocities measured in the inertial

coordinates I, J, K. The * indicates convolution. The cross-spectra SV;Vj = CV;Vj - tQv;Vj

are needed to estimate the directional spectra of the wavefield. If we denote radian frequency

by (J, then we may express that the spectrum measured by the moving sensor will equal the

spectrum at the mean location plus a "modulation spectrum" as

From equation 4.42 we find SMOD;J to be

SMOD;J {k2(J)SV;~(0") !e cos2 Bf(0",8)dB} * SXIXI(O")

+ {k2(J)SV;Vj(J)!e s:n2 Of(a,O)dO} * SXJxAO")

+ {k2(0")Sv;vj(J)} * SXI\xAO")

+ {k2(O")Sv;Vj (J) fa cos 0 sin 0f( 0", O)dO} * 2R (SXIX J( 0"))

+ {k2(J)SV;Vj(J)!e cos Of(O",O)dO} * 2~(SXI\XI(0"))

+ {k2(J)SV;Vj(J) !esinOf(J,O)dO} *2~(SxI\xJ(J)).

(4.42)

(4.43)

The wave spreading function f( 0",0) is normalized so that Ie f( (J, O)dO = 1. R and ~ indicate

where the real or imaginary part of the cross-spectrum is to be taken. Let's consider the

form of equation 4.44. Each term is the cross-spectrum of the velocities to be estimated,

times the wavenumber squared, convolved with a sensor displacement spectrum. Sensor

motions should be the same order of magnitude as the wave orbital excursions. In this

case it is clear that SMOD '" (Ak)2SV;VJ. Because the modulated energy is scaled by the

waveslope squared this effect is usually ignored. However, since the spectra are convolved,

we expect that the peaks in the modulation spectrum will be located at the sums and dif

ferences of the peaks of the fluid velocity spectra and motion spectra. With wave spectra

typically being narrowband, this allows for the possibility that the energy is modulated into

bands where k2(O"peakv )Sv;VJ(O"peakv )SXaXb(Jpeakx) is non-negligible.
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So, the energy in the error spectrum is scaled by the waveslope squared and thus is

negligible. It is only in certain spectral bands that the error may be significant. A more

detailed discussion of this type of error is given in Santala and Williams (1990).
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Chapter 5

MAKING MEASUREMENTS

FROM THE SASS

5.1 Deployment history

The SASS has been deployed, as part of the Shelf MIxed Layer Experiment (SMILE) pro

gram, in two different time intervals. The first deployment occurred from November 28,

1988 to December 3, 1988. The second deployment occurred from February 24, 1989 to

March 3, 1989. As part of the Shelf MIxed Layer Experiment (SMILE), the SASS was

only one component of a multi-instrument experiment. The large scale shelf dynamics was

sampled during SMILE by ship and by having buoys deployed at several sites. The SMILE

experiment, on the grand scale, will not be discussed here. Figure 5-1 shows the:.~ites

where SMILE instruments were deployed. The SASS was deployed at the C3 site for both

deployments. The other component of SMILE that will bear directly on the work here is

the buoy designated the "C3 buoy". The C3 buoy was a discus buoy instrumented with

current meters and atmospheric sensors. The C3 buoy and the SASS were deployed as close

as practicable (about 500m apart) so that the data from the two buoys could be -used for

comparison and supplementation to one another. The C3 buoy, its sensors, and how its

outputs were interpreted in comparison with the SASS are discussed in chapter 6.
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Figure 5-1: Site of SMILE deployments. The SASS was deployed at the C3 site.
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the first deployment

After its initial construction at Woods Hole, the SASS was disassembled and sent to Sausal

ito, CA. In Sausalito, the SASS was reconstructed and routine testing was performed'on the

instrument prior to loading the buoy onto the R/V Wecoma (the ship which transported

the SASS to its deployment site). Part of the testing regiment was to perform "bagged

zeros". The scale factor of the BASS current meter is set by the speed of sound in water,

the offset depends on the way the cables are run from transducers to the BASS computer.

This presumably happens because the capacitance of the cables changes when the cables

are flexed into new configurations. In the bagged zero, the BASS sensing pods are wrapped

in plastic - guaranteeing zero net velocity - and a "zero file" is recorded. The bagged zero

off the dock at Saulsilito was the first time the SASS was tested in the water. All tests were

successful and the SASS was then transported to the site and initially deployed at November

28, 1988 at 07:50 (GMT). The conditions w.ere extremely calm but to test the system we

immediately commanded SASS to take data. This data was examined on board the Wecoma

and seemed to indicate that everything worked perfectly. The report by Montgomery and

Santala (1989) contains the entire cruise logs. The cruise log contains only rough estimates

of wind (ship's anemometer) and wave (visual estimation) conditions. That information has

now been superceded by the measurements made by the SMILE instruments. The position

of the initial deployment was 380 38.88'N, 1230 29.32'W. The SASS successfully recorded

data, upon command, only until December 3, 1988. The cause of failure was an electrical

grounding problem which caused the batteries to discharge. The SASS was recovered_after

radio contact with the buoy could no longer be made. Once recovered, the wiring was-fixed,

the batteries recharged and SASS was, on December 4, redeployed at almost the same posi

tion (380 38.93'N, 1230 29.38'W). The SASS again was recording data until its deployment

window ended. On December 9, 1988 the SASS was recovered and returned to Sausalito

where it stayed on the dock until the next deployment.
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the second deployment

A few minor improvements were made to the SASS in the time between the two deploy

ments. The most notable change was the addition of the LOPACS optical disc recording

system. This system was added as an alternate data recovery system to the radio.

Prior to its deployment there were serious questions regarding the survivability of the

SASS. In the field, the SASS only suffered some minor structural damage (weld cracks).

The SASS did suffer some major structural damage after deployment when being moved

by forklift to its interdeployment storage area. New SASS members were constructed at

Woods Hole during the intercruise hiatus and the SASS was restored to full health prior to

its second deployment.

The buoy was deployed for its second time on February 24, 1989. The location (38 0

38.83'N, 1230 29.27'W) was again at the C3 site. The SASS recorded data successfully

until February 29, 1989; when the batteries ran out. We were unable to recover the SASS

until March 3. During this time when the SASS was "dead-in-the-water" there was a rather

severe storm.

In Montgomery and Santala (1989), it was noted that the SASS may have experienced

two failure modes on this deployment. At the time that report was written the perfor

mance of the SASS could not be evaluated from the data. Now that the data from the

SASS has been fully analyzed, this situation is updated. First, the pitch potentiometer was

found, upon return to Woods Hole, to have a highly nonlinear calibration (the precruise

calibration was almost perfectly linear). It is believed that this damage may have occurred

during return shipping (the gyro was improperly packaged fofits final return trip to Woods

Hole). Damage may also have occurred after the batteries ran out. The gyro, when not

in use, is clamped (caged) by four bars. It may be that when the voltage levels dropped

that the caging mechanism was not triggered properly (the mechanism itself will work on

extremely low voltages). If that was the case, then the gyro platform would have spent

four days slamming around wildly. There is no evidence of the gyro losing its calibration
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while deployed. All evidence seems to indicate that one of the two reasons above explains

the damage. The second failure mode of the SASS was structural. The SASS frame lost a

structural member (one of the two inch O-D aluminum tubes) due to the failure ofa fas

tener. Once this occurred, the support of the BASS current meter tower was much weaker,

and the BASS tower failed structurally. Due to the dramatic mode of failure, we can be

certain that this failure did not occur during the interval when data was being recorded.

Whether the final collapse of the BASS tower occurred immediately when the SASS lost its

member, or whether the BASS tower collapse occurred once the additional stresses of the

recovery procedure were applied still can not be determined. Nevertheless, the conclusion

on the spring deployment, after data analysis, is that the SASS operated normally during

the time data was being taken.

Wind conditions were one of the most important considerations driving our decision of

when to record data. Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show the wind speed measured by the C3 buoy

during the days when the SASS was actually recording data.

5.2 Processing strategy

In section 4.2 the coordinate transformations by which measurements in the instrument

relative frame are transformed into the inertial frame were derived. The question remains

as to what are the precise treatments of the data to perform these steps. Data are rec?!,ded

as digital counts of a noisy signal and therefore care must be taken to ensure that the trans

formations of section 4.2 are not only mathematically correct but also can be implemented

in such a way that measurement noise is not unduly amplified during processing.

Outlined here will be the entire processing strategy associated with SASS. Throughout

the discussion we may take a look at various SASS files. For the sake of continuity two

files will be closely examined; files f and q. During file f, from the fall deployment, the 10m

windspeed was 5.7m/s. The windspeed for file q was almost twice as high (U lO = 10.2m/s).

Note that, in the jargon used here, a record is a complete set of measurements made at a
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Figure 5-2: Wind speed and measured at the C3 buoy during the fall 1988 deployment.
Intervals when the SASS was actually recording data are shaded.
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Figure 5-3: Wind speed and measured at the C3 buoy during the spring 1989 deployment.
Intervals when the SASS was actually recording data are shaded.
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discrete interval in time. A file is made up of a sequence of records.

We begin our discussion of how the data was processed by starting right at theinstru

ment, looking at the "processing" that occurred in the field. All the measurements made

were sent to the BASS computer and digitized. The format of the output is given in Ta

ble 5-1. After each variable in the table, the number in brackets {} specifies the length of

key{l}=AA length{1}=59 hr{l} min{l} sec{l} cnt{l} qlt{4}

heave{2}

bll{2}

b21{2}

b31{2}

b41{2}

b51{2}

b61{2}

surge{2}

b12{2}

b22{2}

b32{2}

b42{2}

b52{2}

b62{2}

sway{2}

b13{2}

b23{2}

b33{2}

:b43 {2}

b53{2}

b63{2}

pitch{2}

b14{2}

b24{2}

b34{2}

b44{2}

b54{2}

b64{2}

roll{2}

wavestaff{2}

Tl{2} T2{2} T3{2}

SBT2{2}

T4{2}

SBC2{2}

T5{2}

SBT1{2}

T6{2}

SBC1{2}

compass{l}

Table 5-1: SASS data format. The record begins with timing information. The bij'S ar.€ the
measurements made from the BASS. Following this is gyro data. T1 to T6 are metaJ.-clad
thermistors. Then the wavestaff and Sea-Bird sensor output are listed. The last piece of
data in the record is the compass. The numbers in brackets indicate the length of each
variable in bytes.

the variable in bytes. The length variable is the length of a complete record in bytes (the

sum of all the numbers in brackets) represented in hexidecimal format. The beginning of

each record sent is the same, namely AA59. This string, common to each record, allows the

data to be synchronized when unpacking the data. Following these synchronization bytes

is the time stamp in hours, minutes, seconds, and a sample counter (which cycles from 0 to
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255). The quality word is a check on the received signal of the current meter.

The actual data follows this record synchronization and time information. Each of the

Bl's is the output of a BASS sensing axis. For each sensing pod there are four axes. These

axes are labelled A,B,C and D according to the convention of Figure 5-4. Shortly, I will

discuss how these axes are combined into vector velocities. BASS data is followed in the

stream by the digitized gyro package data (the digitization actually is done by the BASS

computer). The metal-clad thermistors are Tl to T6. Then comes the wavestaff data and

the Sea-Bird temperature and conductivity data. The last variable in the record is the

compass output.
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Figure 5-4: A schematic showing the axes labels of BASS. The o-a-b-c coordinate system
is also drawn in.

The actual details of the record structure may seem superfluous, but as I will now dis

cuss, actually can be important to the data interpretation process. I will also point out why

the above data structure is not "optimal". As noted earlier, the electronics which converted

the Sea-Bird outputs malfunctioned, therefore I will no longer discuss those sensors.
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dropout and data corruption: the first concern

All of the data in the fall '88 deployment, and a great deal of the data in the spring '89

deployment, was sent by FM transceiver and recorded by a personal computer remote from

the buoy. The data were sent and, of course, not all were received. The dropout rate of the

radio link depended on several factors. Most important of the variables were: the transmit

ted power of the buoy's radio (which depended on how well the radio was tuned and the

voltage level of the batteries), the weather conditions and the location of the receiver (which

was usually located on the R/V WECOMA during large scale hydrographic sur\leYs). In

addition to data transmission loss, there were several other sources of data corruption. Let's

examine the possible causes of dropout and data corruption for each of the aforementioned

variables.

The time information is generated inside the BASS computer, therefore there are no

sources of error here besides transmission error. The counter helps to identify the fractional

time of the samples within any integer second. This information was generated by the BASS

computer program (not read off a clock). An error in the program caused the c~mnter to

occasionally take on false values. In cases where there was isolated dropout, the correct

fractional time of the sample could be inferred from the other samples. However, in some

cases, where two or three samples in a particular integer second were missing, the in<;orrect

counter information made it impossible to correctly place the time of the record. ~

The BASS acoustic current meter has polarized transd ucers. In about 50% of the trans

ducers the polarization was reversed. When the signal strength is sufficient, this effect

does not adversely affect the final measurement. When signal strength is weak, the receive

transducer misses the first acoustic pulse sent and synchronizes on a later pulse. This phe

nomenon is easily recognizable in the time series. It is manifested, always, as a quick up

then down spike in the record. It was the invariant nature of this error, and the fact that

the presence of the feature was uncorrelated between different axes measuring the same
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sample volume, that made it apparent that this error was not a physical flow characteristic

but rather an instrument error. Figure 5-5 shows a time series of a segment of data that was

affected by this phenomenon. Different pods were affected to different extents. Table 5-2

gives statistics for how bad the pod axes were for files f and v. Note that pod 4 axes A and

C are particularly bad.

For other reasons too, the received acoustic signal might be too weak for proper de

tection to occur. When this was the case the BASS computer would discard that record.

The velocity axes were sampled at 20Hz. That means that for each record there were five

samples of data taken. The output that was loaded into the data stream was the ayerage of

the good samples taken. In cases where no good sample was taken, the output was pushed

to full scale (making the location of such points obvious).

file f ·file v

total length 14160 4788
# missing 1 0

total misframes 67 0
bad misframes 32 0

gl g2 g3 g4 g5 gl g2 g3 g4 g5
gyro glitch 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

BASS axes A B C D- A B C D
pod1 glitch 6 1 1 1 38 33 33 33
pod2 glitch 1 1 1 8 ** ** ** **
pod3 glitch 1 1 1 2 33 33 33 34
pod4 glitch 777 8 137 1 809 40 169 _-33
pod5 glitch 565 655 525 ** ** ** ** **
pod6 glitch 245 61 2 1 277 93 34 33

Table 5-2: Number of bad points in the time series of raw data channels for files f and
v. The total length gives the number of records that should be present based on the clock
information. Next, the number of missing records in each file is given. Misframes are records
where not all 91 bytes were received. Bad misframes are records where the desynchronization
affected the gyro and BASS data. "Glitches" are bad data on a channel caused by reasons
other than a bad misframe. Example: BASS pod 4 axis-C has 137 glitches, there were 32
bad misframes, and one record was missing entirely; this means that 170 (of the 14160)
samples has to be interpolated from other points.
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Figure 5-5: Example of data corruption by reversed transducers and dropout. -Shows a
piece of file j, pod 6, axis-A. The "glitches" due to transducer reversal are seen corrupting
the top plot. The second plot shows the interpolated version of the sequence. The final plot
is the difference of the original and interpolated sequence.
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Figure 5-6: Shows two types of errors. At about sample 3175 we again see a transducer
error in pod 6. In the region of sample 3190 we see evidence of a misframed record. There is
data but the bytes are corrupted on every channel (only axis-A of pods 1 and 6 are shown).
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Some of the BASS sensors used on SASS were 10 or more years old. For the most part,

the sensors performed well. Problems with some of the cables did, however, cause us to lose

data from particular pod axes. For the fall '88 deployment, axis-D on pod 5 recorded no

data. With three axes left, there was still enough information to form a vector measure

ment. For the spring '89 deployment another axis went bad on pod 5 and two axes failed

on pod 2. With only two functioning axes, pods 2 and 5 could not be resolved into vectors

and hence provided no useful data for the spring deployment.

The gyro, metal-clad thermistor and compass data were free of spurious samples except

an extremely rare spike, which was probably due to a bit being corrupted in tran§.mission.

The overall dropout from transmission at times was so bad that data had to just be thrown

out. This, to a large extent, is why even though 2200 minutes of data were logged (see

Montgomery and Santala, 1989), only 1433 minutes were finally analyzed.

Consequences of dropout and corruption

Sometimes, an entire record was lost in transmission. More frequently, only part of a record

was lost. During data transmission a byte can become corrupted for a variety of reasons.

Whatever the cause of the corruption, as long as a byte was transmitted, the final record

length will be the same. This means that each byte in the record can be identified in the

record from its position in the record, even if it does follow a corrupted byte. When d.ropout

occurs, i.e. a byte is not received, the position of the bytes at the end of the record is sltifted.

There was no practicable way to resynchronize the bytes following a dropout in the record.

The information at the beginning of the record may still be used. This argues for putting

the most valuable data, or data which requires a high sample rate, early in the record.

Most important to SASS, and most rapidly varying in time, are the motion variables.

This means BASS velocity measurements, the gyro outputs and the compass data. Note

that the compass data is last in the record! This means that the compass experienced the

highest corruption rate of any variable. Mercifully though, SASS's motions in yaw were
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dominated by low frequency motion. The 4H z sample rate constituted a great deal of over

sampling and hence, the effect was not fatal.

Also, a very large percentage of the data sent was thermistor data. The time scales of

variation in the thermistor data were extremely long (temperature was all but constant for

most records). Perhaps what would have been preferable would have been to send only one

temperature or conductivty word per record. This would have cut the amount of data to

be sent by a considerable amount, lowered the necessary BAUD rate of transmission and

probably have increased the throughput rate. The cost to the thermistor data would have

been a sample rate of 0.4 Hz instead of 4Hz. This approach would have precluding our

finding rapid variations in temperature, had they existed. For future experiments we must

decide whether lower data transmission rates and less severe data storage requirements are

preferable to highly sampled temperature data.

time lines

The first step in processing the data was to find the time at which each sample was taken

and to find where there were missing samples. This was also the point where data..sets were

evaluated and discarded if the dropout rate was u_nacceptably large. Records taken that

were shorter than 10 minutes long were not considered. At this preliminary stage we also

noted that for some of the recorded files, battery power was sufficient to transmit hut not

to maintain proper voltage levels on the instrumentation. Therefore this "data" was~void

of information and was thrown out.

First level of processing

wild points

Any part of the data stream could be corrupted in transmission or recording. The philosophy

here was to only throwaway samples that were obviously bad. Every motion channel was

plotted out and visually inspected before and after processing. Data were evaluated on the
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basis of the minimum value of the first difference of each sample with its adjacent samples.

Samples where this minimum value were anomalously high were identified as "wild points".

After wild points were located on each channel, they were removed and interpolated over

using a cubic spline interpolator.

motion data

Once bad points were smoothed over, each of the instrument motion variables were converted

from digital counts to voltage levels and thence to physical units. The proper calibrations

for all the motion channels were obtained prior to the deployments. The gyro calibration

was accomplished by putting the gyro on a tilting rotary table (a platform used by-machin

ists which can be tilted to within fractions of a minute). The potentiometers were calibrated

first; the gyro was turned on so that the inner platform was stabilized and the table was

tilted to a known orientation. Voltage output levels;were recorded against the imposed tilts

to obtain the potentiometer calibrations.

With potentiometer scale factors in hand, the accelerometers were then calibrated. This

was done with the gyro motor off and the gyro caged. In this way, when the table was tilted

the central platform would tip to a known extent. The potentiometer calibration must be

known so that the exact accelerometer orientatioI!. was known (because the exact caging

position can vary and was never exactly "zero" ). Accelerometers tilted thusly had their

sensitive axes aligned with the local gravity vector to a varying extent and thus sensed dif

ferent apparent accelerations. Output levels were recorded against the computed apparent

acceleration to obtain the accelerometer calibrations.

The mechanical VACM compass used on the SASS needed no calibration. It was a

seven-bit inverted gray code compass and the output could simply be interpreted.
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BASS axes

The BASS acoustic current meter measures the velocities along four axes. These velocities

are, naturally, measured relative to the instrument. The ultimate goal is to combine the

BASS axes with the motion sensing axes to derive a total velocity vector. To do this we

must first combine the four axes into a triplet of orthogonal components. As a prelude to

doing this, let's review the theory of travel time acoustic velocimetry.

Let's derive the results for a moving (see Figure 5-7) sensor. The travel time for sound

from T to B, TTB, and the travel time for sound from B to T, TBT are

L v =>

T... ...?
~ 'tit)---*"- d----1

Figure 5-7: Theory of travel time measurement. A one dimensional case of an acoustic
transducer moving through a moving fluid. The acoustic axis, T B, has a path length, d,
and is at time-varying position x(t). The velocity of the surrounding fluid is V. -

T _ DTB _ d+.6.x
TB- VTB - c+V'

and the differential travel time ~ is then

T
_ DBT _ d-.6.x

BT - -- - ,
VBT c - V

(5.1)

~ = d - .6.x _ d + .6.x = 2Vd - 2c.6.x ~ 2Vd - 2c.6.x,
c - V c +V c2 - V 2 c2 (5.2)

where t:.x is the motion of the sensor over the time that the measurement is made. If the

sensor motion is approximately constant over the measurement time, then t:.x = xd and
_c

C2~ _ 11 ._2d - - x - Vre!· (5.3)

(This is a pretty good assumption. The measurement time is only 100/-lsec. With accelera

tions in the wavefield scaling as aa2 and velocities as aa the ratio of the change in velocity
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during a sample interval to velocity is (J~t ~ 1.) The BASS electronics (Williams et aI,

1987) convert the arrival time difference into a voltage. The relative velocity along any axis

IS

C2~
Vrel = S 2d (5.4)

where s is an appropriate scale factor. We note here that the measurement of relative

velocity depends on the speed of sound squared. At a later time we discuss how errors in

our estimate of c will affect our final estimate of the relative velocity. Now we'll proceed to

combine the four axes into an estimate of the vector velocity relative to the instrument.

Figure 5-8 shows the sign convention of the axes and how the o-a-b-c axes have been

defined in relation to them. From the geometry of that figure we see that the axes may be

combined to form vector velocity components as

Va = i(B -;- D)

Vb i(A - C)
(A+B+C+D)

VC -i
2

(5.5)

if all four axes are used in the estimate (i = 7i). The estimate of Vc in the previous equation

uses four BASS axes. By using all four axes we presumably get the "best estimate". Note

though, that it is also possible to make two separa!e estimates of the V c velocity as

V C2 = -i(A + C). (5.6)

These two separate estimates allow us some opportunity to evaluate the current meter per

formance. Traditionally, the estimate of BASS velocities is made as shown in equation 5.6.

In some cases, an axis may not be working or, we may choose not to use a particular

axis in one of our estimates. In that case we may still form an estimate of the velocities. If

the A-axis is not to be used, the estimate becomes

Va = i(B - D), Vc = -i(B + D), (5.7)

If the estimate is to be made without the B-axis,

Vb = i(A - C), Vc = -i(A +C),
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Figure 5-8: Projections of the BASS axes in the o-a-c and o-b-c planes. The bold arrows
indicate the relative flow direction that yields positive output

If the estimate is to be made without the C-axis,

Va = ICB - D), Vc = -/CB +D), (5.9)

And finally, if the estimate is to be made without the D-axis,

Vb = I(A - C), (5.10)

We find the expressions to be of use even when all four acoustic axes were func~ioning

properly.

The BASS axes are constructed so as to cause minimal flow disturbance. Williams

(personal communication) has found, in tow tank calibrations, however, that if the flow

direction is aligned to within 200 to 300 of a BASS axis, then that axis undermeasures the

velocity due to the transducer wake. Upon first processing the data, all four axes were

used to create the estimate of the velocity as in equation 5.6. It was found in the result

that the two estimates VC] and V C2 were not in good agreement. Furthermore, the error

velocity VCl - V C2 ' tended to be episodic rather than a continuous noisy signal. This seemed
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to indicate that perhaps axis "shading" was occurring.

The correction of axis shading is quite simple. The methodology is to make aninitial

estimate of the relative velocity using equation 5.6. The alignment of the velocity vector is

then checked against the physical orientation of the BASS axes. The unit vectors describing

the orientation of the BASS axes are

Ub - Uc
UA = .,fi

Ua - Uc
UB = .,fi

Ub + U c
Uc = - .,fi

U a + U c
UD = - ---::=--

J2

(5.11)

The size of the angle between the flow direction and any BASS sensor axis can-then be

found by taking the dot product between the axis unit vector in question and the relative

velocity vector. An axis is considered "shaded" when the angle is less than a certain level

(or equivalently, we eliminate the axis from consid~ration when the cosine of the angle is

too great). If

\

V'UA\..;v:v ~ cos <.p (5.12)

then the A-axis is considered "shaded" and the estimate of the velocity is made from the

B,G and D axes (as in equation 5.7). All other axes may be treated similarly. The cutoff

angle <.p used in the SASS processing was 30°.

Processing to inertial frame

At this stage we have continuous and scaled measurements of the gyro data and the current

meter data. The processing, from this point on, consists of taking these measurements and

transforming them into the inertial frame of reference. The groundwork for this task was

laid in the Coordinate Transformations section of the thesis. The equations of that section

can not, however, be applied mindlessly.

The processing occurred in several stages. Figure 5-9 provides a block diagram of pro

cessing to the inertial variables. In the first stage the measurements were filtered. There

were two reasons for doing this. First, to eliminate noise from spectral bands where we
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know there was no signal present. And second, since the transformation equations require

the first or second derivative of some of the variables we measured we find it necessary to

apply differentiating filters. In the second step, the transformation of all variables into the

inertial frame of reference occurred. Then the inertial accelerations of SASS's coordinate

origin were integrated to find the velocity. In the final stage, the different contributions to

the velocity of each sensor were summed. The relative velocity was added to the sensor ve

locity to find the total fluid velocity at the (time-varying) sensor location. In what follows,

each stage of the processing is outlined in detail.

stage 1 : preliminary filtering

justification of filter forms

As shown in Figure 5-9, there are five differe~t filters applied at thefirst stage of processing.

There are three different types of filters; lowpass, lowpass differentiating and lowpass double

differentiating. All of the filters are lowpass; i.e., they eliminate the high frequency part of

the signal. The reason for doing this is justified both by the nature of the signal measured

and by the processing- to occur in later stages.

All of the variables measured (ignoring, in this section, the thermistors) are strong func

tions of the wavefield. This is reflected in the spectra of each of the variables. The peak

frequencies tend to be in the O.lHz to O.3Hz range. The spectral energy falls off relatively
-

rapidly with increasing frequency. The Nyquist frequency for the SASS data was 2Hz. The

noise sources for each channel were different, but we expect that, in the higher frequency

bands, the signal to noise ratio is quite low. In the band of frequencies from 1Hz to 2Hz,

the signal to noise ratio is probably one or less. If all subsequent processing were linear,

there would still be no strong reason to lowpass filter the data (at least not at thi_s point),

because the noisy frequency components at the high frequencies would not affect the lower

frequency signals. However, the next stage of processing is the coordinate transforma

tion section. The coordinate transformations require us to multiply different variables by

each other and by trigonometric functions of one another. Since a multiplication in the
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Figure 5-9: Block diagram of processing stages from interpolated data to inertial frame
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time domain implies a convolution in the frequency domain, it is clear that the noise at

high frequencies will modulate the energetic signals in the lower frequency bands. For this

reason, all channels, except the compass, had a cut-off frequency of 1.25Hz in the first stage.

The compass measures the yaw angle of the buoy. Undeniably, the yaw angle is a func

tion of the wave dynamics. The forcing of the yaw direction is, however, fundamentally

different than the forcing for surge, sway, heave, roll and pitch. For the heave, roll and

pitch the major forcing terms are the buoyancy change due to the surface slope. Temporal

variations of the pressure forces govern the surging and swaying. For all these motions the

mooring line tension is also an important forcing/restoring term. For the yaw angle there

is forcing due to pressure forces, but to cause the buoy to yaw there must be large spatial

gradients in the pressure field. Because the length scale of the SASS is much smaller than

that of the large waves, this type of forcing is prob?-bly minimal. Drag forces undoubtedly

playa large part in the yawing of the SASS. The forcing from the mooring is expected to

be at low frequencies because in yaw it is the torsional (not tension) modes of the mooring

line which affect the motion. The consequence of all this is that we expect the energy in

the compass channel ~o be located at lower frequencies than that of other channels. This

would allow us to use a lower cut-off frequency for the compass. After visually inspecting

the spectra of all the raw compass data, a cut-off frequency of O.6Hz was selected for the

compass data.

The lower cut-off frequency for the compass is important because the compass me,asure

ment is noisier at the high frequencies. The error in the gyro variables are totally dominated

by errors in the stabilization of the gyro platform. These errors, because of the enormous

angular momentum of the gyro, tend to be at low frequencies and at the frequencies where

forcing will occur (in the waveband). At high frequencies (above O.6H z), the compass error

seems to be dominated by quantization error. At lower frequencies there are several subtle

issues which arise with with regards to the performance of the compass, these will discussed

in section 5.4.
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Modelling the quantization error sequence of a random variable (Oppenhiem and Schaf

fer, 1975) as (1) a stationary process, (2) being uncorrelated with the exact sequence, (3)

a white-noise process and (4) having a uniform probability distribution over the r?'nge of

quantization error, we can perform the following analysis. Shown in figure 5-1O(a) is the

assumed probability distribution for the error in a sequence due to its being quantized to

a resolution .6.. The compass used on the SASS was a seven-bit device so that .6. = ;;' rad.

The mean and variance of the error sequence are predicted from the probability distribution

to be

(5.13)
t>.1: e(n)Pe(e)de = 0
2

~ .6.21t>. (e(n) - me(n))2 pe(e)de = -2 =2.01 X 1O-4rad2
-2 1

Figure 5-10(b) shows this predicted error energy (assumed to be white) and compares it to

the noise floor for both files f and v.

Compass speclra file=f-- file=v-.-.- noise flo<>r .
10-1c----~--~~--~--___.."

I

Y:

e

()

:;
N
<

."

'"...

21.50.5

10-5 L-__-'- '--__-'-__--.J

o

frequency (Hz)

Figure 5-10: (a) The probability distribution assumed for quantizing a variable to level .6..
(b) Spectrum of compass data for file f and v and predicted noise floor.
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design of the filters

For this stage of filtering there were three major criterion by which our filter would be

judged. First, there should be perfectly linear phase. Second, pass-band characteristics are

much more important than stop-band characteristics. Finally, the stop-band floor should

be as low as possible.

The requirement of no phase shift was considered paramount. Relative phase shifts

might seriously affect the cross-correlations we perform between different variables, neces

sary both for our derivation of the directional spectra and the wave bias. Also, due to the

mooring forces, the SASS sometimes experienced significant surging motion at frequencies

higher than where wave energy was present. In these cases, the relative motion is exactly

the opposite of the sensor motion. If there is an introduced shift in the relative velocities

or the sensor velocities, the cancellation between the sensor and relative velocities will not

be exact. This will lead to a spurious "wave velocity" being indicated due to the improper

cancellation. Because the time synchronization will be easier, we specify that the time lag of

the filter be zero. These requirements can all be met by designing a symmetric, non-causal,

finite impulse response (FIR) filter. All of the filters applied to the SASS data were FIR

filters.

A technique which allows us, in a quasi-experimental way, to design FIR filters with

good pass-band characteristics is the windowing approach. Using this design technique, the

exact frequency response desired is specified. The theoretical impulse response is fou:nd via

an inverse Fourier transform. Because our specified filters are band limited, the theeretical

impulse responses derived will be infinite. The finite impulse response will be a windowed

version of the infinite response. A survey of windowing techniques by Harris (1978) helped

to guide the selection of an appropriate window for our application.

Perhaps even more important than window type is the length of the window 'we apply

to the data. Longer windows will more nearly approximate the infinite (perfect) impulse

response. Fortunately, our data sets were quite long and thus we had the luxury of using
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relatively long filters. The length chosen for the windows was 257 samples (M=257). If

we denote the length of the data sequence to be filtered as N then the resulting filtered

sequence will be of length N +M - 1. The actual processing was done in the freguency

domain, but, if we recall the form of the convolution sum, which may be written as

M-l
-2-

yen) = L h(m)x(n - m),
m=_M

2
-1

n =O,l,···,N - 1 (5.14)

then we see that for n < Mil and n > (N - 1) - Mil that the filter hem) and the input

sequence x(m) do not fully overlap. These transient samples in the filtering process were

thrown away. Thus, the final filtered sequence Yi is smaller by M - 1 samples !han the

sequence output by the filter y(n) so that

Yi = yen'); M-1 M-l (M-1)n' = + 1 '" (N - 1) -
2 ' 2 " 2'

(5.15)

The loss of M - 1 =256 samples means that the length of our files was only reduced by 64

seconds.

With the goals of our filter design set we may proceed with the actual design. The filter

designs are sketched in Figure 5-11 (an arbitrary gain factor of A is allowed iI;l. each filter).

The ideal impulse response h(n) of any of the filters can be found from

...----+---. A

WTr'w

(b) I... OW ? ....ss
"D IF FGRc l0T IltiOK

(.c) l-.OWPASS
OovC3l--6
Dl F ~ (H<€II.J'\fV'~

Figure 5-11: (a) The lowpass filter, (b) the lowpass differentiating filter, (c) the lowpass
double differentiating filter.
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For the lowpass illter

Hd(elW ) = {A
O

if Iwl < W
otherwise,

which results in an impulse response of

(5.16)

hen)

h(O)

Asin Wn
1rn

AW

-00 < n < 00, (5.17)

when the integral of equation 5.16 is applied. The zeroeth sample of all the illters derived

will be given explicitly even though each can be found by applying I'Hopital's rule. The

differentiating filter has an ideal frequency response of

{

twA if.lwl < W
Hd(e'W) = 0

otherwise,

hen)

and a corresponding impulse response of

A (wnCOSwn - sin wn),
1r n2

h(O) - o.

-00 < n < 00, (5.18)

Finally the lowpass double-differentiator has a specified frequency response of

if Iwl < W

otherwise,

h(O)

hen)

and an impulse response of

= A ((2-W2n2 )sinWn-2wncosWn) ,
1r n 3

AW3

= -~.

-00 < n < 00, (5.19)

Windows that were considered for application to the impulse response were: (a) the

cosine-squared, (b) the cosine4, (c) the Kaiser and (d) the Blackman. The cos4 and Black

man seemed to give far superior results for the pass-band. The cos4 had slightly larger
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ripple at the high-frequency portion of the pass-band, but, because the cos4 had the best

response in the range where we expect the most energy to be and because the stop-band

floor is lower than that of the Blackman, the cos4 window of length 257 samples wasa.pplied

to all of the impulse responses.

The bandwidth Win the preceeding section is the nominal bandwidth. There were slight

adjustments made to find the exact width desired. Figure 5-12 shows the implemented

magnitude response of the filters. The bandwidth specified for the compass filters was

W = O.675Hz. For the filters applied to the gyro data and to the BASS data W = 1.325Hz.

The filters are all symmetric FIR filters and therefore the phase is guaranteed t<> be lin

ear. The filters and filtering programs were all extensively tested with synthetic data. The

differentiating filters, of course, create new forms of the variables that we measured. The

effects of the lowpass filtering are not too noticeable:except for the case of the compass data

where, as we have already seen, the seven bit digitization leads to a relatively high noise

floor (incidentally, the BASS data and the gyro data was all digitized to sixteen bits). The

effects of the lowpass filtering on the compass data are shown in Figure 5-13.

stage 2 : coordinate transformations

At this stage of the processing the equations of the Coordinate Transformation section are

applied. Central to transformation process is the rotational transformation matrix (r-t ma

trix). The first step in the transformation process, then, is to form the r-t matrix [Ge]

according to equation 4.8. The velocity of the fluid relative to the instrument may then be

expressed in inertial coordinates by applying the inverse r-t matrix to the relative velocities.

To form the fluid velocities we also need to derive the sensor velocities. We consider

each sensor as a point. A point does not rotate. The translational velocity of each point,

however, is composed of the translation of the SASS coordinate origin and the rotational

velocity of each point about the origin. The first step in finding the sensor velocity due

to rotation is to find the angular velocity of the buoy. It is most convenient to form the
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Figure 5-13: Pre- and post-lowpas~ filtered compass data

angular velocities in the instrument frame of reference (by using equation 4.19). In this way

the w x r[iJ product can be formed directly (since r[iJ is the physical position of the i th sensor

relative to the SASS's origin). Once the cross-product is formed, it too is transformed into

the inertial frame using the r-t matrix.

Determining the translational velocity requires- two steps. First, the accelerations of

the coordinate origin are found in the inertial frame. As is indicated in equation 4.13 the

acceleration is a function of the measured acceleration, the yawing of the buoy an<:l the

position of surge and sway accelerometer sensing elements. During a second stage of the

filtering, the acceleration of the SASS is integrated into a velocity.

stage 3 : integration

The acceleration of the coordinate origin Ro must now be integrated. The philosophy here

will be the same as that of the previous filtering stage. We again will use an FIR filter

to ensure that the integrated data is not shifted with respect to the other channels. The

design procedure here will be sDghtly different. The reason for this is that the desired filter
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response is not easily integrable. The response of an ideal integrating filter is sketched in

Figure 5-14 below. The problem, as shown in the figure, is the singular nature of the filter

-'\l'

Figure 5-14: Sketch of an integrating filter; (a) ideal response and, (b) implemented response

near the origin. Not only does this make the windowing method impractical, but the form

of the filter will greatly amplify the low frequency ;signals. Below -the wave-band frequen

cies the errors due to gyro stabilization will be much greater than the actual accelerations.

Therefore, we'd like to have a stop-band near zero frequency. There are now conflicting

interests. We want to integrate all of the wave energy and we want to attenuate the noise

signal at low frequency. To do this we have to carefully pick the frequency band where the

integrator will be rolled off. Waves with periods of 15 seconds (J = 0.067 Hz) are-expected

to be present in our data. However, choosing too narrow a transition band will cause the

impulse response to "ring". After much trial and error design, it was decided to make the

low-frequency cut-off at f =O.038Hz.

Here, the frequency sampling method of FIR filter design was used. The idea in this

approach (e.g., see Oppenheim and Schafer, 1975) is to specify the desired response of the

samples in the discrete Fourier representation of the filter as

k =O,I,···,lV - 1. (5.20)

The impulse response is found by taking the discrete Fourier transform of the sampied filter.

The response is truncated to the desired length and the final design is the Fourier transform

of the resulting sequence. With this method, better pass-band performance can be obtained
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by allowing a transition band between the pass- and stop-bands. There do exist techniques

to optimize the selection of transition band points. These were not used here. On the

philosophy that a smoother transition causes less ringing in the impulse response ethan a

quick one we used the following method: define as wide a transition band as possible and

then use a cubic spline interpolator to find the transition samples. This method may not

be optimal but it was very simple, the cubic spline does provide a minimum curvature fit

in the transition region, and the final design proved to be acceptable (see figure 5-15). The

the integrating filter
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Figure 5-15: The actual filter response versus the perfect integrator

length of impulse response used here was again 257 samples. This again leads to the_final

sequence being 256 samples shorter than the original sequence. Only the accelerations need

be filtered at this stage. The other channels were synchronized by discarding their first and

last 128 samples.

stage 4 : combining the terms

At this point we have transferred all the measurements into the inertial frame. All that

remains to be done is to combine the different variables into the desired form. First,

the sensor velocities are formed by adding the contributions from SASS's translations and
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rotations as
dRo

Vs- = -- + V rt -,
• dt •

(5.21)

where V rti is the cross-product w X r[i] that we formed in the second stage of processing.

Finally, the velocity of the fluid at the sensor location is found by adding the sensor and

relative veloci ties

(5.22)

Of course, since we filtered out the very low frequency component contributions to the

sensor velocities, the mean of the total velocity is the same as the mean for the relative

velocity. With a watch circle of 250m in diameter it is theoretically possible that the SASS

could experience some large drift velocities. For instance, if the SASS drifted 250m over a

twenty minute period, the unmeasured drift velocity would be 20cm/s. However, because

the current and wind conditions over the duration of the records tended to be quite constant

in both magnitude and position, we expect.that the mean drift velocity of the SASS was

usually lcm/s or less.

From the fluid velocities, we can find the directional spectra of the waves as was outlined

in section 4.3. With the fluid and sensor velocities we can find the unbiased estimates of the

surface current as was outlined in section 3.2. In the next section we examine the-effects of

noise on the processing scheme that's just been outlined.

5.3 Dynamic behavior of the SASS

expectations

With a complete processing package we can begin to look at how the SASS behaves in the

wavefield. We do this as a prelude to our data and error analysis because the interpretation

of our data, and estimation of errors, will be strongly dependent on the SASS's motion.

Again, in this section we'll closely examine files f and q, and extend our observations to the

other files.
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Before looking at those files, let's consider what we expect to see in the SASS data.

The SASS, as has been mentioned previously, has a very large waterplane area. Thus, we

expect that the relative vertical motion between the floats and the surface to be smaJI. The

nominal draft of the SASS floats was 28cm. The top sensor was at a nominal depth of

nO.8cm.With only 83cm separating the top float from the top velocity sensor, we antici

pate that the top velocity sensor will also tend to move with the surface. So, in spite of the

fact that the vertical component of fluid velocity is greatest at the surface, we expect to see

small relative vertical velocities being measured by the top sensor. Because the SASS has

a rigid array of velocity sensors, the vertical motion of the bottom sensor is expected to be

about the same as that of the top sensor. The fluid velocities, however, decay with depth.

Since the sensor motions do not decay, it must be that we will observe the largest relative

velocities in the vertical direction at the bottom sellsor.

The case of the horizontal motioll is the one, perhaps, that we find more interesting.

It is a bit more difficult to guess intuitively what will happen in this case. The reason

being that the mooring force will play a large part in the overall dynamics. We will let

observation, therefore, be our guide. Nevertheless, we still can say we expect the same type

of phenomenon to occur for the horizontal velocities as for the vertical velocities (although

not for the same reasons). The pressure and drag forces on the structure and floats will

tend to "try" to get the array to follow the fluid. For a short, unmoored spar-like array we

might expect that the relative horizontal motion would be more-or-Iess uniform with .depth.

The SASS, however, has its flotation spread over a relatively large area (the distarice,'=from

any flotation element center to another being 366cm). Because of this, the surface slope will

cause the SASS to tilt. This tilting, being forced from the surface will cause little slippage

at small radii (sensors nearer the surface) and large slippage at larger radii (deeper sensors).

The horizontal component of the mooring force (applied at the bottom of the frame) will

tend to retard the buoy's motion as it tries to follow the water's trajectories. Again, the

fact that the SASS can tip will favor the top sensor. The lower part of the buoy will be held

in place by the mooring forces but, the buoy can tip to allow the upper part of the buoy

to follow the fluid. It seems then, that both surface forcing and mooring forces conspire
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to cause less relative motion at the top sensors and greater motion at the bottom sensors.

Now, we will take a look and see if our observations bear out these suppositions.

observations

Because the final analysis is to be done in an inertial frame, the observations at this point will

be looked at in the inertial frame. As an attempt to look at the horizontal velocities in a dy

namically significant way, I've rotated the horizontal velocities into a downwave/crosswave

coordinate system. To simplify the plots, only three velocity sensors are plotted out per

plot. The velocity sensors chosen were pods 6,3 and 1 with nominal depths of JlO.8cm,

311.1cm and 584.6cm, respectively.

From Figure 5-16 (a-c) we see that the velocit~es decay as expected. The directional

spreading of the wave spectra is relatively harrow so that the downwave spectrum (b) is

nearly the same as the vertical spectrum (a), and comparatively little energy is present in

the cross-wave spectrum(c). The vertical motions of all three sensors are so nearly alike

that the plots are indi~tinguishable (Figure 5-16 (d)). In the downwave direction the sensor

motion spectrum (e) for pod 6 is almost the same as the fluid velocity spectrum (b), but,

for sensing pod 1 the motion spectrum is much greater than the fluid velocity spectrum.

Clearly, the predominate forcing of the motion at the bottom of the SASS is not by the local

fluid velocities. It must be, as we intuited above, that the surface slope and mooring forces

are playing a significant role. The relative velocities are shown last (Figure 5-16 (g-i.)1. At

low frequencies, the buoy is a good follower and the velocities measured are small. The

buoy is best coupled to the fluid motion near the surface. As a consequence, the relative

velocities measured at pod 6 are the smallest and the velocities at pod 1 are the greatest.

This effect is most notable in the down-wave velocity (h).

Figure 5-17 repeats the above exercise for file q. The fluid velocities again ,decay as

expected. Note how much greater the spectral levels are here than in Figure 5-16. For

this strongly wind driven case we can deduce that the buoy must have been tipping quite
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a bit more than in the previous case because the vertical velocity of the sensors is not the

same for each sensor (d). In this case, however, the downwave component of sensor velocity

(e) is greatest for pod 6. Undoubtedly, the mooring force has more tension hereoand is

thereby suppressing the motion at the bottom sensor. The overall result is similar for the

relative velocities. The top sensing volume, pod 6, is best coupled to its local fluid velocity

and therefore measures the smallest relative velocity. With increasing depth the relative

velocities increase (in spite of the fact that the fluid velocities decrease with depth).

low frequency response

Throughout the thesis, I've talked about the errors in stabilization of the gyro platform

at low frequencies. Consider typical accelerations of the buoy (when the relative motion

between the uppermost sensing volume and the fluid Vrel was small compared to the motion

of the sensor V S, so that for estimates in this section we can use V and V s interchangeably).

In file j, the rms surface elevation was 58cm and the peak frequency was O.lHz. The typ~cal

accelerations of the btloy may be approximated as 1]rms<7;eak = 20cm/s2 = 0.02g (where 9

is the acceleration due to gravity). If there is a small error angle in stabilization c:(t), the

error in the horizontal acceleration of the buoy X~rr and the vertical acceleration of the

buoy Zerr may be approximated solely as a function of 9 and c:(t) as

X err ~ 9 sin c;( t) ~ g, c: (t )

Zerr ~ 9 (1 - cosc:(t)) ~ 9 (c:
2it)) .

We define an energy ratio u to be

J-5.23)

(5.24)

where CVjVj and CvJvJ are the autocospectra of orthogonal fluid velocity components in

the horizontal plane and CVj(vj( is the autocospectra of the vertical fluid velocity. For

deep water waves, the ratio u should be equal to one over all frequencies. In the energetic

wave band (O.lH z to 0.25H z) we can see in Figure 5-18 that this is true for all six sensing
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Figure 5-18: The ratio of energy u is plotte<Hor all six sensing pods during file f is shown.
The key to symbols is above the plot. The rapid increase of the ratio at low frequency is
thought to be due to gyro stabilization error.

pods during file f. If we look at the energy in the Fourier coefficient at the three lowest

non-zero frequency bins (central frequency is 0.03125Hz), we find the energy ratio u to be

7.7. The sum Cv/v/ + CVJvJ = 66 (c:)2 and CVKVK = 8.6 (c: )2. Approximating the low

frequency error of the gyro as a pure sinusoid at frequency 0.03125Hz with an energy equal

to the eccentricity in the ratio u, 55 (C:) 2, we can estimate the magnitude of the error in

stabilization from

(5.25)

and find that lei ~ 0.00151 rad (000 05' 11"). This is consistent with the manufacturer's

claim that the mean stabilization is accurate to within 7'.

-
An error of such magnitude is easily explained. The gyro maintains its alignment with

the local gravity vector by averaging the output of spirit-level mercury switches which allow

an electrical current to pass to solenoids which slowly torque the stabilized platform. The

enormous angular momentum of the gyro, spinning at 10, OOOrpm, causes the error angle to
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rapidly decrease with increasing frequency. It does not seem unreasonable that at frequen

cies in the range of O.03Hz that there be an error angle of 5'.

The anisotropy of the autocospectra at low frequency is well explained by the error

angle argument given above. Previously, Barricket al (1989) have attempted to explain this

aberrant behavior of u at low frequency by the presence of small amounts of wave energy at

frequencies below the spectral peak. Since the SASS was moored in 90m of water, very low

frequency waves will no longer have circular orbital trajectories but will have more energy

in the horizontal excursion than in the vertical. So, if the SASS were measuring waves at

extremely low frequency one would expect the ratio u to increase with decreasing frequency.

For intermediate depth the theoretical value of u is given by

CV1V1 +CvJvJ ( 1)2 ( )
u:::: CVKVK :::: taI?-h k(z + h) , 5.26

where h is the water depth. For the case under consideration, to obtain a u of 7 requires

waves with a wavenumber k = O.00447m-1 • Such a wave has a frequency of O.020Hz. Be

yond the fact that u reaches 7 at a higher frequency than O.020Hz, if a wave of frequency

O.020Hz were to contribute energy of 66( C';)2 it would have to have an "rms amplitude

O(4m) (and here we have not even taken into account the fact that the frequencies under

consideration were in the roll-off bands of the integrating filters!) Considering this, it seems

that for the SASS, most of the deviation of u from u-nity at low frequency is due to imperfect

gyro stabilization.

5.4 Errors

processing errors

The first concern is that all of the processing steps outlined in the previous sections have

been properly implemented. This is checked by synthesizing fake wavefield and motion data

using theoretical forms for wave spectra and theoretical response functions. A complete set

of transformation equations is developed so that the results are known in both the instru

ment relative and inertial frames of reference. The instrument relative fake data can then
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be entered into the processing routines and the results compared to the theoretically derived

inertial frame results. Because some of the processing steps are nonlinear we are concerned

that noise may bias our final results. To test to what extent this is true, we develop (~uess)

noise models for the input channels, add the noise to the theoretically developed input data,

process, and once again compare to the theoretical output data. First, however, we use data

with no noise to ensure that the processing routines work as expected in the ideal case.

The input wave spectrum used for the data creation program was that developed by

Donelan et al (1985). The directional spectrum was approximated discretely with 113 fre

quency bins and 23 directional bins, making each time step the synthesis of 2599 Fourier

components. With many channels of data to predict, this makes the simulation program

extremely costly to run in terms of time. The buoy response was assumed to be described by

a simple, single pole, lowpass filter. Filter coeffi.cien~s and cut-off frequencies were adjusted

so that the fake data was representative of tne typical conditions we found in the field. The

results of the simulation show that the processed output and theoretically derived output

are in excellent agreement (Figure 5-19).

The real concern for the noise on the channels is that this noise will in some way be

modulated down to d.c. and hence, bias our results. As we've already discussed, it was

necessary to assume that the SASS had zero mean drift. The estimate of the current, then,

comes entirely from the BASS velocity sensors. Here we seek to ensure that our processing

does not affect the means of the BASS sensors. Errors in the motion sensing will_be i:npor

tant when we consider the bias in shear due to the processing. If the noise adversely effects

our estimates of rotational velocities, a spurious shear could be introduced into our results.

The first step in doing the noise analysis is to estimate the noise levels that will be present

on each channel. The static calibration provided us with scale factors but there was no

extensive dynamic calibration. To estimate noise levels I have used a mix of specincations,

theory, simple dynamic tests and intuition. In actuality, we find that there is no ap,Preciable

bias in either the depth averaged mean or in the mean shear estimates.
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The gyroscope's potentiometers are digitized by the BASS computer. Since the BASS

digitizer is a 16-bit device and the full scale output of the potentiometers is ±0.61 rad,

the ideal resolution of this measurement would be 1.86 X 1O-5rad (recall that the cQmpass

resolution was only 4.91 X 1O-2rad). Obviously, digitization error is not expected to be

significant for the potentiometers. Indeed, the specification sheet for the potenti.ometers

only claims a resolution of 2.03 X 1O-3rad. This number provides the absolute noise floor

for the potentiometers. There are, however, larger sources of error.

The potentiometers measure the angle of rotation of different gimbals. The two poten

tiometers together measure the angular displacement between the gyro case (fixed in the

instrument relative frame) and the stabilized platform (which theoretically only yaws in

inertial space). The major source of error in the potentiometer measurement is the sta

bilization error of the gyro. There are two factors; that cause the gyro to deviate from a·

constant angular orientation. First of all, the gyro is on a rotating planet and therefore, if

there is no other forcing, the gyro will rotate due to the rotation of the earth. More impor

tantly, if the gyro case is moving, the friction in the gimbals and the friction ~nd springiness

of the wires carrying power and signals to and from the stabilized platform will force the

platform to deviate from its constant position. To force the gyro platform to ~aintain a

fixed orientation (conveniently defined as colinear with the local gravity vector), two mer

cury switches are employed. These mercury switches are small spirit levels which, as they

seek level, turn on and off power to solenoids which torque the stabilized platforIl).. The

feedback system is designed such that the stabilized platform maintains a nearly cm:rstant

attitude. There are small deviations.

In a small survey of people who were familiar with gyros, the concensus was that such a

gyro should be "good to" about 10
• The gyro specification sheet claims mean stabilization

to be within 7'. From field data, Santala and Williams (1990) found that low frequency

errors indicated that the mean stabilization errors were approximately in this range.. Several_

pre-deployment dynamic tests were performed to give some idea of what the instantaneous

errors might be. The problem with all the tests was that there was no way to know what
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the actual gyro motion was during the time it was being forced. The only referenceable

position was the mean stabilization position. The procedure was, then, to force the gyro

with some motion, and then to stop the motion as instantaneously as possible. If st<!:-biliza

tion were perfect, the gyro output would be constant once the motion stopped. However, if

the stabilized platform were at some other orientation than level when the gyro w~ finally

held fixed, the output would change until the solenoids could torque the platform back to

the mean stabilized position. In this way we could get samples of the instantaneous errors

of the gyro. The problem is that in each test the shaking lasted for one to six minutes and

only one point sample resulted. Further, with no available shaking device, the author found

himself shaking the gyro (along with power supplies and batteries). Physical fatigue lead

to a less than statistically significant amount of samples. Nonetheless, these tests do give

us some idea of what to expect in terms of gyro performance.

In the first dynamic test, only translations in the horizontal plane took place. The gyro,

the power supplies and the recording devices were loaded onto a small cart (a power cord

was run down to the cart from the ceiling). A large area of floor space w~ cleared and

then the cart was rolled around on the floor for anywhere from one to six minutes and

then abruptly stopped. There were seven trial tests. The typical horizontal acc~lerations

ranged from 0.2 to 0.3 g. The dominant frequency of forcing ranged from 0.12 to 0.15Hz.

The maximum observed stabilization error was 1.2°. The mean magnitude of potentiometer

error for the seven trials was 0.26°.

For the second test, the gyro was mounted onto a board. Under the center of thEU>oard

a small block was placed. The placement of the small block allowed the board to be tilted

easily. If the gyro was tipped too far, the board would hit the counter and prevent further

tipping. The peak tipping angle was adjusted for the different test runs by using different
-

sized blocks. The peak tip angles varied, for eight trials, between ±10° to ±18°. The peak

periods of forcing were between 0.09 to 0.13Hz. The mean magnitude of the poten.tiometer

error was 0.70°. The error seemed to be correlated with the amplitude of the tilts. In the

field, rms tilts of 7° would have to be considered extreme. Here we had rms tilts varying
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A final test was performed by putting the gyro in a basket and swinging the bas~et. In

the "reasonable" tests, the gyro errors appeared to be small. The goal of this test was to

see how to induce large errors (i.e., we wanted to find the failure modes). The only. motion

"failure mode" was found to be rapid spinning of the gyro. The reason that the stabilized

platform deviated from level in this case was because the apparent local gravity vector, as

detected by the gyro, included the angular acceleration vector. In field deployments the

buoy did not spin. In fact, during no file (usually 20 to 40 minutes long) did the buoy ever

perform a single complete rotation. Hence, we are reasonably assured that the gyro did

not experience this failure mode during deployment. Another error mode, by far the worst

mode of failure, was when the gyro tilts beyond its maximum allowable tilt angle. In this

case, the stabilized platform hits the gyro case. Th~ force of contact torques the platform.

out of stabilization. As noted though, the tins experienced in the field were mild compared

to those induced in the lab and never approached an angle where this failure mode would

have occurred. The violent nature of these tests do not make them suitable for inclusion in

our development of nQise bounds. For cases where the forcing was more gentle the errors

were similar to those found in the previous tests.

Even when the gyro case does not move at all, there is still a small amount of error

present (the mercury switches have finite resolution). Dynamic error seems to be a st.ronger

function of tilting than of translation. The most probable cause of this is the frictiOn of

the gimbals and torquing of the power and signal wires. The error must be dominated by

low frequency errors because it is extremely difficult to get the stabilized platform to move

quickly under any circumstances. The precision of the error estimates presented here is

not exceedingly great. However from these tests, and with these observations, we make

the following model for the stabilization noise. The noise for the potentiometers will be

created by filtering a Gaussian white noise signal with a single-pole lowpass filter which has

a cut-off frequency of 0.04Hz. Hence, the assumed noise level above 0.04Hz drops off by

6dB per octave. The gain of the filter was adjusted so that the rms error signal was 0.6 0
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for the reference noise level case.

The accelerometers have inherent errors but, just as in the case of the pote~tiome

ters, these errors are dominated by imperfect stabilization. So the accelerometer errors

were estimated using the stabilization error model given for the potentiometers. .In fact,

its important to realize that the errors of both the potentiometers and accelerometers are

dominated by the stabilization error because in this case the errors are correlated.

By far the worst performer of the motion sensing instruments is the compass. It was

not until only very recently that we have discovered just how poorly the compa§s really

is. Fortunately, as we will see, the impact to our measurement of the mean current and

the estimation of the bias is only minimally affected. This error will to a noticeable extent

affect our description of the directional spreading of the waves.

As we saw previously, the high frequency noise of the compass is dominated by the

digitization error. At lower frequency we originally felt that since the motions of the buoy

at low frequency were. expected to be mild, that the errors in the energetic part of yawing

spectrum would be minimal. A recent report by Patch et al (1991), however, points to

serious problems in the frequency response of the compass that was used on the SASS.

Patch et al (1991) performed a detailed calibration of the frequency response of the VACM

compass to yawing and found that the transfer function of the compass was given by:

c - afJ2

Hcomp(fJ) = b 2'
C + t fJ - afJ

(5.27)

This transfer function relates the actual yawing motion of the compass to the indicated

output. The parameters a,b and c are typically about 126mr~'f ,200n:~ds and 126mg, respec

tively. With these coefficients, the transfer function has a null at about 4.5sec. Furthermore,
-

in a simple test done here (Appendix E) it was shown that lateral accelerations can lead to

noise in the compass measurement. This may explain the absence of any spectral gap, as_

would be expected from Patch's results, in the SASS compass data.
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Typical errors for the BASS pods are 4% of the total velocity (Trivett et al, 1991). The

reference level for BASS pod measurement noise was chosen to be such that the rms error

was 4% of the rms measured velocity. More will be said on the measurement capabi~tiesof

the BASS sensors in the next section.

The procedure to see if the processing technique induced a bias was to create a random

wavefield, add noise and process. The energy levels of the signals were matched to meet

those we typically found in the field. The compass was a bit special, at high frequency,

the transfer function is approximately unity. At high frequency (above O.6Hz), we did not

measure any appreciable signal. This, as we also argued intuitively, is probably 1i.ll accu

rate reflection of the high frequency motions of the buoy in yaw. At frequencies of about

O.22Hz, our measurements are probably quite corrupted by the poor frequency response of

the compass. For purposes of evaluation, it was assJlmed that the integrated energy in the.

compass signal was the same as that for tM pitching and rolling motions. This is almost

certainly an absolute upper bound, especially since we are concentrating the energy in a

narrower band of the spectrum. The results of 20 random realizations show that the bias

in the currents was le~s than O.2cmls and, the bias in the shear was 2.3 X 10-6S-l, This

means that even with the estimated noise levels the processing will induce negligible biases

on our raw measurements.

It is worth noting that the test just described only included wave velocities. I~ there

were a mean current and we were making poor compass measurements, we expec.t tlloat we

will slightly underestimate the mean current. Suppose that the buoy is yawing sinusoidily

between the angles By = ±15° at a frequency which is in the null of the compass response.

The indicated yawing will be zero. If there is a mean current Vo then in the fixed direction

we believe the current is actually pointing, we will measure the velocity V rn , where

V rn = Vo cos By, () 7r.
Y = 12 SIll crt. (5.28)

Even for this extreme case, the error in the measured mean current is only 3%,

Vo - V;; (}y2
V

o
::::: -2- = 0.034.
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The place where the poor compass performance should become apparent is in the estima

tion of the directional spectra. Even here, though, the results are not too bad (Figure 5-20).

In fact, if small amounts of gaussian white noise (SNR=27dB) are added to the mathemat

ically transformed data (so that we know this is not a transformation phenomenon), the

two peaks of the directional spectrum for that case merge together into a single broad peak

centered at e= O. Because the compass should perform well at low frequency, we will still

get the mean propagation direction of the waves correct. This is the single most important

factor in properly estimating the bias. The second thing we need to estimate the-bias are

the moments of the directional spreading. In spite of the fact that the spreading functions

of the noisy signals in Figure 5-20 tend to be more "peaky", the j.l filters we use to estimate

the bias tends to be underestimated due to the broader tails in the noisy estimates. In the

notch band of the compass response, this eri-or reaches 12%. In the lower band, where the

peak energy of the wave orbital velocity is located, the error is about 5%. Since the very

largest bias corrections are rarely above 5emls, these errors are not expe.cted to be too

large. Also, in the conclusion section we attempt to bound the shear from above. Since we

underestimate the j.l'S, the bias will be underestimated and, consistent with the,approach

we will finally take, the estimated shears will represent upper bounds.

The discussion above is based almost entirely on the computer simulation. From these

results we see that the resonant performance of the compass could noticeablY'affee"t our

results. This conclusion is based on the assumption, used in the computer model.,. that

the yawing motions of the SASS are as energetic as the pitching and rolling motions. In

section 5.3, however, it was argued that the yawing motions of the buoy could be expected

to be less energetic than the pitching and rolling motions. In Appendix E we examine

the sensitivity of our actual data to the compass signal. This is done by comparing the

directional wave spectra and mean current profiles from normally analyzed data and from

data where the cutoff frequency of the compass filters was reduced to 0.125Hz. As is seen

in the appendix, both processing paths lead to almost identical results. This, along with
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Figure 5-20: The directional spreading function of the wavefield f( (1,8) estimated from one
of the computer simulations for four frequency bands (as labelled) for the mathematically
transformed data (- - -) and for the data where noise levels have been estimated (-). The
noisy data consistently exhibits stronger peaks in the downwave direction (the waves in the
model were propagated from the direction () = 0) but also have higher "tails" at large angles
from the true propagation angle. The main factor in the mismatch between the results is_
the resonant null of the compass.
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the computer simulation results leads us to the following conclusions. First, if the actual

yawing motions of the SASS were as strong as assumed in the computer model, the errors

in estimating the bias would be about 10%. The resulting estimates in the meanc.urrent

would be less owing to the fact that the bias is only a fraction of the measured mean (as is

shown in equations 5.28 and 5.29 the raw estimate of the mean should only be minimally

affected by compass errors). In fact, it seems that the yaw motions of the SASS are not so

intense as assumed in the model. The results of the appendix clearly show that whether

or not yaw motions above 0.125H z are considered, the estimates of the directional spectra

are nearly the same. Much of the energy observed in the compass signal above O.125H z

is most likely due to compass sensitivity to lateral accelerations. If this is the case, then

we also have an explanation for why no spectral gap is observed in the compass records

in the vicinity of O.22H z. Also, the filtering test described above was also repeated for

frequencies lower than O.125Hz and the results were then found to be heavily dependent on

the cutoff frequency (these results, being of no practical use, are not shown). So finally, we

conclude that since the compass is expected to perform well at frequencies below 0.125H z

that the results we have are only slightly affected by the resonant null at O:22H z and the

other sources of compass error we have discussed.

flow disturbance

Roughly speaking, the flow disturbance on the SASS can be thought of as coming from three

sources.- There is the slender truss that directly supports the BASS acoustic transducers.

About this is the SASS superstructure, constructed of 2in O-D aluminum tubing. Q.n top

of the SASS frame are the three floats, the largest bluff bodies in the SASS's construction.

Let's consider each of these components in turn.

While developing the specifications for a proposed current meter, Trivett et al (1991)

performed a flow disturbance analysis on the BASS current meter. This analysis showed

that, in steady flow, the BASS underestimated the fluid velocity by 4% due to the drag

on the transducer support structure. This result was independent of flow velocity but did
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vary with BASS cage orientation. As the orientation of the cage is tipped to 200
, the drag

induced error increased to about 8% (these are the results from Trivett et al (1991), more

extensive though less accurate results are presented in Appendix C). In the case o~_SASS,

the relative velocities measured by the BASS sensors is composed of both a steady and

unsteady component. The mean drag, in such a case, can not be derived from the mean

velocity. The mean drag of a symmetric object in purely oscillatory flow is zero. The drag

on an object in a mean flow with a superposed oscillatory component is much greater than

the drag on an object in steady flow with the same mean. The normal way of estimating

form drag on an object is via a drag coefficient, CD, as

- (5.30)

where p is the fluid density and Ap is the projected area of the object in the flowfield.

Figure 5-21 shows how the net drag on an object ~n a mean flow.is amplified as the rms.

velocity of a superposed oscillatory flow component is increased.

Figure 5-21 is the basis for the flow disturbance correction model we seek to create. It

allows us to relate th~ steady flow calibration results to the unsteady flow data, if we can

relate the velocity defect inside the cage to the drag on the cage. This will be done using

a simple model based on momentum considerations. The BASS measurement is made just

behind the supports which give rise to the velocity defect. Being in the near wake, we will

be unable to estimate the functional form of the wake. Still, we will be able to compyte an

averageyelocity defect. -

The basic physical idea is that there is a drag force exerted on the fluid by the support

structure. The application of that force gives rise to a change in momentum in the fluid. If

the free stream velocity ~ is much greater than the velocity defect Vd then the momentum

deficit, see Batchelor (1967), can be modeled as the momentum of the free stream fluid pVo

times an equivalent sink Q

(5.31)

The volume defect represented by Q can be amortized over the wake area to find the velocity
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Figure 5-21: Amplification of drag due to a superposed oscillatory flow. Urms is the rms

velocity of flow superposed on steady flow, Uo. The actual drag, D, can b~ much greater
than the drag, Do, in steady flow.

defect Vd

Q
Vd == --f

Awake
(5.32)

where we've assumed in the above that the wake is uniform. Batchelor shows that not only

can the wake behind a still body in a moving flow be characterized in this way, but !l~ too
.~ ,...

can the entrainment behind a moving body. This is not a surprising result, though the two

frames differ dynamically, in ideal flow (and what we have here is really an ideal flow wake

model) the kinematics of a body moving through a fluid with velocity Va and a body mov

ing through a fluid with velocity Va are indistinguishable. In this model fluid is conserved.

The equivalent sink Q decelerates the fluid in the wake, and an equivalent source-term, of

equal strength to the sink, accelerates the fluid outside the wake. The wake enc?mpasses

only a small region downstream of the body. The source term is radially distributed in all

directions. Because the source term is amortized over a much larger area, the upstream
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effects are much smaller than the downstream effects. That the drag can be parameterized

in terms of the freestream velocity is not entirely obvious. I have included a simple example

in Appendix B which shows from first principles that this may be done (refer to Batchelor,

1967, for a more complete discussion).

The velocity defect behind our object in a combined steady and oscillating flow can be

found by combining equations 5.30, 5.31 and 5.32 as

Vd = !CDApV IVI.
AwakeVo

(5.33)

In certain engineering applications, the estimation of the projected area is one of the most

simple that we might hope to encounter. However, considering the complex form of the

BASS support structure, it can be seen that its not even certain which elements will cause

wakes in the sampling volume and to what extent.; The near wake area is not well under-.

stood even for simple geometries. Even the drag coefficient of a cylinder will change in the

presence of other cylinders.

Since none of the. coefficients are easily estimated we seek to determine their value

experimentally. The individual coefficients themselves are of no intrinsic value t_o us here

so we'll just lump them all together into a new coefficient x, and then

VIVI
Vd = X--v;-' (5.34)

If the coefficient X can be determined from calibrations we avoid the unsavory t~k of

estimating CD, Ap and Awake' From the findings of Trivett et al (1991) we know.that in

steady flow, independent of the magnitude of the velocity, the defect velocity of the BASS

current meter is 4% of the freestream.

Vd
V

o
= 0.04.

This implies that X is simply the fractional error (and a sign function)
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Equation 5.34 provides the basis of the BASS pod error estimation. That equation is used

iteratively to find the velocity defect at each pod. Equation 5.36 provides the calibration

of the expression.

An alternate approach to estimating the drag would attempt to include the dep~ndence

of the BASS calibration on the relative angle of attack of the flow. Because this must be

done in instrument coordinates, this approach essentially abandons the interpretation of the

deficit velocity as outlined in equations 5.30 to 5.36. If the flow disturbance is extremely

localized, this instantaneous correction may have some justification. Because a large part of

the flow dependence on elevation angle is undoubtedly due to the "shading" error, the three

axis estimates should not be used at the the same time as an "angle of attack correction"

is made. The information on the dependence of the flow error based on elevation angle is

extremely limited; at 0° (flow in vector in the a -:b plane in instrument coordinates) the.

error is 4%, at 20° the error increases to 8%. Several different forms of calibration were

tried to test the sensitivity of corrections to this type of dependence. The results did not

greatly depart from those we find using the drag based approach though .in general, the

corrections here tende.d to be slightly larger (similar results could be obtained by adjusting

the 4% coefficient in equation 5.36). The drag based approach was finally used ~ecause it

seems that: (i) at low angles of attack, the 4% is probably about right, (ii) at higher ~ngles

of attack, flow disturbance is compensated for by using the minimally disturbed BASS axes

(between elevation angles of 15° and 75° the shading correction is made on 76%. of the

possible relative flow directions), (iii) at angles of attack greater than 75°, the calibration is

likely quite different than 4% but, the horizontal component of flow in these cases is small

so that irrespective of how large the velocity is, the effect on the horizontal mean should

be quite small, and (iv) its not clear that making corrections to the instantaneous relative

velocity is justified in a rotating frame of reference (in the drag approach we deal with

the velocities that have been rotated to fixed inertial orientation). In fact, in the BASS

calibration of Appendix C, it is shown that in an unsteady calibration the best three-axis.

estimate coupled with the momentum defect model (the scheme applied to the SASS data)

give far superior results than those obtained by applying the steady calibration results to
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the unsteady BASS data. The wave measurements of Appendix D further show that steady

calibration results tend to overstate the errors of the BASS in unsteady flow.

The velocity defect due to the large aluminum superstructure which supports the BASS

towers was also considered. Here again, the computation of the velocity defect is ha;mpered

by the difficulty is estimating a precise form for the wake. What was done in this case,

was exactly what we shunned to do in the last case (since there's not too much hope of

getting the SASS into a calibration tank); the projected area of all the members (including

instrument pressure cases) was computed, a drag coefficient was estimated, and a wake

area was estimated. The wake area was considered to be equal to the projected area of a

cylinder circumscribing the SASS frame. Because the flow is three-dimensional, and the

SASS structure is complex, it would be extremely difficult to predict "wake paths" from

individual SASS frame elements. The wake was ass~med to be uniform over the wake area.

The SASS's frame is a relatively open struc'ture. The maximum velocity defect estimates

due to the frame were on order of O.2cmjs. Localized affects could be much greater but we

assume that sensor locations were no worse than others and thus consider this error to be

of negligible size.

The three floats which provide the bulk of the SASS's buoyancy were also investigated

for flow disturbance. During the design of the SASS a great emphasis was placed on keep

ing the weight of the buoy to a minimum so that as little flotation as possible wo~ld be

necessary. In the final design, the still water draft of the flotation elements was Oll.ly ~cm.

And even for the design current (a sheared flow with surface velocity equaling 50cmjs at

the surface and 25cmjs at 90m depth), the predicted mean draft only increased to 30cm.

Even so, with a width of 91cm, there was concern that the floats would cause considerable

flow disturbance. The problems of estimating the flow deficit due to the floats is even more

difficult, conceptually, than those we encounter in treating the BASS cages or the SASS

frame. Therefore we'll take the problem in steps, adding degrees of sophistication ~s we go.

At the simplest level, we can study the flow effects of the floats in a mean current.
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Figure 5-22 shows a schematic of the float, the wake region and the relative location of the

closest sensor. The basic approach will be ; calculate a drag force, find the equivalent sink

v
~

:-----_.
i

Figure 5-22: Schematic showing the relative positions of the upstream SASS float and the
uppermost sensor. For computational purposes the float is viewed as a half-body in an
infinite fluid.

term and amortize the deficit velocity over the wake region. The free-surface effects will be

ignored. To simplify calculations we assume that the submerged part of the float represents

a half of a cylinder which is immersed in an infinite fluid. For this computation it becomes
-

unavoidable to assume a functional form for the wake. A Gaussian form is often used to

describe the far wake region. For our geometry we certainly are not in the far wake. But,

it is probably safe to assume that the velocity deficit is greatest directly behin<;l th~:float

and decreases in intensity with radial distance. Since the Gaussian is a convenient function

which has these properties, we will use this form of wake function. (Note, if we assume

that the near-field wake is an intense wake with a nearly uniform velocity deficit, then the

extent of the wake necessary to explain the predicted drag force is such that the top sensor

is not in the wake). The form of the velocity deficit in the wake is

(5.37)-

where vdefo is the wake intensity at r = 0 and will be a decreasing function of downstream

distance x from the float. The integrated deficit velocity at any downstream distance must
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equal the total sink intensity,
Q

Vdefo(x) = 1rR(x)2' (5.38)

We desire to bound the problem to see if the floats could indeed be causing flow disturbance.

To do this, we want to know what the maximal value Vdej(X, r) can take at the radial

distance rs and the downstream distance X s where the closest sensor lies. If a maximization

is performed with respect to the parameter R then we find that R = rs . If we recall our

previous relations relating Q to the drag, we can express the velocity deficit as a function

of the drag on the float

(5.39)

The ratio of the defect velocity at the top sensor to the total velocity, in terms of the

geometry of our float, is then

(5.40)

where rs = 1l0.8cm, A p = 5484cm2 and CD == 0.7. The estimate of the drag coefficient is

from Zdravkovich et al (1989). So, our worst case steady model leads to velocity defects of

only 1.8%. For a free stream velocity of 30cm/s this leads to an error of only 0.5cmls. Of

course, as we begin to consider unsteady effects, this defect estimate will increase. However,

in the most strongly forced cases, the ratio of the rms velocity relative to the float vers~s the

mean current is just under two. A rough estimate -of the resulting defect can be found by

referring back to Figure 5-21. An amplification of the deficit velocity by three is appropriate

for unsteady to steady ratios of two; thus we have a final estimate of 1.5cmls for the..::final

velocity defect. This still only represents 5% of the mean flow but can significantly alter

the form of the shear profile near the surface.

Its always important to keep in mind the limitations of the models that we apply. To

improve our models, we obviously start with what we believe to be our weakest assump

tion. The photograph in Figure 5-23 gives a clue as to what aspect of the model could best

benefit from some refinement. In strongly forced cases, the draft of the upstream float is

not well modeled as being constant. The drag on the float is a function of the projected

area of the float and the velocity of the fluid past the float. If the draft of the buoy is not

constant, then variable projected area will modulate the V WI term. If the float tends to be
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Figure 5-23: The SASS in high wind and waves.

more deeply immersed when a crest comes by than when a trough comes by, the estimate

of the net drag could be significantly larger than that predicted by the constant draft model.

Estimation of the non-constant draft is not so simple as might be expected. The model

provided by Figure 5-24 is the basis for our computations. Several simplifying assumptions

are again made. The seas during the SASS deployment were characterized by narrow

directional spreads. I took the limit of narrow directional spreading and assumed that

all of the waves travelled in the mean downwave direction. In the spirit of computing an

upper bound defect, the initial mean velocity estimate in this direction was taken to be the

magnitude of the measured mean velocity vector (i.e., the current and waves were assumed

to be travelling in the same direction). The height of the upwave float is equal to the surface

elevation at the downwave float plus the gain in elevation due to tilting

Zu = 1]d +D sin ~.

The draft T of the upwave float is estimated as

T = Tb + 1]1.1. - zu,

(5.41)

(5.42)

where Tb is the draft of the downwave floats. Using a small angle approximation for sin ~,

and realizing that when T is negative that there is no projected area to oncoming flow, the
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Figure .5-24: Model for predicting drag on floats when the draft is not constant.

final form of our draft estimate is

{
n + j.TJ - D~

T=
o

if Tb + boTJ - D~ > 0

if Tb + boTJ - D~ S; 0
(5.43)

with j. TJ = TJu - TJd· The draft of the downwave floats must increase or decrease based on

the relative immersion of the upstream float. The actual downwave component of tilt ~ of

the buoy can be found as

C -1 U c ' Udw
<, = tan .

U c ' UJ\' '
(5.44)

where U c is the unit vector in instrument coordinates which is aligned along the BASS

current meter array, Udw is the unit vector pointing in the down-wave direction, and Ul-:

is the unit vector pointing vertically in inertial coordinates. Assuming that all the waves

propagate in one direction, the surface elevation at both the upstream and downstream float

can be predicted from the measured wave velocity at the top sensor using the linearized

theory for waves. A single filter can be formed to give the elevation difference

(SA5 )
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where X s is the horizontal distance from the top sensor to the upwave float. The filter is

given by

{ I - e-tkD } r.

H ()
_ tkx.+k;:---

£If] a - e f
a

0(5.46)

_ (5.47)

where rJ is the distance from the surface to the centroid of float depth. Because the distance

D is a significant fraction of the wavelength of some of the waves we are estimating, using

the filter above should give far better results than estimating £1"7 by using the surface slope

at a single point. In a similar manner, we need to predict the downwave velocity at the

float. Again, we rely on the linear theory and use a filtering approach

Vdw(a, x' + ~) = Hv(a)Vdw(a,x' + ~ - xs )

with

H ()
tkx.+k.!L

v a = e rf. (5.48)

Because the float is part of the rigid SASS ;structure, the float motions can be easily pre

dicted from our sensor motion measurements. With all the needed variables estimated at

the float, the drag estimates are made, and the final estimate of the velocity defect is iter

atively arrived upon (the final estimate of "float drag" also included the pr·ojected area of

the trusswork immediately below the floats).

The results of the error analysis are presented in the next chapter along with all of the

other data. The principal result of the "variable depth of immersion model" is that the ve

locity defect increases in calm conditions due to the correlation of the fluctuations of}raft

and velocities. In strongly forced conditions, the velocity deficit actually decreases. This is

because the mean tilt of the buoy in such conditions pulls the upwave float out of the water

and greatly reduces the mean draft of the buoy. Indeed, for some files it is predicted that

the upwave float is completely in the air more than 30% of the time.

speed of sound

Previously, we talked a,bout errors due to the variation of the speed of sound in water. The

BASS makes a travel time measurement and as we discussed, the final estimate of velocity
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depends on the speed of sound squared. The speed of sound in water is a function of the

temperature and the salinity. Clay and Medwin (1977) give the relation

c = 1449.2 + 4.6T - 0.055T2 +O.00029T3 + (1.34 - O.010T)(S - 35) + O.016z, °(5.49)

where T is the water temperature in Celsius, S is the salinity in parts per thousand, and

z is the depth in m. The variations of temperature and salinity that the SASS encoun

tered would not lead to variations in sound much greater than ±2.5mjs. In spite of the

fact that the calibration of the BASS is proportional to the speed of sound squared, these

variations in sound speed will only lead to deviations in BASS calibration of 0.33%. Be

cause the predicted errors were so small, the BASS calibration was not varied from file to file.

A potentially more serious error is the variation in the sound speed that may occur due

to the presence of bubbles. The BASS transducer? transmit at a frequency of 1.75MHz.

Under the conditions of deployment during SMILE, a 2JLm bubble will be resonant at this

frequency. Unfortunately, bubble populations are only estimated down to radii of 10JLm

(Medwin and Breitz, 1989). The accuracy of measurements of such small bubbles is still

hotly disputed (Wu a~d Hwang, 1991). Still, experience with high frequency acoustic mea

surements seems to indicate that at the frequency that the BASS transmits ~t, the errors

due to bubbles will be minimal (Clay and Medwin, 1977). Trivett(1991) has developed a

circuit to add to the BASS computer which measures the one way travel time (not just the

travel time difference as the BASS has traditionally done) and therefore, the speed of sound

in water. Making such a modification in future near-surface deployments of the B~SS_would

not only provide useful information on the upper-ocean environment, but would also help

assess the current meter's performance in measuring velocities.

statistical errors

When estimating the mean of a time varying signal, the variance of the estima~e can be

computed from the following expression:

_ 1 jT ( Ir I)Var(V)=T -T I-T Cvv(r)dr,
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where Cuu is the auto-covariance of Vet). Because the mean velocities we measured were

small compared to the orbital velocities we found, it was necessary to average data over

relatively long time periods so that the variance of our estimate would be much _~maller

than the mean velocities we sought to measure.

Our final statistical error bounds are not only a function of the averaging time, but also

the energetics of the velocities we measured. The 90% confidence intervals were computed

for pods 3 and 6 and are interpolated and extrapolated to the other pods. Because the

wave energy varies with depth, we notice that the statistical error bounds will decrease

with depth. Where the files were short (less than 20 minutes long), the 90% interval at the

top pod did reach ± lem/s. The statistical errors tended to be much smaller than the more

systematic errors that we've discussed throughout this section.
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Chapter 6

RESULTS

6.1 The C3 mooring

In the last chapter the sources of error for ~he SASS were extensively reviewed. Here I'll .

talk a little about the C3 mooring. This mooring was another of the components of the

SMILE program. Intercomparisons of the SASS data with the C3 data will provide a check

on the theories that have been discussed throughout the entire thesis.

The C3 mooring was a 3m discuss buoy that was moored about 500m from the SASS.

Hence, the SASS and the C3 will nominally be making measurements of the same fluid. The

C3 mooring was equipped with both atmospheric and oceanic sensors. On the atmospheric

side were sensors for wind speed and direction, air temperature, long and short wave'radia

tion and humidity. Vector measuring current meters (VMCMsj see Weller and Da.vis (1980)

for a description of the VMCM) were attached along the length of the C3 mooring line.

The VMCM's examined herein were distributed from depths of 4 to 47 meters. The Scripps

Institute of Oceanography had VMCMs mounted (at depths greater than 30m) on the C3

mooring but that data is not included. The VMCMs provided fifteen minute averaged data

over a period of several months. All but a few of the VMCM's provided complete coverage

across both deployments of the SASS. The depths of the VMCM current meter data will~

be given with each file analyzed.
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Figure 6-1: The C3 mooring in winds between 10 and 15m/s

Corrections to the C3 measurements: the wave-bias revisited

The VMCMs on the C3 mooring were equipped with compasses. No other motion measure

ments were made. Because the C3 buoy has a large surface expression we expect that it will

follow the waves quite well. Watching the buoy on site seemed to confirm this notion. If a

buoy is translating in a correlated way with the waves then we expect to measure a down

wave bias. Previously, we assumed that measurements were made at a moving point but

that they were made (by correcting for tilt) with a constant orientation. If measurements

are not corrected for tilt, there can also be a bias arising from tilting motions correlated to

the waves. This bias will also be estimated for the C3 mooring.

To estimate the biases we need to know the motions of the sensors. Because the motions

were not measured we'll need to assume a transfer function. Fortunately, the C3 mooring

design is dynamically simple enough so that we can probably do a good job bounding the

errors with a fairly simple model. Figure 6-2 shows a schematic of the mooring design as

well as the idealized model for the tipping of the buoy. The VMCM's are distributed in the

upper 47m of the mooring line. The mooring "line" in the top 70m was ~-inch chain. To

keep the upper segment of the mooring taut, a 1500 pound depressor weight was inserted

into the line. The weight, 20m off the seafloor bottom, was attached to the bottom anchor

via 50m of ~-inch chain. In the model shown below, the upper section of the mooring line
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is kept perfectly linear. The depressor weight maintains constant horizontal position due

to the horizontal component of t~nsion in the bottom segment of the mooring. The buoy is

assumed to perfectly follow the orbital motions of the fluid at the surface.

L::. ""0,,,

1
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Figure 6-2: (a) A schematic of the C3 mooring (b) The segment of mooring where VMCMs
are distributed is assumed to tilt rigidly.

The bias for the C3 mooring will now be estimated for a small amplitude monochromatic

wave. \Ve assume that the wave surface elevation 17 and horizontal and vertical velocities

[u. w] are given by

u

17 a cos( kx - at),

aa cos( kx - at )ekz
,

w aasin(kx - at)ekz
.

(6.1 )

Without loss of generality we can take the mean horizontal position to be zero. If we do

this, the first order description of motion for a sensor at depth z = - Zo is

[
L - '" ][x,z] = aTsinat,acosat . (6.2)

The measurement axis of the current meter is perpendicular to the mooring line so that the

measured velocity Vm is

1;" = II cos B - w sin B :::::: u - lcB.
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with the mooring line tilt () being

() '" a sin crt
'" L . (6.4)

H the expressions for horizontal and vertical velocity are inserted into equation 6~3 and

the spatial dependences are expanded out, we arrive at the following expression for the

measured velocity (where extensive use of the assumption that ak ~ 1 has been made)

Vm ~ acr cos crte-kzo {I + ak cos crt}

+ acrk sin crte- kzo { a L ~ Zo sin crt}

+ acr sin crte-kzo
{ a ~ sin crt} .

(6.5)

(6.6)

The first line of the expression is the first order wave velocity and the vertical motion

modulation. The second line is the term which arises from coupling between the horizontal

motion of the buoy and the horizontal gradient of the fluid velocity. The final line is the·

component of vertical fluid velocity which gets mixed into the measured velocity due to

tipping. Taking the time average of the above expression leads to the upper bound for the

bias

- ~ 1 2 { L - Zo } k 1 2 1 kV m upper ~ -a crk 1 + e- Zo + -a cr-e- zoo
bound 2 L 2 L

Its doubtful that the buoy perfectly follows the horizontal motions of the fluid. Therefore,

as a lower bound for the C3 mooring bias we'll assume that the buoy's horizontal motions

are totally uncorrelated with the fluid motion. Since a discus buoy can not be significantly

decoupled from the longer waves we will still assume that the vertical motion of the }moy

is perfectly coupled to the waves. Waves shorter than 10m are sufficiently decayed ;'t the

depth ofthe top VMCM (4m nominal depth) that their contribution to the bias is negligible

independent of the extent to which the buoy's vertical motions are correlated to the surface

displacement. The lower bound estimate of the bias is then

V I '" 1a 2""ke- kzom lower f"V - V •

bound 2
(6.7)

For the field data, the upper and lower bounds were calculated in a slightly more sophisti-·

cated fashion. The general assumptions were the same. The expressions for the bound were

rederived for a directionally spread wave spectrum. These calculations are almost identical
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to those presented earlier and so are not repeated here. Because the buoy's diameter is 3m,

I further assumed that there was no correlation of buoy motion with waves shorter than 6m.

atmospheric data

The stated purpose of the thesis was to examine the mean near-surface shear current. In

this case we have to consider wind speed measurements as being something more than an

cillary. The wind speed and direction data from the 7m anemometer on the C3 buoy were

used to predict the applied wind stress. Unfortunately, the air temperature sensors on the

C3 buoy failed. The air-sea temperature difference at the C3 site was interpolated from the

temperature differences at NDBC buoy's 13 and 14 (the buoys are located approximately

53 kilometers to the south and 143 kilometers to the north of the C3 site, respectively).

The similarities between the temperature data at the two buoys for the times when SASS·

was sampling leads us to believe that, despite the large distance of separation between the

NDBC buoys, they may have given a reasonably good indication of the atmospheric sta

bility at the C3 site. The wind stress and 10m wind speed were computed based on the

7m wind speed measurements and air-sea temperature differences using a scheme presented

by Large and Pond (1981). During the intervals when the SASS sampled, the· atmospheric

conditions tended to be neutrally stable or unstable.. When the air friction velocity for each

file was calculated just assuming neutral stability, the rms difference between the results

and those obtained when considering the air-sea temperature differences was only· 0.84%

(the maximum difference of 2.7% was for files p3 and q1). Just the same, in the-dati pre

sentation section, the friction velocities given do include the stability estimate arrived at

from the temperature information.

6.2 The data

In all there were twenty-three recorded events where data was of analyzable quality. These

events are labelled a,b,c, .. "w according to the sequence in which they were recorded. The
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longer events were broken into shorter segments for analysis. I'll refer to the subdivided

data sequences as files. If recording was of sufficient duration, it was broken into two or

more files of forty minutes or longer. The shorter recordings were kept in tact as incUyidual

files. The file subdivision is a numerical label added onto the event label (e.g., the event p

is broken into files pl,p2 and p3). The total number of files is thirty-seven.

In this section, two pages will be dedicated to the presentation of each file. To make the

presentation more efficient I will now explain all of the variables and nomenclature that will

be used. The final results we seek are the information on the near-surface currents. This

data would be of little use without knowing the wind and wave conditions. The first page

of data is entirely to background information of this type.

first page : environmental parameters

.
• date: Gives the month, day, and year on which the file was recorded.

• time: The start time of the processed file. Date and day are GMT. Time of day at

the experiment site was GMT-8hrs.

• duration: The duration of the processed file.

• UlO : The 10-meter wind speed.

• Or : The direction from which the wind was blowing.

• f-: The atmospheric stability parameter as defined in Large and Pond (1981). ~

• u*: The wind friction velocity derived from the windspeed and the air-sea temperature

difference as in Large and Pond (1981).

• H1/3 : The significant (or one-third highest) wave height. The spectrum of wa_veheight

57)7)(1) was predicted from the velocity at the uppermost BASS velocity sensor using

a linear theory model for the waves. The significant waveheight is defined as
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.. Ow : The direction the waves were coming from. This direction was defined as the

direction of the computed Stokes' drift at the depth of the uppermost BASS sensor

(ll1cm).

• Tp : The peak period of the waves. The peak frequency fp of the spectrum was found

by maximizing I below

where w is a triangular window with a width of O.078Hz. The resolution for this

calculation was O.016Hz. The peak period is the inverse of peak frequency.

• T: The average period of the waves. The average frequency of the waves (see Newman,

1977) can be defined as
1

1 = {Jooo
j2 S'7'7(f)dj } 2"

- Jooo S'7'7(f)dj

The average period is the inverse of t~e average frequency.

• D.temp : The calibration mismatch between the SASS thermistors and the C3 ther

mistor data. The metal clad thermistors on the SASS should yield good temperature

differences between one another. Their absolute calibration is not too accurate. The

temperature difference between the lowest metal-clad thermistor (nominal depth of

585cm) and uppermost C3 thermistor (nominal depth of 700cm), D.temp , is considered

a calibration offset in the metal-clad thermistors.

There are also three plots on the first page.

• The directional wave spectrum. The directional wave spectrum of waves was

computed as outlined earlier in the thesis. It is plotted out in contour plot form with

a relative scale. The contours are levels

[1 3 5 10 20]

dB down from the peak frequency.

• The waveheight spectrum. The waveheight spectrum S'7'7(/) is plotted out on a

full logarithmic scale to allow comparison of the high frequency falloff with a j-4

theoretical dependence (also plotted).
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• Stratification. The temperature and salinity data are plotted together. The offset,

botemp , has been subtracted out of the BASS thermistor data.

second page : velocities

The second page of data is devoted to the current meter data. When the data from the SASS

and C3 were originally plotted out against each other, uncorrected for bias and in North

South/East-West coordinates, there was extremely poor agreement between the two sets of

measurements. Plotting the data in the downwind/crosswind direction did not resolve the

apparent miscalibration. When the data was plotted in the downwave/crosswave direction

it was found that the agreement between measurements in the crosswave direction .was very

good, and the agreement between measurements in the downwave direction was very poor

(the sign convention for these axes are given in Figure 6-3). The bias correction brought the

two measurements into only slightly better agreement. There remained some very peculiar·

looking profiles measured by the SASS. It ;..ras conjectured that there was some error in

the SASS measurements. The last section of chapter 5 dealt with estimates of these errors.

If error estimates for the downwave component of the SASS measurement~ are added in,

the agreement between the SASS and the C3 measurements seems to improve considerably

(for most files). Because the corrections will be so important to our final·cop.clusions,

both the corrected and uncorrected data will be plotted. The different contributions of the

corrections will be presented in tabular form.

The current meter data are presented for each instrument in order of increasing .depth.

The SASS data are presented in the top portion of the table and the C3 data in the hottom

portion of the table. From left to right, the columns in the SASS portion of the table are:

• z: Mean sensor depth in meters.

• vdw : The raw, time averaged velocity in the downwave direction.

• bobias ; The correction added to Vdw to compensate for the correlation of the sensor

motions with the wave orbital velocities.

• boBASS : The correction added to vdw to compensate for flow disturbance errors from

the BASS transducer support structure.
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N

Figure 6-3: Sign convention for the different sets of axes. N-E are true North and true
East. The label dw and cw refer to downwave an4 crosswave directions, while dr and cr
are downwind and crosswind directions. .

• !::J. float : The correction added to Vdw to compensate for flow disturbance from the

flotation elements of the SASS.

• vdw : The estimate of the unbiased velocity in the downwave direction (vdw= Vdw +
!::J.bias + !::J.BASS + !::J.float).

• vew : The time averaged velocity in the crosswave direction.

• V ew : The estimate of the unbiased velocity in the crosswave direction (vdw= vew +

In the C3 portion of the table:

• z : Nominal sensor depth in meters.

• Vdw : The raw, time averaged velocity in the downwave direction.

• !::J.'bI~: : The correction added to Vdw to compensate for the correlation of the sensor.

motions with the wave orbital velocities. Assumes that the C3 buoy perfectly follows

the waves.
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• ~bi~~ : The correction added to Vdw to compensate for the correlation of the sensor

motions with the wave orbital velocities. Assumes that the C3 buoy only follows the

waves in vertical excursion.

# v;~n :The lower bound estimate of the unbiased velocity in the downwave direction

(vdw= Vdw + ~bi::).

# v;;x :The upper bound estimate of the unbiased velocity in the downwave direction

(vdw= Vdw + ~b1~~).

• Vdw : The time averaged velocity in the crosswave direction.

There are two plots on the second page.

• The downwave velocity. Plotted here are the raw time averaged velocities (as

points) as well as the corrected veloci.ty profiles (in lines). For comparison, the pre

dicted log-law shear in the downwave direction is plotted at a depth of 3 to 10 meters.

The line plotted,

has the slope of the predicted component of shear flow and is only for comparison of

predicted slope. The curve is arbitrarily offset.

• The crosswave velocity. The time averaged component of the crosswave velocities

are plotted. The predicted log-law shear in the crosswave direction is plotted. The
.:

line plotted,

has the slope of the predicted component of shear flow. As with the downwave com

ponent, the curve is arbitrarily offset.
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file al

date = November 28, 1988 time = 08-21-04.25 duration = 00-15-16.75

0.4
wind ~

0.35
(a) UlO = 2.6mjs H 1/ 3 = 1.6m

0.,. =2830 Ow = 2790

0.3

'N'-
t = 0.02 Tp = 10.7sec

::r: 0.25
-...;

1.£... =8.2crnjs if == 7.8sec>.
g 0.2 ·t) ·::I

~
Atemp =-0.48 C0'"

t)

c.l:l 0.15

0.1
(a) directional spectrum

0.05
, (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4),·,, (c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature,,,

00 ·
100 200 300

_direction (degrees)
salinity (0/00)

033 33'.5 34 -
105 10 +

(b) (c) +

+
+

+

104 ..- +
~

fIl S 0

~

10 1
C\l .t::.
< --'

S
0- 0<l>

() '0

0 x

103
0

0

1211
102 '-- ....L-_--=--__--'

1010°10- 1

102 L-_--'-_..L.-..1..-.l..-J.....J...J.....L.L.__--'-----J..--L.<--L-'-'--'--'..J

10-2

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file al

downwave crosswave
z Vdw tlbias tlBASS ~float vdw Vew tlBASS Vcw

1.ll -0.2 -1.1 -0.0 0.6 -0.7 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4
1.66 -0.1 -1.0 0.0 0.2 -1.0 -0.5 -0.2 -0.7
2.51 - 0.3 -1.0 0.1 0.0 -0.6 -0.6 -0.2 -0.8
3.11 0.6 -1.0 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.7 -0.2 -0.9
3.91 1.1 -0.9 -0.4 0.0 -0.2 -0.7 0.2 -0.5
5.85 -1.1 -0.9 -0.5 0.0 -2.5 -0.7 -0.4 -1.2

-
tlmin ---min ___max

Z Vdw tlmax
Vdw Vdw VewInas bias

.;.~4 ~- -1.6 -1.9 -0.9 -3.5 -2.5 3.1
7 -0.5 -1.5 -0.7 -1.9 -1.1 4.4

10 -0.1 -1.2 -0.6 -1.3 -0.7 5.3
13 2.7 -0.9 -0.5 1.7 2.2 4.8
16 5.0 -0.8 -0_.4 4.2 4.6 5.3
~9 4.6 -0.6 -0.3 4.0 4.3 2.6
22 0.9 -0.5 -0.3 0.4 0.6 -0.0
27 1.1 -0.4 -0.2 0.7 0.9 3.2
37 -1.0 -0.2 -0.1 -1.2 -1.2 0.1
47 -3.8 -0.1 -0.1 -3.9 -3.9 -2.1

Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 100
r--------,-------,-------,-------,

,x l', ,- , .
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,
'x ~,,,,
ix r,
jx

I
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i ,
\ \o.i x ~ 0
1\ .' ,
\1'," ,
"

,
\'t "........ ........

S \\0 S 0

"
10 1 " 10 1" ~.d \?, 0..., ...,

0.. '~~~~" 0.. 0<I) <I)

'0 '}p '0 0

"_Jb 0

tf'- 0

/p 0

I

," 0
,,

d 0

2010o-10
102 L-_--l__----l__--'__--'

-202010o-10
i 0 2 '-----'-----'-----'-----'

-20

downwave velocity (cm/s) crosswave velocity (cm/s)
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file bl
date = November 28, 1988 time = 10-04-32.00 duration = 00-38-40.75

0.4 wind ~

0.35 (a)
UlO =2.0m/s H l / 3 = 1.7m

0.3 0.,. =97° Ow = 2930

'N' 0.25 f =0.04 Tp = 10.7sec:r::
'-'"
>.

u." =6.1cm/s T =8.~sec() 0.2I::
CI.l .~

;j -0"
.g 0.15

~
~temp = -0.44 C

0.1
(a) directional spectrum (- - - = (J.,.)

0.05 (b) energy spectrum (- - - = 1-4 )

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
00 100 200 300

direction (degrees)
salinity (0/00)

033 33.5 34
105 10 +
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+
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file b1

downwave crosswave

z Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS .6. float Vdw V CW .6.BASS V cw

1.11 2.5 -1.0 0.1 0.6 2.2 7.0 0.3 7.3
1.66 3.1 -0.9 0.1 0.2 2.4 7.5 0.3 7.9
2.51 3.0 -0.9 0.1 0.0 2.3 7.6 0.4 8.0
3.11 2.8 -0.9 0.1 0.0 2.1 7.4 0.4 7.8
3.91 2.5 -0.9 0.1 0.0 1.8 7.3 0.4 7.7
5.85 2.7 -0.8 0.3 0.0 2.2 6.1 0.6 6.7

.6.bi:: .6.bi~~
-min .-..max

L Vdw Vdw Vdw Vcw

4 4.8 -1.7 -0.8 3.0 4.0 8.8
.:-.~7 5.7 -1.3 -0.6 4.3 5.0 8.7
19 6.9 -1.0 -0.5 5.8 6.4 8.5
13 7.3 -0.8 -0.4 6.5 6.9 8.6
16 8.5 -0.7 -0.3 7.9 8.2 7.5
19 10.0 -0.5 -0_.3 9.4 9.7 9.1
2,2 12.3 -0.5 -0.2 11.9 12.1 9.8
27 8.8 -0.3 -0.2 8.4 8.6 6.7
37 ·-2.0 -0.2 -0.1 -2.2 -2.1 3.1
47 -6.5 -0.1 -0.1 -6.6 -6.6 -4.1

o
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;
;
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file cl
date = November 28, 1988 time = 14-38-31.00 duration = 00-21-24.75

x

T =6.1sec

1'" = 12.8sec

o

Atem" = -'0.38 C

t = -0.02

U10 = 8.1m/s

U ... = 28.3cmJs

salinity (0/00)

0
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S 0
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~

"0

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 8T )

(b) energy spectrum (- - - =1-4 )

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file cl

downwave crosswave
z = Vdw tlbias tlBASS tl float Vdw Vcw tlBASS V cw

1.11 10.7 -3.3 -0.7 1.4 8.1 -1.4 0.1 -1.3
1.66 13.4 -3.0 0.7 0.4 11.5 -1.8 -0.1 -1.9
2.51 13.7 -2.5 0.8 0.0 11.9 -2.4 -0.1 -2.5
3.11 14.2 -2.4 0.9 0.0 12.7 -1.8 -0.1 -2.0
3.91 12.5 -2.2 1.0 0.0 11.3 -0.7 -0.1 -0.8
5.85 8.0 -1.7 1.3 0.0 7.6 -2.8 -0.5 -3.3

tlmax
tlbi~~

-min -max
Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw Vcw

4 14.8 -4.1 -2.0 10.7 12.8 -2.7
~7 13.3 -2.5 -1.2 10.8 12.1 -1.2

-10 11.6 -1.7 -0.8 10.0 10.8 -0.3
13 10.1 -1.2 -0.6 8.9 9.5 -0.2
16 9.8 -0.9 -0.5 8.9 9.4 -2.6
19 9.9 -0.7 -0.4 9.2 9.5 -5.0
22 5.7 -0.6 -0-.3 5.1 5.4 -5.0
27 -1.2 -0.4 -0.2 -1. 6 -1.5 -4.3
37 ·-5.1 -0.2 -0.1 -5.3 -5.2 4.1
47 -6.4 -0.1 ""0.1 -6.6 -6.5 1.0

Below: SASS= x (raw) -_.- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file dl
date = November 28, 1988 time = 15-09-12.50 duration = 00-51-14.25

0.4 wind ~

-(a)
0.35

C>

UlO =8.6mJs H 1/ 3 = 2.2m

0.3 0.,. = 3140 Ow = 3000

'N' 0.25 i; = -0.02 Tp = 12.8sec::r:
'-"
>-

T =5.9secc..> 0.2 u... =29.9cmJsI=:
tl)

~;:::l
0'" .
tl)

0.15 Atemp = -0.41 C<l::

0.1
(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 8.,.)

0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

00 100 200 300

direction (degrees)
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file dl

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~float Vdw VCW ~BASS V cw
1.11 9.6 -4.3 -0.7 1.5 6.0 -4.9 0.3 -4.5
1.66 11.9 -3.9 0.7 0.4 9.0 -5.7 -0.3 -6.1
2.51 11. 8 -3.4 0.7 0.0 9.1 -6.1 -0.3 -6.4
3.11 12.2 -3.2 0.8 0.0 9.8 -5.9 -0.4 -6.3
3.91 10.6 -3.0 0.9 0.0 8.5 -4.9 -0.4 -5.3
5.85 4.6 -2.3 -0.6 0.0 1.6 -6.5 0.9 -5.6

~bi:: ~min
-m1n ~m=

~ Vdw bias V dw Vdw Vcw
4 13.4 -5.7 -2.8 7.7 10.6 -7.5

:~ 7~· 12.9 -3.5 -1.7 9.4 11.2 -5.9
10 11.0 -2.3 -1.1 8.7 9.8 -5.8
13 8.6 -1. 6 -0.8 7.0 7.8 -5.8
16 6.1 -1.2 -0.6 4.9 5.5 -8.4
19 5.6 -0.9 -0.5 4.7 5.1 -7.2
22 1.6 -0.7 -0.4 0.9 1.2 -6.0
27- -3.6 -0.5 -0.3 -4.1 -3.8 -2.5
37 -5.0 -0.2 -0.1 -5.3 -5.2 2.9
47 -6.8 -0.1 -0.1 -6.9 -6.9 3.3

Below; SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file e1

date = November 28, 1988 time = 16-02-50.00 duration = 00-26-01.50

H 1/ 3 =2.4m

Lltemp = -0.41 C

Tp = 12.8sec

T = 6.3sec

f = -0.02

U... = 28.5cm/s

(a) directional spectrum (- - - =Or)
(b) energy spectrum (- - - =1-4 )

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file e1

downwave crosswave
z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~Jloat Vdw V ew ~BASS V cw

1.11 6.5 -4.5 -0.5 1.4 2.9 -5.9 0.4 -5.5
1.6"6 8.4 -4.1 0.5 0.4 5.2 -7.4 -0.4 -7.8
2.51 8.2 -3.6 0.5 0.0 5.1 -7.5 -0.4 -8.0
3.11 9.4 -3.4 0.6 0.0 6.6 -7.7 -0.5 -8.2
3.91 8.3 -3.2 0.7 0.0 5.8 -7.3 -0.6 -7.8
5.85 1.5 -2.6 0.2 0.0 -1.0 -8.0 -0.9 -8.9

~max ~min
.-min .-max

r Vdw bias bias Vdw Vdw V ew

4 10.0 -6.1 -2.9 3.9 7.1 -11.0
c-~ 7 9.9 -3.8 -1.8 6.1 8.1 -9.3
1·0 7.5 -2.6 -1.3 4.9 6.2 -8.2
13 5.2 -1.9 -0.9 3.3 4.3 -7.4
16 2.6 -1.4 -0.7 1.2 1.9 -8.2
19 1.5 -1.1 -0.6 0.4 1.0 -7.6
22 -0.8 -0.9 -0.5 -1.7 -1.2 -5.6
27 - -5.1 -0.6 -0.3 -5.7 -5.4 0.2
37 -4.9 -0.3 -0.2 -5.2 -5.1 3.5
47 -6.2 -0.2 -0.1 -6.4 -6.4 3.6

----S----8

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 100 r---r------,r------,~----,., )(,,.,
.~ x
,,,
i\ X.,, )(,

I

;(". \x 0
,. ~ \

,,/ \ ~
,/ X \ ~, ,

~ ) 0
, I, ,
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/:/"O
/;/0
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"",~Q
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}

2010o-10
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-202010o-10
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downwave velocity (cm/s) crosswave velocity (cm/s)
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file £1
date = December 5, 1988 time = 18-48-54.75 duration = 00-56-52.00

0.4 wind waves

-(a)
0.35 UlO =2.4mjs H 1/ 3 =2.1m

0.3 0 0.,. =3290 Ow =2750

'N'
::r:: 0.25 f =-0.14 Tp =10.7sec
.......
>-u 0.2 u.G =7.5crnjs T =8.2.secI=:eu .~

;::l ::-
0-eu

0.15 6.temP = -0.36 Cr.l:l

0.1 £iJ '(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 0.,.)
0.05

(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)

0
0

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
100 200 300

direction (degrees)
salinity (0/00)

105 032.5 33 33.5
10

(C)
+

(b) +

+

+

+
104

+
en S- o

~

10 1C\I ..c:
{ ....,
8 p..

0<l>
CJ "'0

103
xo

0

x 0

1211

102~ --.L. ___!

1010'10- 1

102 '--_--'--_.L.--'--"----'---'-'--"-'-__-'----'---'---'----'--'~

10-2

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file £1

downwave crosswave

z Vdw Llbias LlBASS !:i. float Vdw Vcw !:i.BASS V cw
1.11 -8.4 -1.6 -0.5 1.0 -9.5 -1.5 -0.1 -1.6
1.66 -7.1 -1.5 -0.4 0.3 -8.7 -1.5 -0.1 -1.6
2.51 -7.2 -1.4 -0.4 0.0 -9.0 -1.2 -0.1. -1..2
3.11. -7.2 -1.3 -0.5 0.0 -9.0 -0.9 -0.1 -1.0
3.91. -6.7 -1.2 -0.7 0.0 -8.6 -0.8' -0.1. -0.8
5.85 -5.4 -1..2 -1..1. 0.0 -7.6 0.4 0.1 0.'5

Vdw Ll
max

Llmin ........min ---max
Z bias bias Vdw V dw Vcw

~ -6.3 -2.6 -1.2 -8.9 -7.5 2.0
-7 -6.4 -1.9 -0.9 -8.3 -7.2 4.9

10- -5.9 -1..5 -0.7 -7.4 -6.6 8.3
13 -5.7 -1.2 -0.6 -6.9 -6.3 1.1.5
16 -1..2 -1.0 -0.5 -2.3 -1.7 7.5
1.9 2.2 -0.9 -0.-4 1.3 1.8 9.7
22 2.3 -0.8 -0.4 1..5 1.9 13.1

"27 .2.0 -0.6 -0.3 1.4 1.7 18.5
37 -8.7 -0.4 -0.2 -9.1 -8.9 9.0
47 -0.8 -0.2 -0.1 -1. 0 -1. 0 2.9

( ) ( b"ased) C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-Below: SASS= x raw. __ 0- un 1, U
lOU 10 r---r----"'--,----,---,

i,
I

r
I
I,

" ~

"

\

l<
I,
~~ ,'t> 0,

~~ : ,
~U i

ill x "---- ---- 0

8 \\0 8
---- 10 1 10 1

.d 0
.d \r ....,....,

P- oP- ','0 Q)
Q) .... ~ ...

-0 0-0 ",'-0

"~:t:ti'P 0

:p 0
I, 0

__---.:I:>

~
0

0

'C 2 102
10

-10 0 10 20 -20 -10 0 10 20
-20

downwave velocity (cm/s) crosswave velocity (em/s)
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date = December 6, 1988

file gl

time = 01-37-28.00 duration = 00-21-10.00

Lltemp = -OA5 C

(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

UIO =5.4m/s

f = -0.12

u.... = 18.9cm/s

H 1/ 3 =204m

Tp = 12.8sec

T = 8.$sec

'"
C\l
(

S
<.>

104

103

salinity (0/00)

032.5 33 33.5
10 +

(C) +

+

+

+

+

S- o
~

10 1
J:l....,
A. 0<ll

"0

x 0

x 0

0

10- 1

10 2 '---_.......J..._.J..--'--..<-'~'-'-'-__~_.l.._..L_'__'__'_'__LC

10-2

frequency (Hz)
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file gl

downwave crosswave
Z Vdw Dobias DoBASS Dol/oat Vdw VCW D.BASS V cw

1.11 -1.8 -1.5 -0.1 1.0 -2.4 4.3 0.3 4.6
1.6'6 -2.3 -1.4 -0.2 0.3 -3.6 4.7 0.3 5.0
2.51 -3-.2 -1.3 -0.2 0.0 -4.7 5.5 0.4 5.8
3.11 -3.0 -1.3 -0.3 0.0 -4.5 4.5 0.4 4.9
3.91 -3.6 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 -5.2 4.9 0.5 5.4
5.85 -3.8 -1.2 -0.7 0.0 -5.7 4.0 0.7 4.7

T Vdw Dobi::
Domin .-..min ......max

bias Vdw Vdw Vcw

4 -5.6 -2.6 -1.2 -8.3 -6.8 6.7
,- 7 -9.3 -2.0 -0.9 -11.4 -10.3 7.6
1'0 -13.0 -1.6 -0.7 -14.6 -13.7 9.5
13 -10.0 -1.3 -0.6 -11.4 -10.7 12.9
16 -6.2 -1.1 -0.5 -7.3 -6.7 10.0
19 -7.5 -1.0 -0.5 -8.5 -8.0 9.4
~2 -9.9 -0.8 -0.4 -10.7 -10.3 7.3
27 - -7.1 -0.6 -0.3 -7.7 -7.4 2.0
37 -1.7 -0.4 -0.2 -2.0 -1.9 2.8
47 -5.0 -0.2 -0.2 -5.2 -5.1 8.2

---S

Below: SASS= x (raw) __ 0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file hI
date = December 6, 1988 time = 04-58-19.00 duration = 00-41-43.00

0.4

(a) wind ~

0.35
UlO = 5.7mJs H l / 3 = 202m

0.3
O-r = 3150 Ow = 2800

~ 0.25
~ i; = -0.10 Tp = 12.8sec
>.
u 0.2I: T = 1.8sec0 .., 1£... = 19.9cmJs;:l
c:r
0

O.lS-= D.temp = -0.33 C

0.1

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
0.05

(b) energy spectrum (- - - = 1-4 )

00
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

105 032.5 33 33.5

(b)
10 +

(C) +

+

+

104
+

+
'" S- o

C'J 10 1
( .d
E -'

P- ou Q)

-0

103 ox

0

0

10 2 L-- --L --.J

10 11 12

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file hI

downwave crosswave
z : Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS .6. float Vdw V CW b..BASS V cw

1.11 0.5 -1.8 -0.1 1.0 -0.4 -2.2 0.3 -1.8
1. 66 1.0 -1.7 -0.1 0.3 -0.5 -2.5 0.3 -2.3
2.51 0.9 -1.5 -0.1 0.0 -0.8 -2.4 0.3 -2.0
3.11 1.2 -1.5 -0.2 0.0 -0.4 -2.8 0.4 -2.4
3.91 1.1 -1.4 -0.2 0.0 -0.5 -2.9 0.5 -2.4
5.85 -2.9 -1.3 -0.6 0.0 -4.8 -3.2 -0.6 -3.8

Vdw .6.bi:: .6.bi~~
-min ..-..max

.j;
Vdw Vdw V cw

4 -2.4 -2.8 -1.3 -5.1 -3.6 -3.8
...;' 7-- -4.9 -2.0 -0.9 -6.9 -5.8 0.1
~O -5.8 -1.5 -0.7 -7.4 -6.5 4.2
13 -5.5 -1. 3 -0.6 -6.7 -6.1 7.7
16 -4.8 -1.1 -0.5 -5.9 -5.3 10.9
19 -9.2 -0.9 -0.4 -10.1 -9.7 11.2
22 -11.6 -0.8 -0.4 -12.4 -12.0 7.3
27 -9.8 -0.6 -0.3 -10.4 -10.1 5.5
37 -7.8 -0.4 -0.2 -8.1 -8.0 -5.5
47 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0.1

Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 100
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file il
date = December 6, 1988 time = 06-20-32.00 duration = 00-32-21.50

300

H I / 3 = 2.2m

Tp =12.8sec

T = 8.3sec

.D.temp = -0,45 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(C) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

i; = -0.47

UIO =2.0m/s

U ... =6.3crn/s

200100

0.4

-(a)
0.35

0.3

"N' 0.25::r:.......,.
>-
(,)

0.2c
Il) .,::l
0- .-
Il)

0.15<l:l

0.1

0.Q5

0
0
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(b)
032.5
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(c)
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o
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o
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+
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file il

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .Dobias .DoBASS .Do float vdw Vcw .DoBASS V cw

1.11 -6.6 -1.5 -0.4 1.0 -7.6 -1. 9 -0.1 -2.0
1.66 -5.1 -1. 4 -0.3 0.3 -6.6 -1.4 -0.1 -1.5
2.51 -5.8 -1.3 -0.4 0.0 -7.4 -1.8 -0.1 -1.9
3.11 -5.3 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 -6.9 -1.9 -0.2 -2.1
3.91 -5.0 -1. 2 -0.5 0.0 -6.7 -2.1 -0.2 -2.3
5.85 -5.9 -1.1 0.8 0.0 -6.2 -2.5 0.3 -2.2

.D.'bi:: .Dobi~~
-mIn ......max

T Vdw v dw v dw Vcw
4 -3.5 -2.4 -1.1 -6.0 -4.6 0.7

,-~7 -3.5 -1.8 -0.8 -5.3 -4.3 2.1
10 -4.8 -1.4 -0.6 -6.2 -5.4 6.5
13 -4.4 -1. 2 -0.5 -5.6 -5.0 9.9
16 -2.4 -1.0 -0.5 -3.4 -2.8 11. 3
19 -2.0 -0.8 -0-.4 -2.9 -2.4 14.4
22 -1.7 -0.7 -0.4 -2.4 -2.1 15.5
27 - -1.6 -0.6 -0.3 -2.2 -1.9 15.7
37 -7.9 -0.4 -0.2 -8.3 -8.1 5.5
47 -5.1 -0.2 -0.1 -5.4 -5.3 -3.1

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file j 1
date = February 24, 1989 time = 05-48-44.00 duration = 00-17-43.75

UlO = 5.3m/s H 1/ 3 = 204m

Ow = 2910

f = -0.12 Tp = 10.7sec

.6.teml' = -0.36 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = ()T)

(b) energy spectrum (- - - =1-4 )

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

U.c = 18.4cm/s T =7.7sec

300

104

salinity (0/00)

033 33.5 34
10 +

(C) +

+
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+

+
III

C\l
(
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o

x 0

10- 1 1110

102 '-- ......L ---'

9
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frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file jl

downwave crosswave
z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~Jloat Vdw V CW ~BASS v cw

1.11 -4.6 -2.2 -0.4 0.9 -6.3 -3.6 -0.3 -3.9
2.51 -6.9 -1.9 -0.4 0.0 -9.1 -5.7 -0.3 -6.0
3.11 -6.2 -1.8 -0.4 0.0 -8.5 -5.7 -0.3 -6.0
5.85 -5.9 -1.7 -0.7 0.0 -8.3 -6.2 -0.6 -6.8

~bi::
~min

.-min _max
Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw V cw

10 -6.5 -2.3 -1.1 -8.8 -7.6 -4.9
1fL -5.3 -1.5 -0.8 -6.8 -6.0 -2.2
19 -5.1 -1.3 -0.6 -6.3 -5.7 0.4
22 -4.8 -1.1 -0.6 -5.9 -5.3 2.8
27 -3.3 -0.8 -0.4 -4.1 -3.7 5.2
37 -2.0 -0.5 -0.3 -2.4 -2.2 4.1
47 0.3 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.1 6.1

Below: SASS= x (raw) -_."- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file kl
date = February 24, 1989 time = 06-11-56.50 duration = 00-39-17.75

0.4

(a)
wind ~

0.35 0 UIO =3.7mJs H 1/ 3 = 2.3m

0.3 0.,. =3280 Ow =2790

'N' 0.25 t = -0.29 Tp = 10.7sec::r::
'-"
;:.-

tt." = 12.2cmJs T =7.5sec<)

0.2t::
0 _.
::l .-cr'

~ 0.1-5

(j
Atemp = -0~35 C

0.1
(a) directional spectrum

0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
00 100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

0
33 33.5 34

105 10 +

(b) (c) +

+

+

+

104

+

'" S- o

N ..c: 10 1
( -'
6 ~

0'"() "tJ

0
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1110

102 L..- -L --!

910°10- 1
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frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file kl

downwave crosswave
z Vdw Llbias LlBASS .6. float vdw VCW .6.BASS v cw

1.11 -10.5 -2.1 -0.5 1.1 -12.0 -5.7 -0.3 -6.0
2.5~ -11.4 -1.9 -0.5 0.0 -13.8 -6.9 -0.3 -7.2
3.11 -10.8 -1.8 -0.5 0.0 -13.1 -7.1 -0.3 -7.5
5.85 -10.8 -1. 6 -0.8 0.0 -13.2 -8.2 -0.6 -8.8

Llmin -ffi1n -max
Z Vdw .6.bi~: bias Vdw Vdw Vcw
10 -10.1 -2.1 -1.0 -12.2 -11.1 -5.8
1"6- -9.4 -1. 4 -0.7 -10.8 -10.0 -3.4
19 -7.0 -1.2 -0.6 -8.1 -7.6 -1.4
~.2 -4.7 -1.0 -0.5 -5.7 -5.2 0.1
27 -2.5 -0.7 -0.4 -3.2 -2.9 2.8
37 1.5 -0.4 -0.2 1.1 1.2 3.4
47 2.2 -0.2 -0.2 2.0 2.1 5.1

Below: SASS= x (raw) _.-.- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=

10
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file k2
date = February 24, 1989 time = 06-51-14.25 duration = 00-39-17.50

0.4

-(a) wind waves

0.35 UlO == 2.3mjs H I /3 == 2.3m

0.3 0.,. == 3460 Ow == 2780

'N' 0.25::r: f == -0.74 Tp == 10.7sec
'-'
>.
<.)

0.2 T == 7.8s_ec~ u... == 7.4cmjsCI)
~

;::l ~

0"
.g 0.15 ~temp == -0.35 C

0.1

(a) directional spectrum
0.05 (b) energy spectrum (- - _ = f-4)

0
0

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ == temperature

100 200 300

direction (degrees)
salinity (0/00)

105 0
33 33.5 34

10 +

(b) (c) +

+
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l10'
+ ~

"'
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8 '" 0Q)
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x 0
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10010- 1
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file k2

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS .6. float Vdw Vew b..BASS V cw

1.11 -9.8 -2.1 -0.5 1.0 -11.4 -3.8 -0.2 -4.0
2.5-1 -8.6 -1.9 -0.4 0.0 -10.9 -4.5 -0.2 -4.7
3.11 -8.1 -1.8 -0.5 0.0 -10.4 -4.7 -0.3 -5.0
5.85 -8.8 -1.6 -0.8 0.0 -11.2 -5.9 -0.5 -6.4

Vdw b..bt::
Domin -min .-...max

Z Vdw Vdw V ewbias
10 -9.2 -2.3 -1.1 -11.5 -10.3 -3.1
~ -7.7 -1.5 -0.7 -9.2 -8.4 -1. 6
19 -4.1 -1.2 -0.6 -5.3 -4.7 -0.8

.-22 ~. -2.0 -1.0 -0.5 -3.1 -2.6 0.3
27 -0.2 -0.8 -0.4 -1.0 -0.6 2.7
37 2.3 -0.4 -0.3 1.8 2.0 2.7
47 4.0 -0.3 -0.2 3.7 3.8 2.3

Below: SASS= x (raw) ---- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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date = February 24, 1989

file k3
time = 07-30-31.75 duration = 00-39-17.50

UlO = 3.3mJs

1; = -0.36

u.." = lO.8emJs

H 1/ 3 = 2.3m

Tp = 10.7sec

T = 7.9sec

100 200

~temp = -0.35 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 0.,.)
(b) energy spectrum (- - - = f-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

300

104

(b)
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file k3

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .D.bias D..BASS D.. float Vdw VCW .D.BASS V cw

1.11 -5.7 -2.0 -0.5 0.9 -7.3 -1.3 -0.1 -1.4
2.51 -7.8 -1.8 -0.4 0.0 -10.1 -2.5 -0.1 -2.6
3.11. -6.9 -1.8 -0.5 0.0 -9.1 -2.7 -0.2 -2.9
5.85 -7.3 -1.6 -0.8 0.0 -9.8 -3.8 -0.4 -4.3

D..bi~: .D.bi~~
-mIn ~max

Z Vdw Vdw Vdw V cw

10 -6.4 -2.2 -1.1 -8.7 -7.5 -3.2
16 -5.4 -1.4 -0.7 -6.8 -6.1 -2.0
19 -1..6 -1.2 -0.6 -2.8 -2.2 -1.1
22 -0.8 -1.0 -0.5 -1.8 -1.3 0.4
27 0.9 -0.7 -0.4 0.2 0.5 2.9
37 1.7 -0.4 -0.2 1.3 1.4 2.2
47 3.4 -0.2 -0.2 3:.2 3.2 1.6

Below: SASS="x (raw) __ 0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoreticallog-Iawshear=-

100 100
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file 11
date = February 24, 1989 time = 16-23-44.25 duration = 00-39-17.75

j

H 1/ 3 = 2.6m

Tp = 10.7sec

T = 8.5sec

34
-;..::.-----=,r-=---~-'-

UlO = 2.3m/s

t = -0.51

6.temp = -0.35 C

tL.... = 7.1cm/ s

0... = 8°

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file 11

downwave crosswave

z Vdw b.bias b.BASS b. float Vdw Vew b.BASS V ew
1.11 1.9 -2.2 -0.4 1.0 0.3 -1.1 0.2 -0.9
2.51 1.6 -2.0 -0.3 0.0 -0.6 -1. 3 0.2 -1.1
3.11 2.1 -1.9 0.3 0.0 0.5 -1.4 -0.2 -1.7
5.85 -0.0 -1.7 0.0 0.0 -1.7 -1. 4 -0.7 -2.1

b.bi:: b.
min -.msn ---max

Z Vdw bias V dw V dw V cw

10 7.5 -2.5 -1.2 5.0 6.4 -2.7
16 10.9 -1.8 -0.9 9.1 10.0 -3.0
19 11.3 -1.5 -0.7 9.8 10.6 -1.5
22 9.5 -1.3 -0.7 8.2 8.8 -2.6
27 8.7 -1.0 -0.5 7.7 8.1 -4.2
37 7.2 -0.6 -0.4 6.6 6.8 -3.6
47 0.8 -0.4 -0.3 0.4 0.5 -1.7

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-o
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file 12
date = February 24, 1989 time = 17-03-02.00 duration = 00-39-17~75

~temp = -0.37 C

H l / 3 = 3.0m

Tp = lO.7sec

T = 9.2sec

L= -0.68

UlO = 2.0m/s

U ... = 6.1crn/s

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = B.,)
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file 12

downwave crosswave
z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~ float vdw Vew ~BASS v cw1.11 5.5 -2.3 0.5 1.0 4.6 -2.3 -0.2 -2.42.51 8.2 -2.2 0.5 0.0 6.5 -3.2 -0.2 -3.43.11 8.0 -2.1 0.5 0.0 6.4 -2.7 -0.2 -2.95.85 4.2 -1.9 0.8 0.0 3.1 -2.5 -0.5 -3.0

---mIn -maxZ Vdw ~bi:: ~bi~~ V dw v dw Vew
10 7.3 -3.1 -1. 4 4.2 5.9 -4.7
16 7.6 -2.3 -1.1 5.3 6.5 -4.7
19 7.8 -1.9 -1.0 5.9 6.9 -3.622 6.3 -1.7 -0.8 4.7 5.5 -4.827 5.3 -1. 3 -0.7 4.0 4.6 -4.937 1.4 -0.8 -0.5 0.6 0.9 -2.547 -4.5 -0.5 -0.3 -~.o -4.8 . -1. 4

Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-.
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date = February 24, 1989

file 13
time = 17-42-19.75 duration = 00-39-17.50

Ateml' = -0.37 C

(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file 13

downwave crosswave
z Vdw llbias llBASS t::. float Vdw Vew llBASS V ew

1.11 4.1 -2.2 0.3 0.9 3.1 -4.5 -0.3 -4.8
2.51 5.8 -2.1 0.3 0.0 4.1 -5.7 -0.3 -6.0
3.11 5.8 -2.0 0.4 0.0 4.2 -5.1 -0.3 -5.5
5.85 3.2 -1.8 0.5 0.0 1.9 -4.2 -0.7 -4.8

llbi:: llbi~~
-min __max

Z Vdw V dw V dw Vew
10 7.5 -2.9 -1.3 4.6 6.2 -3.4
16 6.2 -2.1 -1.0 4.1 5.2 -1.9
19 6.4 -1.8 -0.9 4.6 5.5 -2.0
22 6.1 -1.6 -0.8 4.5 5.3 -2.7
27 4.7 -1.2 -0.7 3.5 4.0 -4.6
37 1.3 -0.8 -0.5 0.5 0.9 -2.3
47 -5.8 -0.5 -0.3 -6.3 -6.1 -1. 5

x

x

,x,,,,,,,

x

Below: SASS=-x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=------:
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file ml
date = February 26, 1989 time = 06-55-08.75 duration = 00-38-48.50

0.4 wind ~

(a)
0.35 UlO =6.1m/s H I/3 =2.3m

0.3 0.,. = 3170 Ow =2980

'N' 0.25 t =-0.03 Tp =10.7sec:::r::
'-'
>.

1.£... =21.2cm/s T =7.4sec0
0.2~

~
;:l
0"'

~temp =-0.35 C~

0.15tl::

0.1
(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 0.,.)

0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file ml

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~ float Vdw V cw L:i.BASS V cw

1.11 2.4 -2.7 -0.2 1.1 0.6 -5.2 0.4 -4.8
2.51 3.8 -2.2 0.2 0.0 1.8 -6.1 -0.4 -6.5
3.11 4.6 -2.1 0.3 0.0 2.7 -6.2 -0.4 -6.7
5.85 1.1 -1.8 0.1 0.0 -0.6 -6.2 -0.7 -6.9

Llbi~: Llmin _min _max
Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw Vcw

10 1.9 -2.2 -1.0 -0.3 0.8 -6.0
16 1.1 -1.4 -0.7 -0.3 0.4 -2.6
19 1.4 -1.2 -0.6 0.3 0.9 0.2
22 3.1 -1.0 -0.5 2.2 2.6 1.2
27 7.8 -0.7 -0.4 7.1 7.4 1.6
37 4.8 -0.4 -0.3 4.4 4.6 5.1
47 5.8 -0.3 -0.2 5":5 5.6 3.4

Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file m2
date = February 26, 1989 time = 07-33-57.25 duration = 00-38':48.50

U10 =5.3mls H 1/ 3 =2.1m

Tp = 10.7sec

T = 7.0secU.o =18.5cmls

t = -0.04

I ( a) directional spectrum (- - - = (} 7' )

((b) energy spectrum (- - - = f-4)
(( c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

en
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file m2

downwave crosswave
z Vdw t:..bias t:..BASS t:.. float Vdw Vew t:..BASS V cw

1.11 1.8 -2.7 0.1 1.1 0.4 -4.5 -0.4 -4.9
2.51 - 3.1 -2.2 0.2 0.0 1.1 -5.5 -0.4 -5.8
3.11 3.8- -2.1 0.3 0.0 2.0 -5.5 -0.4 -5.9
5.85 0.5 -1.8 0.0 0.0 -1.2 -6.0 -0.7 -6.7

t:..b::: t:..b:~~
-msn ~max

Z Vdw Vdw Vdw V ew
10 0.3 -2.0 -1. 0 -1. 7 -0.7 -7.4
16 0.7 -1.2 -0.6 -0.5 0.1 -3.9
19 2.9 -1.0 -0.5 1.9 2.4 -3.3
22;- 6.3 -0.8 -0.4 5.5 5.9 -2.0
27 5.6 -0.6 -0.3 5.0 5.3 -0.5
37 7.4 -0.3 -0.2 7.0 7.2 2.0
47 4.8 -0.2 -0.1 4.6 4.7 2.6

Below: SASS= x (raw) __ 0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file nl
date = February 27, 1989 time = 15-02-29.25 duration = 00-51-04.75

UIO = 6.5mJs

.6.temp = -0.34 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
(b) energy spectrum (- - - =1-4 )

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

i; = -0.03

u." = 22.7cmJs

Tp = 8.0see

T =5.6see
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file nl

downwave £r'

Z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~float Vdw Vew
1.~1 9.8 -3.4 -0.7 1.3 7.1 -4.9
2.51 13.0 -2.7 0.7 0.0 11. 0 -5.2 -l

3.11 13.0 -2.6 0.8 0.0 11.2 -4.6 -0.
5.85 8.3 -1.9 1.0 0.0 7.3 -5.1 -0.6

~max ~min
,......."mln ~max

Z Vdw bias bias Vdw Vdw Vew
-4 16.4 -4.5 -2.2 11.9 14.2 -3.5
10 15.2 -1.8 -0.9 13.4 14.3 -2.3

;.:-' 16~' 14.8 -0.9 -0.5 13.9 14.3 -2.2
-19 15.6 -0.7 -0.4 14.9 15.2 -0.7
22 15.6 -0.5 -0.3 15.1 15.3 -0.4
27 16.0 -0.3 -0.2 15.7 15.8 -1.9
37 7.1 -0.2 -0.1 6.9 7.0 0.6

,47 -3.7 -0.1 -0.1 -3.8 -3.8 -0.4

Below:' SASS= x (raw) ---- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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date = February 27, 1989

file n2
time = 15-53-34.00 duration = 00-51-04.50

0.4 wind ~

0.35
-(a)

UlO =8.6mjs H 1/ 3 =2.1m

0.3 O-r =3200 Ow = 3050

'N' 0.25 t =-0.02 Tp =9.1sec::r::
'--'
>..

u*Q =29.7cmjs "if =6.1secu -0.2l=:
~
~

0"
A.temp = -0.33 C~

0.15<l::

0.1 [;) (a) directional spectrum
0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file n2

downwave crosswave

z Vdw 6.bias 6.BASS 6. float Vdw 'Dew 6.BASS V cw

1.11 9.5 -3.9 0.6 1.5 7.7 -7.5 -0.5 -7.9
2.51- 12.0 -3.0 0.6 0.0 9.6 -8.2 -0.4 -8.6
3.11 11.9 -2.8 -0.6 0.0 8.4 -7.6 0.4 -7.2
5.85 7.5 -2.1 -0.7 0.0 4.7 -7.9 0.8 -7.2

6.bi:: 6.
min ..-min ..-...max

Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw V cw

4 18.0 -4.9 -2.4 13.2 15.7 -13.7
1-tr 15.2 -1.9 -1.0 13.2 14.2 -12.7
16 11.7 -1.0 -0.5 10.7 11.2 -11.7
:J.,"9 .10.6 -0.7 -0.4 9.9 10.2 -9.2
22 9.0 -0.6 -0.3 8.5 8.7 -6.2
27 4.2 -0.4 -0.2 3.8 4.0 -2.3
37 0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.1 4.7
47 -3.5 -0.1 -0.1 -3.5 -3.5 2.0
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Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file 01
date = February 27, 1989 time = 18-21-33.75 duration = 00-39-13.25

0.15

H 1/ 3 = 1.8m

Tp =8.0see

T = 5.lsee

UlO = 10.2m/s

t = 0.00

U.c = 35.4em/s

Atemp = -0.34 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = ()T )

(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file 01

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS .6. float Vdw V ew ~BASS V cw

1.11 9.2 -4.6 0.4 1.7 6.8 -14.7 -0.7 -15.4
2.51 10.1 -3.5 0.5 0.0 7.1 -13.6 -0.6 -14.2
3.11 10.5 -3.3 0.5 0.0 7.7 -13.3 -0.6 -14.0
5.85 8.5 -2.4 0.6 0.0 6.6 -13.2 -0.9 -14.1

~bi::
.6.min

.-..mln -max
Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw V ew

4 14.2 -5.6 -2.7 8.6 11.5 -15.7
TO 11.6 -2.0 -1. 0 9.6 10.6 -13.4
16 7.4 -0.9 -0.5 6.4 6.9 -10.6

;:"19 ~. 4.9 -0.7 -0.4 4.2 4.6 -8.8
22 5.1 -0.5 -0.3 4.5 4.8 -6.4
27 1.3 -0.3 -0.2 1.0 1.1 -0.8
37 5.2 -0.2 -0.1 5.1 5.1 9.5
47 2.2 -0.1 ...,D.1 2.1 2.2 8.6

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0-0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file 02
date = February 27, 1989 time = 19-00-47.00 duration = 00-39-13.25

(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file 02

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~ float Vdw VCW ~BASS V cw
1.11 8.6 -5.1 0.4 1.7 5.6 -13.5 -0.7 -14.2
2.51 8.8 -3.9 0.4 0.0 5.3 -12.1 -0.6 -12.7
3.11 9.4 -3.6 0.5 0.0 6.3 -12.3 -0.6 -12.9
5.85 6".4 -2.7 0.4 0.0 4.2 -12.9 -0.9 -13.8

~max ~min
___ mIn ___max

Z Vrlw bias bias Vdw Vdw Vcw

4 18.6 -6.2 -3.0 12.3 15.5 -10.1
1.0 15.6 -2.3 -1. 2 13.3 14.5 -8.6
16 11.8 -1.1 -0.6 10.7 11.2 -7.2

" 19 9.5 -0.8 -0.4 8.7 9.0 -6.5
"22 8.6 -0.6 -0.3 8.0 8.3 -4.1
2

0

7 6.0 -0.4 -0.2 5.5 5.7 -2.7
37 3.7 -0.2 -0.1 3.5 3.6 5.3
47 2.7 -0.1 -0.1 2.6 2.6 5.1

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=

10 0 ,--__..,..--__-,-__-,-__---,
x

,,,
, x,
,
,,,,,

, x

----S

\! 0

, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,
//0
""""";~D

/"
302010o

r0 2 L-__..L.-__~__-L.__---'

-10

downwave velocity (cm/s)
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file 03
date = February 27, 1989 time = 19 -40-00.25 duration = 00-39-13.25

H 1/ 3 = 2.0m

Tp = 8.0see

T = 5.1see

Atemp = -0.36 C

i; = 0.00

UIO = 12.5m/s

fL .... = 45.3cm/s

300200100

0.4

-Ca)
0.35

0.3

ill' 0.25
'-"
>-u 0.2l=:
~ ~

:;:l .
cr
~ 0.15-<t:l

0.1

0.05

00

direction (degrees)

(b)
032.8

10

(C)

salinity (0/00)
33.3

+

+

33.8

+

+

104

+

N
(

S
"

o

o

103

o

o

102 L --L. -:'

9 10 11

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file 03

downwave crosswave
z Vdw f:1bias f:1BASS f:1 float vdw VCW f:1 BASS Vcw

1.11 13.2 -5.5 -0.7 1.9 8.8 -8.8 0.5 -8.3
2.5~ 14.0 -4.1 0.7 0.0 10.6 -8.4 -0.4 -8.8
3.11 14.1 -3.9 0.7 0.0 11. 0 -8.0 -0.4 -8.5
5.85 8~1 -2.7 0.8 0.0 6.3 -7.4 -0.7 -8.1

f:1max
f:1bi~~

.-min ~max

Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw Vcw
4 22.0 -6.8 -3.3 15.3 18.7 -8.9

W 18.0 -2.5 -1.2 15.5 16.7 -7.5
16 12.4 -1.2 -0.6 11.3 11.8 -6.4

-:1;9 9.5 -0.9 -0.5 8.6 9.0 -5.7
22 8.4 -0.6 -0.4 7.7 8.0 -3.7
27 4.8 -0.4 -0.2 4.4 4.6 -1.8
37 4.6 -0.2 -0.1 4.4 4.5 7.1
47 2.7 -0.1 -0,!1 2.6 2.6 2.5

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Below: SASS= x (raw) ----- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 100 .----,----,-----,-------,
x,,,,,,,,,

i 0 2 l-.__..L-__---l.-__~____=_'

-10 0 10 20 30
102 L-_-l__---L__-.L__-::'

-20 -10 0 10 20

downwave velocity (cm/s) crosswave velocity (cm/s)
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file pI
date = February 27, 1989 time = 21-12-16.75 duration = 00-39-53.00

C!.temp = -'0.35 C

H I / 3 = 2.3m

T = 5.3see

Tp = 8.Oseef = -0.01

U ... = 54.3em/s

UlO = 14.4m/s

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = ()T)

(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

salinity (0/00)

032.8 33.3 33.8
10 +

(C) +

+
+

+

+

J-------L-"1
9 10 11

E
.c: 10

1
-'
p.

0

'"-a

0

0

104

103

C'J
(

E
(.)

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file pI

downwave crosswave
z Vdw Llbias LlBASS Ll float vdw Vcw LlBASS v cw

1.11 19.2 -6.8 0.9 2.4 15.7 -13.1 -0.6 -13.7
2.5l- 19.7 -5.1 0.9 0.0 15.5 -12.5 -0.6 -13.1
3.11 19.5 -4.8 0.9 0.0 15.6 -12.0 -0.5 -12.5
5.85 16.1 -3.3 1.0 0.0 13.7 -11. 3 -0.7 -11.9

Llbi::
.6.min -min -max

Z Vdw bias V dw Vdw Vcw
4 20.2 -8.7 -4.2 11. 5 16.0 -9.4

10- 16.3 -3.3 -1.7 13.0 14.6 -7.8
16 11.5 -1.6 -0.8 9.9 10.7 -6.4
19' 9.3 -1.2 -0.6 8.1 8.6 -6.8
22. 7.6 -0.9 -0.5 6.7 7.1 -4.3
27 4.8 -0.6 -0.3 4.3 4.5 -2.6
37 3.2 -0.2 -0.2 3.0 3.1 1.4
47 -1. 2 -0.1 -O.·J. -1. 4 -1. 3 4.5

100
,x,,,,
,,,
\X,

IoX,,
0,,,,

'x

----S
.c 10 1

0 I....,
p"
~

'D 0

0

0

0

0

0

102
-30 -20 -10 0 10

crosswave velocity (cm/s)

o

x

x

downwave velocity (cm/s)

Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=

100 ,---,----,----,-----,

162 L--__.L-__.L-__..L-_--J

-10 0 10 20 30
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file p2
date = February 27, 1989 time = 21-52-09.75 duration = 00-39-52.75

.6.temp = -0.35 C

H 1/ 3 = 2.3m

Tp = 7.1sec

T = 5.2sec

UlO = 14.8m/s

t =0.00

U ... = 56.7cm/s

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = B-r)
----I (b) energy spectrum (- - - = f-4)

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
0.05

OA_(a)
0.35

0.1

0.3

~ 0.25
'-"
>.
g -0:,2
<\)
;:l
0"

J5 0.15

100 200 300

C\l
<
E
()

104

(b)

direction (degrees)
salinity (0/00)

032.8 33.3 33.8
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+
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+

E
~

10 1.c
~
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"t:l

103

o

10 2 L- -'-- ~

9 10 11

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file p2

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .0.bias ~BASS .0. float vdw Vew .0.BASS v ew

1.11 20.1 -7.0 1.0 2.5 16.5 -13.5 -0.6 -14.1
2.51 - 20.1 -5.2 0.9 0.0 15.8 -12.7 -0.6 -13.3
3.11 19.8_ -4.8 0.9 0.0 15.9 -12.0 -0.5 -12.6
5.85 16.9 -3.3 1.0 0.0 14.6 -12.3 -0.7 -13.1

.0.max
.0.bI~~

-msn --max
Z Vdw bias vdw vdw Vew

4 21.7 -8.6 -4.2 13.1 17.5 -12.7
10- 17.5 -3.3 -1. 7 14.2 15.8 -10.6
16 13.4 -1.6 -0.8 11.8 12.6 -9.8
1-~.- ~ 11.3 -1.1 -0.6 10.1 10.7 -10.7
22 9.0 -0.8 -0.5 8.2 8.5 -7.8
27 6.5 -0.5 -0.3 6.0 6.2 -4.4
37 2.3 -0.2 -0.1 2.1 2.2 -1.0
47 -1.8 -0.1 -0.1 -1.9 -1.9 6.5

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

x

x

---S

10 2 L-__L-__-L-__-'---_~

-10 0 10 20 30

downwave velocity (em/s)
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date = February 27, 1989

file p3

time = 22-32-02.50 duration = 00-39-52.75

0.4

~
wind ~

0.35
-(a)

U10 = 14.5m/s H l / 3 =2.3m

0.3 0". = 3010 Ow = 3090

'N' 0.25 1; = 0.00 Tp = 8.0see:r:
'-'
;>.,

fl... = 55.0crn/s T = 5.3see
u _0.2~
Q)
::l
0'

Atemp = -O~35 C
Q)

0.15.t::

0.1

(a) directional spectrum
0.05

(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)

00
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

032 .8 33.3 33.8105

10 (C) +

(b) +

+

+

+
10'

+
'" S

N ..c 10 1
(

oW

S p.,
0

'"" "0

0103

10 2 l.- --'- -----'

9 10 11

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file p3

downwave crosswave

z Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS .6. float Vdw Vcw .6.BASS V cw

1.11 21.1 -6.9 1.0 2.6 17.8 -15.7 -0.7 -16.4
2.51_ 20.8 -5.1 0.9 0.0 16.7 -14.7 -0.7 -15.4
3.11 20.7 -4.7 0.9 0.0 16.9 -14.0 -0.6 -1.4.6
5.85 18.7 -3.2 1.0 0.0 16.5 -14.2 -0.7 -14.9

.6.bi::
.6.min -min -max

Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw Vcw
4 23.2 -8.6 -4.2 14.6 19.0 -11.4

1G- 19.0 -3.4 -1.7 15.7 17.3 -9.2
16 16.5 -1.6 -0.9 14.9 15.7 -8.7
1.9 16.0 -1.2 -0.6 14.8 15.4 -10.9
22 14.0 -0.9 -0.5 13.1 13.6 -7.9
27 12.1 -0.6 -0.3 11.5 11. 7 -7.7
37 4.1 -0.3 -0.2 3.8 3.9 -2.8
47 -1.4 -0.1 -0._1 -1. 6 -1. 5 2.9

Below: SASS= X (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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date = February 27, 1989

file ql
time = 23-32-30.50

188

duration = 00-17-49.00



file ql

downwave crosswave

z Vdw tlbias tlBASS .6. float Vdw Vew tlBASS V cw
1.11 22.2 -7.5 1.0 2.6 18.3 -17.6 -0.8 -18.4
2.51- 21.9 -5.7 0.9 0.0 17.1 -15.6 -0.7 -16.3
3.11 21.-7 -5.3 0.9 0.0 17.3 -14.6 -0.6 -15.2
5.85 19.6 -3.7 1.0 0.0 16.8 -13.7 -0.7 -14.4

tlbi:: tlmin ...-..mln ,....,max
Z Vdw bias V dw Vdw V ew

4 24.2 -9.8 -4.8 14.4 19.5 -17.4
1U- 19.2 -4.0 -2.0 15.2 17.2 -14.8
16 15.8 -2.0 -1.0 13.8 14.7 -14.4
1"9 15.4 -1.4 -0.8 13.9 14.6 -16.8
22 12.6 -1.1 -0.6 11.5 12.0 -13.3
27 10.1 -0.7 -0.4 9.4 9.7 -10.6
37 0.5 -0.3 -0.2 0.2 0.3 -0.7
47 -2.7 -0.1 -0.1 -2.9 -2.8 9.5

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 100
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date = February 27, 1989

file rl
time = 23-57-40.00 duration = 00-39-17.00

0.4 wind waves

0.35
-(a)

UlO = 13.8m/s H 1/ 3 = 2.5m

0.3 0" = 3010 Ow = 3100

'N' 0.25 f = -0.01 Tp = 8.0sec:r:
'-'
>.

U*.. = 51.7cm/s T = 5.4sec
0
~
~ .,
;:l ..
C"'

~temp = -0:35 C~

.t::

0.1

(a) directional spectrum0.05
(b) energy spectrum (- - - = 1-4 )

00 (c) 0 = salinity, .x,+ = temperature
100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

032.8 33.3 33.8
105 10 +

(b) (c) +

+

J
+

+
10'

+
Vi S

C\l .c 10 1
-'(
0-

0S C.J
() "0

0

103

~
0I..,

...j

10 2
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10-1 100 9 10 1110-2

frequency (Hz) temperature (C)
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file rl

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .6.bias .6.BAss b,. float Vdw VCW .6.BASS V cw

1.11 20.3 -7.4 0.9 2.6 16.4 -18.5 -0.8 -19.3
2.51 20.3 -5.7 0.9 0.0 15.5 -16.9 -0.7 -17.6
3.11" 20.4 -5.2 0.9 0.0 16.1 -15.9 -0.7 -16.6
5.85 18.-7 -3.7 0.9 0.0 15.9 -15.6 -0.8 -16.4

.6.bi:: b,.min -min .-.mar
Z Vdw bias Vdw Vdw Vcw
4 26.5 -9.5 -4.6 17.0 21.9 -13.8
1~ 22.4 -3.8 -1.9 18.6 20.5 -11.3
16 20.1 -1.9 -1. 0 18.2 19.1 -10.8
-19 19.7 -1. 4 -0.7 18.3 19.0 -13.2
2'2 17.2 -1.0 -0.6 16.2 16.6 -9.8
27 16.4 -0.7 -0.4 15.8 16.1 -9.5
37 3.4 -0.3 -0.2 3.1 3.2 -3.0
47 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -0.3 6.4-
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o

o
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/

Below: SASS= x (raw) -.-._ (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoIeticallog-law shear=-

10° 100
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downwave velocity (crn/s) crosswave velocity (ern/s)
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file r2
date = February 28, 1989 time = 00-36-57.00 duration = 00-39-17.00

U10 = 14.5mJs H l / 3 = 204m

.D..temp = -0.34 C

Tp = 7.1sec

T = 5.3sec

f = -0.01

U"o = 55.1emJs

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
(b) energy spectrum (- - - = f-4)

(c) 0 = salinity,. x,+ = temperature
300200100

direction (degrees)

(b)

'"
N
(

8
"

104

o

10 2 L-- -L --'

9 10 11

frequency (Hz) teuaperature (c)
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file r2

downwave crosswave

z Vdw .6..bias .6..BASS .6.. float Vdw V CW .6..BASS V cw

1.11 20.6 -7.2 0.9 2.6 16.9 -14.4 -0.7 -15.1
2.51- 22.0 -5.5 1.0 0.0 17.5 -14.2 -0.6 -14.9
3.11 21._7 -5.1 1.0 0.0 17.5 -13.1 -0.6 -13.7
5.85 19.7 -3.6 1.0 0.0 17.1 -12.4 -0.6 -13.1

Vdw .6..bi::
.6..min -..m,n -max

Z bias V dw Vdw V cw
4 26.5 -9.1 -4.4 17.4 22.1 -12.7

ItT 21.3 -3.6 -1.8 17.7 19.5 -9.7
16 18.8 -1.8 -0.9 17.0 17.8 -8.9
1,9 18.9 -1.3 -0.7 17.6 18.2 -10.8
22 16.3 -1.0 -0.5 15.4 15.8 -7.9
27 15.9 -0.6 -0.3 15.3 15.6 -7.7
37 4.6 -0.3 -0.2 4.4 4.4 -1.4
47 1.5 -0.1 -0.1 1.3 1.4 8.7

Below: SASS= x (raw) --'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file r3
date = February 28, 1989 time = 00-01-16-14.00 duration = 00-39-17.00

0.4 wind waves

0.35 -(a) UlO = 14.9mJs H l / 3 = 2.5m

0.3 (}.,.=31l 0
Ow = 3140

"N' 0.25 t = -0.01 Tp = 8.0see::r:
'-"

t-
0.2 tt ..o = 57.1cmJs T = 5.6seeI=l

CLl
::l
C"

tl.temp = -O~34 CCLl
0.15.tl

0.1

0.0:5
(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (- - - = 1-4 )

00
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

032.8 33.3 33.8
105 10 +

(b) + (c)
+

+

+
10'

+
en S 0

C\l ..0 10 1
( -'

S "'" 0III
<.J "0

0

103

0

10 2 L- -L _

9 10 1110°10-1
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file r3

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~Jloat Vdw V CW ~BASS V cw
1.11 - 24.6 -7.5 1.1 2.8 21.0 -15.2 -0.7 -15.9
2.51 24.7 -5.7 1.1 0.0 20.2 -13.7 -0.6 -14.3
3.11 24.0 -5.3 1.1 0.0 19.8 -12.4 -0.5 -13.0
5.85 20.9 -3.7 1.1 0.0 18.3 -11. 9 . -0.6 -12.5

~bi:: ~bi~~
..-min ____max

Z Vdw Vdw Vdw Vcw
4- 25.3 -9.8 -4.7 15.5 20.5 -14.6

10 21.3 -4.1 -2.0 17.2 19.2 -12.7
16.." ~18.8 -2.1 -1.1 16.8 17.8 -11.0
19 18.0 -1.6 -0.8 16.4 17.1 -13.4
22 15.4 -1. 2 -0.6 14.2 14.7 -9.5
27 12.9 -0.8 -0.4 12.2 12.5 -7.8
37 3.9 -0.3 -0.2- 3.5 3.7 1.0
47 3.3 -0.2 -0.1 3.1 3.2 10.1
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Below: SASS= x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-

100 10 0 r---~--.,----r--~
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date = February 28, 1989

file 81

time = 04-57-24.00 duration = 00-39-10.25

0.4 wind waves-(a)
0.35 UlO =12.5m/s H 1/ 3 =2.3m

0.3 0'1' =3150
Ow =3100

'N' 0.25 i; =-0.03 Tp =8.0sec::r::.......
>.

u.... =45.5crn/s T =5.5sec
u 0.2c
q)
;::l
0'"

~ 0.15- ~temp =-0.36 C

0.1

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = 0'1')
0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)

(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
°0 100 200 300

direction (degrees)

salinity (0/00)

033 33.5 34
105 10 +

(b) + (c)
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+

+
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file 81

downwave crosswave
z Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS .6. float Vdw Vcw .6.BASS V cw

1.11 16.9 -6.5 0.9 2.2 13.4 -11.4 -0.6 -11.9
2.51 17.8 -5.0 0.8 0.0 13.7 -10.2 -0.5 -10.7
3.11 17.8 -4.7 0.9 0.0 14.0 -9.1 -0.4 -9.6
5.85 13.8 -3.3 1.0 0.0 11.4 -8.9 -0.6 -9.6

.6.bi:: f1bi~~
___mtn ___max

Z Vdw Vdw Vdw V cw
4 22.8 -8.4 -4.1 14.3 18.7 -17.5
1~ 18.1 -3.5 -1.7 14.6 16.3 -16.2
16 14.9 -1.7 -0.9 13.2 14.0 -15.4
'1.9 14.3 -1.3 -0.7 13.0 13.6 -16.9
2~ 13.1 -1.0 -0.5 12.1 12.5 -14.0
27 13.2 -0.6 -0.4 12.6 12.8 -12.8
37 9.8 -0.3 -0.2 9.5 9.6 0.9
47 11.0 -0.1 -0~1 10.9 10.9 11.2

Below: SASS== x (raw) -'-'- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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date = February 28, 1989

file 82

time = 05-36-34.25 duration = 00-39-10.00

0.4

-(a)
wind waves

0.35 Ulo = 12.9mjs H l/3 = 2.3m
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'N' 0.25 f = -0.02 Tp = 8.0sec::r:
'-"
>.
u 0.2 fL_ .. =47.0cmjs T = 5.4secc
u
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C"
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0.15 fl. temp = -0:37 CJ::
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0.05 (a) directional spectrum (- - - = (}-r)

(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
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file 82

downwave crosswave

z Vdw .6.bias .6.BASS b.. float Vdw V CW .6.BASS V cw

1.11 14.4 -6.5 0.7 . 2.1 10.8 -15.8 -0.7 -16.5
2.51 15.2 -5.0 0.7 0.0 10.9 -14.4 -0.6 -15.1
3.11 15.7 -4.7 0.7 0.0 11.8 -13.6 -0.6 -14.2
5.85 12.9 -3.5 0.8 0.0 10.2 -13.8 -0.8 -14.5

b..max
.6.bi~~

-min _max
Z Vdw bias V dw Vdw V cw

4 17.6 -8.2 -4.0 9.4 13.6 -13.1
11J 13.5 -3.3 -1.6 10.3 11.9 -12.4
16 10.7 -1.6 -0.8 9.1 9.9 -11.0
19 9.2 -1.2 -0.6 8.0 8.5 -12.2
22 9.1 -0.9 -0.5 8.2 8.7 -9.5
27 9.3 -0.6 -0.3 8.7 9.0 -8.6
37 9.9 -0.3 -0.2 9.7 9.8 0.7
47 14.1 -0.1 -0 .. 1 14.0 14.0 13.7

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=
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file 83
date = February 28, 1989 time = 06-15-44.25 duration = 00-39-10.00

UlO = 12.3mls

~temp = -0.35 C

(a) directional spectrum (- - - = Or)
(b) energy spectrum (- - - = f-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature

t = -0.03

U ... = 44.5emls

Tp =8.0see

T = 5.5see
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file 83

downwave crosswave

z Vdw b..bias b..BASS b..float Vdw V cw b..BASS V cw

1.11 13.0 -6.8 0.6 2.0 8.9 -15.1 -0.7 -15.8
2.51 14.0 -5.4 0.6 0.0 9.2 -13.3 -0.6 -14.0
3.11 14.4 -5.1 0.7 0.0 10.0 -12.5 -0.6 -13.1
5.85 10.8 -3.8 0.7 0.0 7.6 -13.0 -0.8 -13.8

b..bi~: b..min -mIn -max
Z Vdw Vdw Vdw V cwbias

4 16.3 -9.0 -4.4 7.3 11.9 -16.6
1:-0 12.8 -3.7 -1. 8 9.1 10.9 -14.7
16 9.0 -1.9 -1.0 7.2 8.1 -13.7
1.9 ~. 7.5 -1.4 -0.7 6.1 6.8 -15.0
22 7.5 -1.0 -0.6 6.5 7.0 -11.8
27 8.8 -0.7 -0.4 8.1 8.4 -9.2
37 14.2 -0.3 -0.2 13.9 14.0 1.5
47 14.3 -0.1 -Q.1 14.2 14.2 9.6

Below: SASS= x (raw) _._.- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file tl
date = February 28, 1989 time = 12-54-24.25 duration = 00-38-24.50

T = 5.4sec

Tp = 8.0see

UlO = 9.5mJs

f =-0.03

U... = 33.1cmJs

(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
(c) 0 = salinity, x,+ = temperature
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file tl

downwave crosswave
z Vdw D.bias D.BASS D. float vdw Vew D.BASS V cw

1.11 13.0 -4.5 0.7 1.8 10.9 -11. 6 -0.6 -12.2
2.51 14.3 -3.5 0.7 0.0 11. 5 -11.1 -0.5 -11.7
3.11 14-.6 -3.3 0.7 0.0 12.0 -10.2 -0.5 -10.7
5.85 11.3 -2.4 0.8 0.0 9.6 -10.4 -0.8 -11.1

D.bi:: D.bi~~
-m~n ".-..."max

Z Vdw vdw Vdw Vew

3 18.1 -5.7 -2.8 12.4 15.3 -8.1
10 15.7 -2.2 -1.1 13.5 14.6 -6.2

·16 14.3 -1.1 -0.6 13.2 13.7 -6.1
;19 13.2 -0.8 -0.4 12.4 12.8 -5.1
22 13.8 -0.6 -0.3 13.2 13.5 -3.5
27 11.9 -0.4 -0.2 11.6 11.7 -3.8
37 8.0 -0.2 -0.1 7.8 7.9 -4.9
47 6.9 -0.1 -0-.1 6.8 6.8 -3.7

Below: SASS= x (raw) _0_0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file ul
date = February 28, 1989 ,time = 13-43-20.50 duration = 00-52-16.75

0.4 wind waves

0.35 (a) UlO = 8.9m/s H 1/ 3 = 1.9m
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Atemp = -0.34 Cco 0.15.t::
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0.05 (b) energy spectrum (_ - - = j-4)
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file ul

downwave crosswave

z Vdw ~bias ~BASS ~float Vdw Vcw ~BASS v cw
1.11 14.7 -3.8 0.8 1.7 13.3 -8.0 -0.4 -8.4
2.51- 16.4 -3.0 0.8 0.0 14.2 -8.2 -0.4 -8.6
3.11 16 .. 3 -2.9 0.8 0.0 14.2 -7.0 -0.4 -7.3
5.85 12.8 -2.1 1.0 0.0 11. 7 -7.1 -0.6 -7.7

.-..mtn ,....max
Z Vdw ~bi:: ~bi~~ vdw vdw vcw

4 20.7 -4.9 -2.4 15.8 18.3 -5.6
1U 18.2 -1.9 -1.0 16.3 17.3 -4.7
16 16.7 -1.0 -0.5 15.7 16.2 -5.0
]:9 ·16.8 -0.7 -0.4 16.1 16.4 -3.8
22 16.8 -0.6 -0.3 16.2 16.4 -2.5
27 16.0 -0.4 -0.2 15.7 15.8 -3.8
37 14.0 -0.2 -0.1 13.8 13.9 -2.2
47 5.4 -0.1 -0 .. 1 5.3 5.4 -4.8

Below: SASS= x (raw) -"-"- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file vI
date = February 28, 1989 time = 17-32-23.50 duration = 00-26-05.50

Lltemp = -0.30 C

Hi/3 = 1.7m

Tp = 7.1sec

"if =4.9sec

UlO =1O.2m/s

f = -0.03

u"o =35.4cm/s

(a) directional spectrum
(b) energy spectrum (_ - - = /-4)
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file vI

downwave crosswave
z Vdw t:J..bias t:J..BASS t:J..float vdw Vcw t:J..BASS Vcw

1.11 11.9 -4.4 0.6 1.7 9.8 -10.4 -0.5 -11.0
2.51- 13.5 -3.4 0.6 0.0 10.8 -10.2 -0.5 -10.7
3.11 13.-5 -3.1 0.7 0.0 11. 0 -9.4 -0.5 -9.9
5.85 10.0 -2.2 0.8 0.0 8.6 -9.3 -0.7 -10.0

..-min _max
Z Vdw t:J..bi:: t:J..bi~~ Vdw Vdw Vcw

4 16.9 -5.3 -2.6 11. 6 14.3 -8.0
10 14.3 -1.8 -0.9 12.5 13.4 -6.3
16, 12.8 -0.8 -0.4 12.0 12.4 -5.5
19 12.2 -0.6 -0.3 11. 7 11.9 -4.0
22- 12.1 -0.4 -0.2 11.7 11. 9 -2.2
27 11.5 -0.3 -0.1 11. 3 11.4 -2.3
37 11.6 -0.1 -0.1 11.5 11.5 -0.2
47 9.7 -0.1 -0.-0 9.6 9.7 -2.5

Below: SASS= x (raw) 0- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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file wI
date = February 28, 1989 time = 18-48-47.75 duration = 00-41-09.00
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6.temp = -0.30 C
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file wI

downwave crosswave
z Vdw b.bias L:i.BASS L:i. float vdw VCW L:i.BASS V cw

1.11 15.5 -5.4 ~0.7 1.9 11.3 -10.7 0.5 -10.2
2.51- 16.5 -4.1 0.8 0.0 13.2 -10.6 -0.5 -11.1
3.11 16.5 -3.8 0.8 0.0 13.4 -9.8 -0.5 -10.2
5.85 12.4 -2.6 0.9 0.0 10.6 -9.6 -0.7 -10.3

Vdw L:i.bi:: b.bi~~
-mIn ~max

Z vdw vdw Vcw
4 18.6 -6.4 -3.1 12.2 15.4 -12.8

10 15.3 -2.2 -1.1 13.1 14.2 -11.0
16, 12.8 -1. 0 -0.5 11.8 12.2 -8.6
19 10.7 -0.7 -0.4 10.0 10.4 -7.7
22- 12.4 -0.5 -0.3 11.9 12.1 -4.6
27 12.4 -0.3 -0.2 12.1 12.2 -5.2
37 8.6 -0.1 -0.1 8.5 8.5 -2.7
47 4.2 -0.1 -0.-0 4.1 4.1 0.8

Below: SASS= x (raw) ---- (unbiased), C3= 0 (raw) - - - (unbiased), theoretical log-law shear=-
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-Chapter 7

DISCUSSION

7.{ . Summarizing the data

the bias

Throughout the thesis a great deal of attention has been focused on how best to make

measurements of the near-surface shear currents. The surface-followi~greference frame was

seen to provide many advantages. Primary among these was the fact that, in making a

boundary layer measurement, we obtain the best resolution by having sensors move with

the boundary. But, when making such a measurement, the biasing effects of the waves must

also be addressed. A great deal of effor~ was e~pended in demonstrating how the wave bias

could be estimated. I would like first to show that this energy was well spent.

The ~ata plots of the last chapter show the effect of the bias on a case-by-case basis. To

get an idea of how the wave bias will affect our overall interpretation of the data we need to

summarize the previous results. For the moment, assume that the shear in the depths from

2.5m to 13m can be described by a log-law velocity deficit. If we find the linear fit of the

velocity differences versus the logarithm of sampling depths and assume that von Karman's

constantK = 0.4, we obtain an estimate of the water friction velocity U*w from the slope of

the fit. (Throughout this chapter I will employ two versions of u*. The unsubscripted u* is

based 9f the ratio of the wind stress applied at the sea surface and the density of the water,
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u* = JIi. The friction velocity U*w is, as mentioned, based on measured velocity shears

in the water.) To obtain this fit from the combined SASS and C3 data, the calibration

offsets needed to be removed. This was accomplished by subtracting the offset that existed

between the VMCM output at the 4m depth and the SASS output (interpolated) at the 4m

-depth. Files where the 4m VMCM output was unavailable were excluded. Files where the

rm8 dev}ation of the velocities' from the fit curve was worse than a.5cml8 were excluded.

Estimates were finally obtained for the following files: 01, 02, pl, p2, p3, ql, rl, r2, r3,

81, 82, 83, ti, ul, vl and wl. Log profiles were fit to both the biased and unbiased data.

The only difference in the two sets of fits was the wave bias; both sets of estimates include

the SASS flow disturbance estimates. For the unbiased C3 results I used the lower limit

bias;.torrection. Resulting unbiased estimates are, therefore, upper bounds on u*w' The

results (Figure 7-1) clearly show that the estimation of the wave bias is important for the

interpretation of the final results.
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Figure 7-1: Comparison of estimated friction velocity using a biased (*) and an unbiased (0)
estimator. The data from the 2m to 13m range was forced to fit a log-profile and the fluid
friction velocity was predicted from the fit. The horizontal axis is friction velocity formed
from the applied wind stress. The solid line assumes all the wind stress is supported by a
log-layer.

The curve fit from the raw data has a large offset at zero wind stress. The reason for this
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is that swell was always present at the SMILE site. So, even when the wind vanishes, an

uncorrected time average of data will still indicate some shear due to the wave effects. The

wave conditions varied, particularly from the two deployments, but a background swell with

amplitude of 60cm and average period of velocity variations of 9sec might be considered

typicaL For a buoy which perfectly follows the waves in vertical excursion only, the bias is

estimated to be O.34cmjs. The y-intercept of the fit of the biased estimates is O.38cmj s.

The difference between the biased and unbiased estimate increases with wind stress because

the waves grow with increasing wind stress. In light of this, and previous evidence presented

throughout the thesis, I claim that to understand the shear in the upper ocean the wave

effectSlnust be eliminated. In what remains I will only consider the unbiased estimates.

the large-scale dynamics

Again., the goal of the thesis was to look at the mean shear current in the upper ten or

so meters of -the ocean. To study this small scale problem it is necessary to first put the

problem in the proper dynamic context. As was shown in Figure 5-1, the SASS and C3 data

were taken in a coastal region. The direction of the wind was generally along the coastline,

as is shown in Figure 7-2. In this respect, we have a classic upwelling scenario - a long

straight coastline~ wind blowing alongsho:r;e.

The measurements from the SASS and C3 provide us with excellent resolution of the

water column but do not give us any spatial resolution. Our first goal then is to examine to

what extent the spatial variability of the flow field will need to be considered. Specifically,

we'd like to know if lateral density gradients in the flowfield could lead to a sheared flow.

While the standard "thermal wind equations" represent something of an oversimplifica

tion for our coastal application, they do provide us with the appropriate dynamic balance

that will occur between shear and horizontal density gradients. The coordinate system we'll

use here is shown in Figure 7-3. To derive the thermal wind equations, we begin by assum

ing that there exists a steady flowfield where lateral variations in velocity are sufficiently
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Figure 7-2: The wind and wave directions and magnitudes during the SASS files. Figure (a)
presents the fall deployment data and figure (b) presents the spring deployment data. The
narrow triple line represents the alongshore direction. This direction was define.d by the
100m depth contour from positions offshore of the Gualala river to Fort Ross. The scales for
the 10m wind speed and significant waveheight are given in the upper righthand .comer of
each plot. The files used in the final analysis have their designation typed in capital letters
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small such that the nonlinear terms in the equations of motion may be ignored,

Figure 7-3: Coordinate system for consideration of large scale dynamics

-pfv

pfu

8p 8rxz--+-8x 8z'
8p 8ryz--+-.
8y 8z

(7.1)

Both the equations are then differentiated with respect to z. By then changing the order

of differentiation on p and assuming that ~ = -pg, we obtain the thermal wind equations

8 8p 82rxz .
- 8z (pfv) = 9 8x + 8z2 ' . (7.2)

8 () 8p 8
2

r yZ

8z pfu = 9 8y + 8z2 .

If we assume that lateral variations in the density field are balanced entirely by shear

currents we obtain an upper bound on the effect of spatial inhomogeneities. So as not

confuse these estimates of shear with later estimates we make I will explicity label these

shear estimates by the mechanism which gives rise to them as

8vj8 thermal
Z wind

8uI0"7 (her:mal
N Wind
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The data which we ultimately €nd up analyzing were recorded on February 27 and 28 of

1989. The results of a large scale hydrographic survey of the SMILE site, performed on

these two days, have been presented by Limeburner and Beardsley (1989). From the.results

of this survey we may attempt to estimate the effects of horizontal density gradients. In the

upper 1,000m of the ocean, the density p is well approximated by O't (Pond and Pickard,

1983). It is O't that Limeburner and Beardsley presented. The gradient of density in the

inshore direction was estimated from the survey to be

op
oy
op
oy

-6 kg
5.5 x 10 -4'

m
-5 kg

1.3 x 10 -4'
m

at the surface,

at the 50m depth.

(7.4)

.
avl ~ -1a thermal ~ -0.0014s .

Z wind

(The gradients were estimated on spatial scales of 9km at the surface and 5km at 50m

depth.) The larger of these values implies that we might expect an alongshore thermal

wind shear on the order of

Over 5m depth a shear this size will give rise to an absolute velocity difference of only about

0.7cmJs. In the alongshore direction, the density gradients were even smaller than in the

inshore direction,

op
ox
op
ox

-at the surface,

at the 50m depth.

(Both of the above gradients were estimated over a spatial scale of 30km.) The larger

estimate implies that the inshore thermal wind shear would be

aUI -18 thermal ::::i 0.00029s ,
Z wind

(7.5)

leading to an absolute velocity difference of only about 0.1cm/s over 5m of dept!l. From

these results we conclude that the coastal region at the time of the spring '89 deployment

was sufficiently homogeneous that we can ignore the horizontal density gradients in the-

interpretation of the near-surface shear currents.
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We are now in a position to predict the large-scale features that we should observe in

the SASS and C3 data. If we again assume that the large scale flow is steady and that the

nonlinear terms in the equations of momentum are negligible we may write

op _ f OTxz
ox - P v + oz '

op = -pfu + {hyz •ay az
Integrating the above with respect to z and assuming Tlz=_h ~ T!z=O' we have that

(7.6)

10 op
-dz

-h ox

l ° op
-dz

-h ay

= 1° pfvdz +TX1/l
-h

-1° pfudz,
-h

(TY1) =0),

(7.7)

where TZ11 is the wind stress applied at the surface in the alongshore direction (it has been

assumed that there is no inshore component of wind stress). Then we define the mass ..

transports as

_ jO pudz,
-h

_ jO pvdz.
-h

(7.8)

Now, to make the above equations useful for our coastal region, it will be helpful fo decom

pose the total mass transports into wind-influenced (subscript E for Ekman) and geostrophic

(subscript g for geostrophic) terms,

The depth average equations (7.8) may the be rewritten in decomposed form as,

fMyE f jO pVEdz = -TxlJ , (7.10)
-h

fMyg
jO jO op (7.11)f pvgdz = adz,
-h -h x

fMxE f jO pUEdz = 0, (7.12)
-h

fMxg
jO jO op (7.13)f pugdz = - lJdz.
-h -h Y
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(7'.14)

(7.16)

From the above equations, we can deduce the general features of the flow in the coastal

region.

Because equations 7.10 to 7.13 are depth averaged, we cannot deduce from them any

detailed flow features. They do, however, tell us some very important things. Equation 7.10

gives us the basic Ekman layer result. The wind stress is applied in the alongshore direc

tion and the result is a near-surface offshore transport. Equation 7.13 is the statement of

geostrophic balance, the net alongshore transport gives rise to an offshore pressure gradient.

As a word of caution, one should resist the temptation of reading too much from the above

equations; the are admittedly gross simplifications.

Interpretation of a shear current profile in the presence or absence of a vertical density

gradient would be as troublesome as the horizontal gradients that we examined earlier. One·.
of the great advantages of having the SASS and the C3 buoy simultaneously deployed is

that it allows the data from the two instruments to be compared. To allow us to utlize this

capability we will try to use the C3 VMCM's down to 16m. To ensure that. the results are

not contaminated by stratification effects we will only examine files where the mixed layer

depth is deeper than 20m.

Pollard, Rhines and Thompson (1973) have proposed a very simple relation for the

maximum depth of the mixed layer depth H in a steady state wind,

H 3/4 U*
max =2 ~flV'

where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. The Brunt- Vaisala frequency can be estimated as

the gradient of at as

1V 2 ~ 9 [~ oat] ,p oz (7.15)

(Pond and Pickard, 1983). The gradient of at can be estimated graphically from our tem

perature and salinity plots using the simplified relation between temperature and salinity

proposed by Mamaev (1964),

o~ oT oS
oz = (-0.0735 - 0.00938T) oz + 0.802 oz '
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where I have performed the partial differentiation with respect to z on Mamaev's original

form.

Previous to file 11, the wind had been nearly constant for about ten hours. It had,

however, been very light (u. = 0.0026cmj8). The bound for the mixed layer depth H max

for such a situation is only about 5m. The actual mixed layer depth at this time was less

than 2m (determined using an absolute temperature difference (0.05C) criterion as has been

done by Lentz, 1991). Though higher winds were experienced in the fall deployment, they

were never persistent enough to deepen the mixed layer to 20m.

In the spring deployment, much greater wind speeds were encountered. The Pollard,

Rhines and Thompson depth again gives us a fairly good indication that this depth does

scale with the friction velocity. Previous to file 83 the average friction velocity was about·

1.7cm/s. From the salinity and temperature"profiles I estimated that N 2 :::::: 0.000112, which

leads to a maximum mixed layer depth estimate of 30m. The actual depth was 28m.

Of course, while the above analysis does indicate how the mixed layer scales with the

wind stress, we do much better estimating the mixed layer depths from our data, (plotted

out in Chapter 6) than by using the approximate relation for H max • In the ensuing analysis

we shall consider files 01, 02, 03, p1, p2, p3, q1, r1, r2, r3, 81, 82, 83, ti, u1, v1, w1. Files

not considered because the mixed layer depth was too shallow were files a1 to /3. During

files ml to n2 the mixed layer was deeper than 20m but the shear profiles were ofa:n anoma

lous character and thus were also not considered (these anomalies and the mismaU:hes in

the SASS and C3 data are discussed in Appendix C).

the "log-law"

At the beginning ofthe chapter, velocity profiles were forced to fit logarithmic profiles so we

could examine the importance of the wave bias effects. Though the log-law profile provides

the standard model which is often applied to near-surface current profiles, the question
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still remains whether the logarithmic profile is appropriate. Wu (1975) found that, in the

laboratory, the flow beneath the surface was well described by a constant stress (log-layer)

model. The stress supported by the shear current was less than that applied by th~ wind.

The discrepancy in momentum flux was attributed to "wave drag". Stewart(1961) esti

mated wave drag for open ocean conditions. From measurements of wave growth.rates, he

concluded that less than 20% of the stress would be supported by the waves. Our log-law

estimates show that for the SMILE data only 22% of the stress was supported by the shear

current. Even if we assume that 20% of the momentum flux is generating waves, we still

have a grave momentum flux discontinuity from the air to the sea.

While Stewart's estimates were rather rough, it is unlikely that the wave drag would

be much larger than he had estimated. This must lead us to a critical evaluation of the

constant stress layer model. If a log-layer does exist, it may not hold over the large range

of depths (2.5m to 13m) initially assumed. 'If the shear current w~re accurately described

by a constant stress region, we expect that the downwind current Vd is described by

Z f)vd- ~ = constant.
u* uZ

(7.17)

This means that z~ at a fixed depth should scale linearly with the friction velocity. And

for a fixed friction velocity, z~ should be constant _with depth. Estimates of z~ and z~

(where Vc is the current in the crosswind direction) were obtained by finding the discrete

estimates of the shear from pairs of adjacent sensors and then multiplying by their. mean

depth. For the SASS data, several of the discrete estimates were averaged to get a "Smoothed

estimate. Though averaging sensors from the SASS gave smoother estimates, it did lead to

some overlap in the estimation ranges. Overlap of the lower SASS data (bottom sensor at

5.8m) with the C3 data (upper sensor at 4m depth) was unavoidable.

In using equation 7.17, we are making some implicit assumptions. By looking at the

data in distinct directions, we're assuming that Ekman turning is negligible over the depth

range examined. The Ekman layer thickness DE for the typical eddy viscosity we later derive
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(7.18)bE = ff ~ 28m.

Even in the classical Ekman solution, the turning with depth is not too severe af lip to

O.5.5E. The solution of Madsen(1977), based on a variable eddy viscosity, would show

almost negligible turning even down to the 16m depth for our typical parameters. Our

observations, however, do not show the near-surface log-layer that Madsen assumed to exist.

Huang (1979) attempted to take a unified approach (including viscous terms, Coriolis and

wave effects) to the near-surface layer. He proposes that if the Ekman number

E=_J_
vTk'Z,

_ . (7.19)

is much less than one, then the Coriolis term should not be important in the near-surface

region (ko is the wavenumber of the dominant waves). For the files we'll finally end up

examining, the average wave periods are uSlfally just under 6sec; this gives E < 0.1. Ulti

mately, we must determine the appropriate dynamic balance for our specific case. We will

find that the viscous forces (mixing) in our problem is much greater than has usually been

assumed. We expect little effect even in the upper 16m of the water column.

The resulting estimates (Figure 7-4) show that while the downwind shear current does

scale with wind stress, the shear stress is not constant with depth. A most notable feature

is the absence of virtually any downwind shear at all in the upper 3m. If we estimate U*w

as

(7.20)

the stress input by the atmosphere and the stress supported by the shear current agree to

within 13% in the 10 to 16m range.

The reduced shear layer

In both the lab (e.g., Wu, 1975) and the field (e.g., Csana.dy, 1984), previous investigators

have found constant stress layers beneath relatively small constant shear layers. Csanady
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claims, on the basis of drifter results, that the constant velocity gradient layer is on the

order of 5cm thick when u. = J!f is about 1cm/s. For the SASS data, when u. varies

between l.Ocmj5 and 2.0cmj5, we find that there is essentially no shear in the top_3m, a

transition region of low shear, and a region where the stress has finally increased to agree

with the level input by the atmosphere. There are some observations that are consistent

with those made here.

Observations (unpublished) have been made from fixed sensors mounted on the CCIW

tower in Lake Ontario (E. Terray, personal communication) which support the notion that

there exists, above the constant stress region, a surface layer with little or no shear. These

observations indicate a region of reduced shear approximately as large as has been mea

sured here. Though the resolution is poor, the shear current profile presented by Santala

and Terray (1991) (and found in Chapter 3), also shows a region of reduced shear beneath.

the air-sea interface. These, and the SMILE results, seem to be at odds with many past

observations. Next, I will seek to explain the virtual absence of shear in the downwind

direction. Two, not necessarily exclusive explanations emerge, wave mixing and Langmuir

circulation, each will ~e discussed in turn.

alternative 1 : wave mIXIng

Intuitively, it seems natural to assume that very near the ocean's surface, the vigorous

action of wave mixing will destroy any shear current. Though it is scant, some-evidep.ce

does exist to support the idea of an intensely mixed wave zone, of significant thickness,

which is inconsistent with a constant stress (log-layer) modeL Kitaigorodskii et. at. (1983)

analyzed near-surface velocity measurements by Donelan (1978) and found dissipation rates

two orders of magnitude larger than those consistent with a log-layer model. The thickness

of this extremely turbulent region was approximately ten times the rms wave amplitude.

For the rms amplitudes we measured in SMILE, typically .50cm or larger, this tr-anslates_

to a physical dimension of 5m or more. This is consistent with the SMILE observations.

Scaling in this fashion might be considered a bit tenuous since I have essentially lumped
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the swell and wind-driven wave contributions together.

An alternate way to scale the depth of the reduced shear region, which would e_xclude

the swell, would be to predict the wave action from the measured windspeeds. Representing

the acceleration due to gravity as g, the rms wave amplitude in a fully developed wavefield

scales as u;/9 (see, for example, Longuet-Higgins, 1969). The nondimensional shear u
z
•~

is then to be plotted versus the nondimensional depth ~. Since the winds were generally
u.

alongshore or even slightly onshore, the wavefield was not fetch limited. The winds did tend

to vary on time scales of a few hours so the waves generally were duration limited. This

means that in merely scaling by the instantaneous wind friction velocity we can not-hope to

fully characterize the intensity of the wind-driven part of the wave spectrum. This scaling

does, however, begin to reveal the trend in the reduced shear layer thickness (Figure 7-5).

There are a few things which we should note. First of all, the transition between the reduced.

shear and constant stress region occurs between nondimensional depths of 1.24 X 105 and

2.88 X 105• A few of the SASS data points are in the transition region, and others extend

into the depths of the"constant stress layer". These few points show the expected trend

towards a nondimensional stress of 1. The C3 estimate of shear made from the 4m and
. K

10m VMCMs tend to fall in the transition region and again seem to show the expected

trend. The deeper VMCM data appears very noisy when plotted in this fashion because

the absolute value of the shear ~' which is very small, is scaled by the physical dimension

z, thus amplifying any noise in the measurement (recall that the individual shear ~rofiles

were quite regular and smooth). A later plot shows this data with a more "fiatteti.ng"

dimensionless scaling (Figure 7-11). The Kitaigorodskii et. at. (1983) data are consistent

with our observations, they show elevated dissipation to depths of ~ ~ 1 X 105 • They
u.

attribute the elevated levels of dissipation to wave mixing.

Dynamically, I have not carefully defined how the wave action reduces the near-surface

shear. I have only argued that intuitively this mechanism seems plausible and haye noted_

the limited observations of dissipation rates that are inconsistent with a log-layer model.

On the other hand, there are measurements of dissipation rates even as close to the sur-
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face as ~ ::.:::: 1 X 105 that support the existence of a log-layer (Soloviev et. aI., 1988).
u.

Csanady(1984) notes that if larger waves were dissipative (he holds that they are not), then

the log-layer could not hold at least until depths on order of their amplitude belgw the

surface. The evidence from previous experiments simply does not seem strong enough to

accept or reject the explanation of wave mixing as a mechanism for the reduced shear layer.

That the transition region is best defined when we scale with ~ is not necessarily in

dicative of wave mixing, most dynamic processes in the upper ocean have some windspeed

dependence (depth scalings which included the rms wave amplitude didn't seem to work

as well). The three-dimensional flow pattern referred to as Langmuir circulatio!). is also

windspeed dependent, and may be a plausible explanation for our observations.

alternative 2 : Langmuir cells

Langmuir(1938) first hypothesized that streaks observed on the water's surface, aligned with

the wind direction, were evidence of large scale helical flow patterns. Thes~ motions, now

called Langmuir cells,. have since been studied by many investigators. Though very recent

investigation continues to increase our knowledge of Langmuir circulation, the ~eviewby

Pollard (1977) provides a relatively up-to-date summary of Langmuir circulation from both

an experimental and theoretical point of view. In this review, Pollard makes the following

conclusion:

If, as existing observations suggest, Langmuir circulations appear rapidly after

the onset of winds greater than 3m/S, it is likely that they, rather than smalr-

scale turbulence generated by breaking waves, control the downward diffusion

and redistribution of wind generated momentum through the surface layers.

For the observations presented in this chapter, where wind speeds varied from f)m/ s to

15m/s, we expect that Langmuir circulation may exist. Though Langmuir cells may be

formed in winds greater than 3m/s, their existence under these conditions is not guar

anteed. There is still a great deal of controversy with rega.rds to the theories governing

Langmuir circulation. For this reason we would like to base our conjecture on observation
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(preferably our own).

Weller et. ai. (1985) suggested that Langmuir circulation is best observed at_depths

where the wave velocities are significantly attenuated. Because the BASS velocity sensors

measure a complete vector velocity, we are able to resolve the velocity in the vertical direc

tion but, detection of Langmuir circulation will be complicated by the fact that the deepest

sensor is located at a depth of only 5.85m. At this depth it would be hard to recognize the

instantaneous downwelling velocity from the wave velocities as a function of time. Our best

hope is to try to average the time series of vertical velocity and thereby remove the wave

signal.

The spatially integrated vertical mass flux due to Langmuir cells must be zero. If a buoy

maintains a constant position, and Langmuir cells advect by laterally at a uniform rate, the.

time averaged vertical velocity should be zero. If a buoy is on a slack mooring, as was the

SASS, it might spend more time in the convergence (downwelling) zones and hence measure

a net downward velocity. In Figure 7-6 I give a schematic which demonstrates this idea. It

appears that somethiIl;g of this sort was occurring. In Figure 7- 7 the mean unbiased vertical

velocity measured by the top and bottom sensor is plotted versus the friction velocJty for all

37 files (in Appendix F the vertical velocity samples are plotted in the long term windspeed

time series). At low wind speeds the net vertical velocity at both sensors is approximately

zero. As the friction velocity increases from O.70cm/s to l.4cm/s, the vertical velocity at

the bottom sensor approaches -2.5cm/s. When u* increases above 1.4cm/s, the vertical

velocity is relatively constant at about -2cm/s. To examine whether such observed_means

are plausible, let's make the simplifying assumption that the vertical velocities are constant

across the downwelling and upwelling regions. The convergence zones of Langmuir cells

have been observed to have a smaller lateral dimension and larger vertical-velocity than the

divergence zone. If we assume that the lateral extent of the convergence zone is ~ne third

that of the total cell width, then the downwelling velocities will be twice as great as the_

upwelling velocities. Now, if the buoy, due to its freedom to move laterally spends half its

time in the convergence zone, then the mean velocity measured will be one half that of the
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Langmuir cells advect by laterally, the SASS becomes "locked" into a convergence zone..
The SASS unlocks when the lateral component of drag force (arrow) becomes to great. But
then, the combination of diverging flow and mooring force quickly carry the SASS to the
next convergence zone.

downwelling velocity. This is an extremely rough argument but it shows us that it would

be reasonable to measure -2cm/s mean velocities in a case where the typical downwelling

velocity is 4cm/s. Figure 7-8 shows the spatial variation of vertical velocity acrol?S the

Langmuir cell that we've assumed in this argument. A downwelling velocity of 4cm/s at

a depth of almost 6m is in a range that we would expect for our peak wind conditions if

Langmuir circulation were active.

In spite of all the arguments in the thesis in favor of correcting mean velocity measure

ments for the wave bias, the reader may still have doubts about this correction. For the

vertical measurements made, the wave bias is very small (never greater than lcm/s), owing

to the fact that the SASS did follow the waves well (recall that existence of a vertjcal bias

requires a phase shift in response). What bias there was tended to be a downward bias.

For those who wish to doubt the bias correction, the raw time average of vertical'velocity

can be approximately recovered by increasing the magnitude of vertical velocities I present

by 10% when u. < 1cm/s and by 24% when u. > lcrn/ s.
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Figure 7-7: Vertical velocity measured at the l11cm depth (+), the 251cm depth (0) and
the 585cm depth (x) with linear fits over the range of u* where the velocity seems to be
increasing.

The bottom BASS sensor was attached to the sensor array from above and open at the

bottom (Figure 7-9). If there is flow disturbance due to drag on the BASS cage, then it

should be that relative velocities from above should be retarded to a greater extent than

those from below and the resulting error should be a net upward velocity. The preceeding

argument is an intuitively based argument that would lead us to believe that while flow

disturbance errors may exist, they would tend to be in the wrong direction to explain the

phenomenon we observe. Next, I will also show from the data that the fe~tures we observe

in the vertical velocity are not consistent with a flow disturbance explanation.

One of the interesting features of the vertical velocities observed at the bottom sensor is

the break in slope at u* = 1.4cmjs. Flow disturbance should scale with the relative velocity

squared. If the observed phenomenon is the result of flow disturbance, we expect to see
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a change in behavior of the variance of vertical velocity relative to the instrument at this

break point (Figure 7-10). This is not seen. As wind friction velocity increases, the variance

of relative velocity increases linearly. Over the range u.. = 0.70cm/s to u.. = l.4cm/s the

vertical velocity at the bottom sensor also increases linearly. But beyond u.. = 1.4cm/s,

while the variance of vertical velocity continues to grow linearly, the vertical velocity re

mains approximately constant. If a flow disturbance mechanism is in some sense saturating

at O'~K = 900cm2/ s2 and this explains the break point in vertical velocity at the bottom

sensor, then we would not expect to see the same break point at the middle pod until similar

relative velocities were reached. In fact, the mid-depth pod reaches the same break point at

a much lower relative velocity level (O'~l\ = 300cm2/8 2). That both sensors, in different local

flow regimes, exhibit the same behavior when scaled by the same atmospheric parameter is

highly suggestive that the observation is evidence of a flow forced by atmospheric conditions.

Finally, a simple BASS calibration done specifically for this thesis (Appendix C) in

cluded a test where the BASS sensor was shaken in a direction perpendicular to the mean

flow. One of the goals of this test was to see if the" pumping" would cause a spurious mean
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Figure 7-9: The bottom BASS sensor mounted onto the SASS while on the dock prior to
deployment. The edge of the dock is vertical in the background because the picture has
been rotated to show orientation of the sensor is as it would be during deployment

velocity to be measured in the vertical direction. No mean vertical velocities were measured

as a result of the oscillations in the vertical direction.

On the strength of this calibration, the above argument regarding the break point in

the observed vertical velocities, and the fact that flow disturbance at the bottom sensor

would probably lead to flow disturbance of the wrong direction to explain the observed

phenomenon, I claim that the vertical velocity records presented are evidence of Langmuir

circulation. I argued earlier that we would only find evidence of Langmuir cells if we sampled

them nonuniformly. Because the lateral advection rate of cells past the SASS is probably

quite small, there is little hope of reconstructing a detailed picture of the three-dimensional

flow which gives rise to the characteristics we observe in the mean. Let me explain. If the

lateral advection rate of the cells were even as high as 5eml S, then for a Lagmuir cell width

of 12m, we will find the frequency signature of the cells occurring at a period of 600sec.

Due to the low-frequency gyro stabilization errors, we have previously only attempted to

resolve periods shorter than 26see. This precludes an approach based on the absolute ve

locities. In using just the relative velocities we are, as mentioned previously, hampered by

the presence of waves. If, as I roughly estimated, the peak downwelling velocity is on order
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Figure 7-10: Variance of vertical velocity relative to:the sensor at the ll1cm depth (+), the
251cm depth (0) and the 585cm depth (x) wrsus u".

4cmjs at the bottom pod then the strength signal we seek to observe is about 22dB less (the

rms is thirteen times smaller) than the signal due to the relative velocity forced by the waves.

In spite of the fact that the details of the three-dimensional flow can not be resolve,d, the

fact that a three-dimensional flow has been identified is of extreme importance in our final

interpretation of the shear profiles. The Langmuir cells will provide an efficient mechanism

for the transfer of momentum from the surface to the deeper fluid layers. Gordon(1970) has

previously noted this and proposed that the actual momentum transfer "path" is"from-the

wind to the waves to Langmuir cells to the deeper ocean layers." This is entirely ~oIiS1stent

with the near-surface profiles that were measured during SMILE.

The shear profiles and mixing

Up to this point, I've discussed various aspects of the shear by looking at differences between

sensors. It was necessary to do this because the mean velocity is not necessarily well
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correlated to the wind. With the estimates of the shear, we can now derive a wind-induced

shear current profile. In Figure 7-5 we saw that the downwind shear was roughly broken up

into three regions; an upper layer where there was essentially no shear, a transition-region

and a constant stress layer where the stress was approximately equal to that applied by the

wind. Our resolution is too poor to describe the functional dependence in the transition

region. But, as the transition region is relatively narrow, we might hope to describe the

overall shear profile by just assuming that the transition between the two regions is linear.

If this is done, the nondimensional downwind shear can be expressed as

if 0 < ~ < 1.24 X 105
u.

if 1.24 X 105 < § < 2.88 X 105
u.

if 2.88 X 105 < §
u.

(7.21)

and using the same scaling on the crosswind shear y;e find

for 0.20 X 105 < ~ .
u.

(7.22)

If both sides of the above equations are divided by z for each depth range, we can obtain the

nondimensional curre~t by integration with respect to z. The only question remains is as to

what the constants of integration will be. At the intersection of regions these are, of course,

set to make the profile continuous. The mean downwind and crosswind velocities at the
-

surface for the files examined were approximately 14cmJsand -13cmJs, respectively. The

typical friction velocity was u. = &. = 1.6cmJs. To remove the last constant we'll use theVp .

ratio of these numbers to form the nondimensional drift velocity at the surface.~I caution

that the surface velocities are not all wind-induced, if this data is used for comparison

purposes, consider the offset arbitrary. The results of the integration yield

~: =I:.64;,0'< [1.24 X10
5

1og(~) - ~]- 11.3

_ llog( 9.f) + 39.5
K u.

and

if 0 < ~ <: 1.24 X 105
u.

if 1.24 X 105 < ~ < 2.88 X 105
u. _

if 2.88 x 105 < ~
u.

(7.23t

Vc gz- = 1.41Iog( 2") - 22.0
u. u.
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Figure 7-11: (a) The nondimensional downwind shear current profile for SMILE and the
fit data. The offset from each instrument, SASS and C3, was subtracted- before fitting.
Note that the data from both SASS (+) and C3 (x) describe the transition region. (b) The
crosswind version of (a).

The model we have is quite simple but, as Figure-7-11 (a) shows, seems to describe our

observations in the downwind direction quite well. The scaling doesn't seem to work so well

in the crosswind direction (the SASS, physically nearer to the surface, seems to in:d~cate

near-surface shear should be less than that indicated by equation 7.24). Indeed, we had

little reason to expect that the crosswind shear current should scale with windspee<f.'"

testing the alternatives

Upon discovering the reduced shear layer we discussed two alternatives to explain ~ts pres

ence; wave mixing and Langmuir cells. Here we will try to examine which of the alternatives

is a more likely explanation. We will begin by considering wave mixing.

If wave mixing is a mechanism which dramatically alters the near-surface region, we
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expect the mixing effects to be more-or-less isotropic. Realizing that there are objections to

such an approach, we might nevertheless hope to characterize the mixing by using an eddy

viscosity model. If we assume that the near-surface flow is steady and that the nonlinear

transport terms are negligible then the momentum equations are

_~ op +~ (VT OVd) ,
pox oz oz

= _ ~ op +~ (VT aVe) ,
pay oz oz

(7.25)

where VT is the eddy viscosity. If the large scale flow is in geostrophic balance, then

the alongshore current leads to an offshore pressure gradient. For the files analyzed, the

alongshore and downwind directions are nearly the same and for purposes of this argument

the difference will be ignored. The alongshore velocities are typically on the order of 10cm!s,

so that from equation 7.13 we have

op . -4! 2oy = - f PVd ~ 5 X 10 em s . (7.26)

The downwind pressure gradient is assumed to be zero. By assuming different forms of

the eddy viscosity VT and applying boundary conditions appropriate to our typical friction

velocity of u* = 1.6em!oS, we solve the coupled equations for Vd and V C ' Results show that
.- .

reasonable agreement with the data can be obtained with a modified version of the sta}ldard

wall-layer mixing-length form of VT (see Figure 7-12 ).

The eddy viscosity below the reduced shear region is of an expected form and si3e. J;l€low

depths of 400em the modelled eddy viscosity increases linearly from the surface. Standard

estimates of eddy viscosity for our prevailing conditions yield value of VT ~ lOOcm2 j oS (using

the estimation form of Leibovich and Radhakrishnan (1977) gives VT = 45em2
/ s, the form

of Ichiye (1967) gives VT = 204cm2
/ oS). This modelling approach leads .to slightly larger

values, at 8m depth we estimate that VT is about 400em2 / s.

The striking feature of the model is the extremely large eddy viscosity needed in the

top 4m of the ocean. Doubtlessly, with greater experimentation, better agreement between

the modelled and measured velocity profiles could have been obtained. Two features would
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Figure 7-12: Eddy viscosity model for wave mixing hypothesis. The assumed eddy viscosity
is shown at the top as a solid line, the dashed line is an eddy viscosity which increases
linearly from the surface. At the bottom left is the implied current profile for the downwind
direction when u* = 1.6cmjs. The SASS(+) and C3(x) data have been rescaled to-physical
dimensions assuming that u* = 1.6cm/s and are superposed on our modelled curve for
comparison purposes. The plot on the lower right shows the corresponding result for the
crosswind direction.
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have had to, however, remain the same. First, an extremely large eddy viscosity is necessary

near the surface to remove the near-surface shear in the downwind direction. Second, the

transition to a much lower eddy viscosity must be relatively rapid or the sheared-regions

below 4m in both the downwind and crosswind directions would be poorly modelled.

As is obvious from Figure 7-12 the highly anisotropic nature of the measured near

surface profile is not entirely captured by this eddy viscosity approach. But, considering

the extreme simplicity of the approach taken, the agreement is not too bad.

Often, when examining the near-surface shear current, the nonlinear terms in-the mo

mentum equation are ignored. Figure 7-7 is highly suggestive that some coupling with a

vertical velocity component may be taking place. Including the nonlinear transport terms,

the momentum equations may be written as

1 op a
--~ +~ (Txz) ,

pux uZ

lop a
---;:;- + -;:;- (Tyz ).

puy uZ

(7.27)

We do not possess nearly enough information to be able to estimate the nOIl;linear terms.
- -

The only things we can estimate are the mean downwind and crosswind current p;rofiles

Vd and Vc and the mean vertical velocity w. We can not estimate the time varying con

tribution to any of the correlations on the left hand side of the above equation nor do we

have any way to estimte the horizontal gradients. Also, recall that our obseryatiqns of

vertical velocity must be a consequence of some nonuniform sampling of Langmuir cells,

the spatially averaged mean vertical velocity should be equal to zero. These difficulties

preclude anything but the simplest of estimates from being made. Faced with a similar

sparsity of data other investigators (Gordon, 1970 and Pollard, 1977) have at least tried

to estimate if the vertical velocity structure of a Langmuir cell would be important to the

momentum transport. In Figure 7-8 we tried to estimate, from our measurements and

from what previous investigators have measured, what the spatial variation of the vertical

velocity looked like. It is widely believed that the horizontal velocities in the convergence

zone are greater than those in the upwelling zone of the Langmuir cell. Pollard and Gordon
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both assumed that the perturbation to the downstream horizontal velocity was of the same

form but opposite sign as the vertical velocity profile. If we make this assumption we find

that the downward stress supported by the downwind and vertical velocity correlation is

T = PVdW ~ -8dynesjcm2• This is greater than the applied wind stress of our typical

conditions T = -pu; ~ -3dynesjcm2 (we assume the typical u* = 1.6cmjs). From our

measuremenrs we can't hope to find the proper balance of all the transport terms but clearly,

if Langmuir cells of the strength hypothesized were present, they could have been the domi

nant mechanism for momentum transport from the near-surface to the deeper layers of fluid.

7.2 Conclusions

The wave bias is an important issue when analyzing measurements from a sensor moving .

through a wavefield. This effect was considered when interpreting the SMILE data. Due

to the unknown but predictable response of the C3 buoy, we were able to estimate the bias

correction for the VMCM measurements. The lower bound correction was applied for pur

poses of data interpretation. This means that the shears estimated in the discussion were

upper bounds. Even in these bounding values, almost no shear is found in the downwind

direction in the upper 4m.

As an explanation of the low levels of downwind shear near the surface, the mecha

nism of wave mixing cannot be entirely rejected. But, since the evidence from~previous

observations of dissipation rates could be used either to support or reject this hypothesis,

it is also difficult to wholeheartedly accept this hypothesis. Observed mean vertical ve

locities provide strong evidence that Langmuir circulation was consistently present when

measurements were made. As Gordon(1970) and Pollard(1977) have both pointed out, when

Langmuir circulation is present, it is quite possible for this mechanism to transport most

of the momentum from the atmosphere to the deeper layers of fluid. During the, SMILE

experiments, it seems quite probable that the primary mechanism for the downward flux

of momentum from the atmosphere to the depths greater than 10m is Langmuir circulation.
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The fact that Langmuir circulation may not be ubiquitous may explain why the obser

vations here are not consistent with those of previous investigators. Another explanation

would be that some investigators have ignored the biasing effects of the waves. Admittedly,

the SASS should not have measured a net vertical velocity unless it was nonuniformly

sampling the Langmuir cells. As was discussed, unravelling the details of the Langmuir cir

culation from the time series is probably not possible. The general feature of the transition

to a reduced shear region can not, however, be discounted on this basis. The same feature

is observed from the VMCM current meters mounted from the tautly moored C3 buoy.
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Appendix A

JL-FILTER INTEGRALS

Recalling the forms for the J.L factors that we derived as filters to remove the bias we see

that it is necessary to perform many integrals of the form

!e cosi Bsini Bf( a, B)dB (A.l)

where i and j are integers. Recall that f( a, B) are two-pole representations of the spreading.

If we use residue calculus to compute the above integrals then we avoid doing the numerical

integration at each frequency and instead only have to do a simple algebraic computation.

This not only reduces the number of computations necessary but also gives exact answers

for the integrals.

If, in the integrals above, we make the substitution (see Hildebrand, 1976, p. 583) .that

then

dB = ~z,
zz

Z2 - 1
sinB =--,

2iz

Z2 + 1
cosB =--.

2z -
(A.3)

Once this substitution has been made we can evaluate all the integrals using the-formula

for a integral on a closed contour. Denoting the residue of F(z) at z = Pi by Res {~(Z);Pi}'

And, if the function F(z) has a poles of order m at z = Pi, then

1 F(z)dz = 211"22: Res(F(z),pdIe .,
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with

1 [ d
m

-
I

]
Res(pd = (m _ I)! dzm-I {(z - Pi)m F(z)} Z=Pi (A.5)

where C is a simple closed contour enclosing the i singular points at z = Pi and Jxdud

ing all other singularities of F(z). In our case, C will be a uni t circle in the complex z-plane.

This principle is illustrated with a simple example. Assume that a pitch and roll type

measurement has been made and that the correlation coefficients measured are:

1
CO= -,

21f

1
CI =-,

41f
(A.6)

From equation 4.39 we have that the MEM-parameters are:

1
al = --,

2
(A.7)

First, the normalization of the parameters will be checked by performing the integral

Ie f( (J, B)dB = 1. The spreading function described in equation 4.39 is transformed into

a complex integral using equation A.3.

(A.8)

(A.9)

This implies that
-izd2

F( z) - ..,----..,----..,--------;::-:
- (z - pI)(z - P2)(1 +aiz +a2z2 )

where PI and P2 are the two poles of the spreading function inside the unit circle ~nd, of

course, can be found from the quadratic equation as

PI = 0,
1

P2 =
4

(A.IO)

The integral can then be evaluated as an algebraic expression as

ff((J,B)dB = 21fZLRes(F(z),pd - (A.H)
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Any of the expressions needed to be evaluated to determine the J1'S can be determined in

this way. For instance,

f cos 8I(cr, 8)dO (A.12)

and so,

f cosOf(cr,O)dO::::: 21l"zI:Res(F(z),pd::::: ~
. 8
t

(A.13)

I add one word of caution. When taking integrals where the combined powers of sin and

cos is two or greater (i.e. i + j ~ 2 in equation A.I) there will be a singularity _of order

i + j - 1 at z = O. This poses no great difficulty so long as one remembers to add in the

extra terms into the sum of residues!
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Appendix B

PARAMETERIZATION OF

DRAG

The parameterization of the drag force in t~rms of the free stream velocity is not entirely

obvious. To show that this notion makes sense I will derive this model from first principles

for a very simple two-dimensional case. The situation we'll study is shown in Figure B-l.

The flow upstream of the cylinder, Yo, is assumed to be uniform and constant. The free

stream is assumed to be free of pressure gradients. Downstream, the velocity is given by

v(y). The distance Yo is that distance outside which the flow is not retarded on tne down-,

stream control surface (i.e. from Yo to Yo + 6 the flow speed is Yo). The upstream control

volume half-width is chosen to be Yo' The upper and lower control volume surfaces are

streamlines.

The centerline is a stream line so we can balance the mass flux by considering just the

part of the control volume above y == O. The flux in at the upstream boundary must balance

the flux out at the downstream boundary,

iYO
lYo+5 iYO l Yo

+
5

pVody == pv(y)dy = pv(y)dy + pVody
o 0 0 Yo

(B.1)

where the expression for the downstream flux has been broken into two parts. Note thaf

we've employed the fact that v(y) = Vo outside Yo. Since \10 is constant, the offset in the

bounds of the integral from Yo to Yo + 6 may be removed. If we also combine the integrals
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Figure B-1: A two dimensional steady flow field. The flow is obstructed by a cylinder.
The cylinder applies a force per unit depth f on the fluid. The heavy boundary shows the
control volume.

from 0 to Yo and multiply through the equations by the constant, Vo, we find

{Yo - {s
PJ

o
Vo {Vo - v(y)} dy = PJ

o
V}dy.

The momentum balance per unit depth for the x-direction is

j
YO jYo+S

- f = - -Yo pVo
2
dy + -Yo-S pv(y)2dy.

Again, the downstream integral is broken up and simplified where possible to obtain

We eliminate the integral from 0 to 8 by substituting in equation B.2
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Now, if we define the deficit velocity as

(B.6)

and assume that Vd(V) ~ Va' then upon eliminating v(y) from equation B.5 we find that

(B.7)

if a two-dimensional equivalent sink term is defined as

(B.8)

These results are two-dimensional equivalents to the equations we used in chapt~r 5 sec

tion 5.
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Appendix C

BASS FLOW DISTURBANCE

The BASS current meter has been previously calibrated by Trivett et al (1991). That cali

bration addressed many of the issues of interest for typical BASS deployments but does not

totally satisfy our requirements for the SASS. Specifically, in the wave environment of the

SASS we want to know whether oscillations crosswise to the mean flow will (a) reduce the

measured mean flow and (b) will induce a spurious mean to the vertical velocity.

The calibrations here were performed at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution tow

tank. The tests were accomplished by towing the current meter through just over 1.om of

still water. Two type of tests were performed to .Examine these issues. First, the BASS

cage was towed through the water at a fixed speed and known elevation angle (the elevation

angle is defined in Figure C-1). This determines the steady calibration for the BASS as a

function of elevation angle. Next, the velocimeter was towed and oscillated crosswise to the

travel direction. This was done to determine the validity of the error estimation techniques

used in the thesis and to see if the measurements of mean vertical velocity could have been

caused by a flow disturbance. The apparatus for these tests is shown in Figure C-2.

the static calibration

The scale factor for this relatively simple test could not be as precisely tested as in 'the more

sophisticated calibration by Trivett et al (1991). In that calibration it was found that the

BASS undermeasured the velocity at zero elevation angle by 4%. Here, the scale factor was
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Figure C-l: The definition of the elevatio~ angle, Q, of the BASS sensor.
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Figure C-2: The test apparatus. The BASS sensing volume was driven through l~m of still
water to obtain a calibration. The "shaking guide" could be tipped to varying extents to
test the sensor at various elevation angles (previous figure). For the static calibration the
"shaking cart" was clamped to the guide. For the dynamic tests the "shaking cart" was
undamped and oscillated manually along the guide while the cart was being driven
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Figure C-3: The static calibration results. The different symbols indicate the various ranges
of tow speeds used in the calibration; * < 15cm/8, 15cm/S < 0 < 25cm/S, + > 25cm/s.
The solid line indicates the qualitatively fit curve discussed in the text.

found by forcing the results to underread by 4% at zero elevation angle. With the apparatus

constructed, the elevation angle could only be varied out to about 47°. The results of the

static calibration are s.hown in Figure C-3. An expression which seems to describe the static

calibration results quite well is

percent low = 39 - 35 cos 20'. (C.l)

As will be discussed later, these steady calibration results are of little help in interI?reting

the SASS data.

the dynamic calibration

For the dynamic calibration, the BASS sensor was shook up-and-down 011 the guide tracks

as nearly sinusoidally as possible. The tracks allowed non-negligible oscillations in line with

the direction of motion as well. The test was done at both zero elevation angle and with a_

slight tip. Because it experienced the greatest relative velocities, and measured the largest

vertical means, the tests were made to conform as much as possible to the field conditions
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experienced by the lowest sensor. It was felt that the salient scaling parameter was the ratio

of the rms relative velocity to the mean velocity. For the tests, this ratio varied from about

1.20 to 2.15. Among the field data (lowest sensor), the mean and standard devi<l.._tion of

this ratio were 1.83 and 0.43. There was no field data where the ratio was lower than that

tested in the lab and there were only five files where the ratio was higher (the field data

point furthest outside the test range had a ratio of rms to mean velocity only 33% higher

than the upper limit of our test range). The relative excursion of a fluid particle relative to

a sensor was a difficult parameter to match in the lab. This is because in the field, the total

orbital excursion was probably on order of 60cm. For the lab results, due to limitations

on the shaking mechanism and the size of the tow tank, the excursion was prob~bly just

about half that of the field. Of course, since the rms value of the relative velocity (and

therefore orbital excursion) decreases by a factor of 1.5 to 2 when looking at the top instead

of bottom sensor, we see that in excursion, the lab ;results replicated the values at the top

sensor quite well. This test did not identically replicate the field conditions but it should

uncovered any gross defects in measurement capability had they existed (none were found).

The raw output of.the current meter tended to indicate mean flows about ten to fifteen

percent lower than those indicated by the cart speed. After processing usi-ng exactly the

same procedure that was used for the field data, the disagreement was reduced to five percent

or less. The results are summarized in Figure C-4. The improvement of the processed data

over the raw data is mostly (about two-thirds) due to making estimates with the bes~ three

("unshaded") axes as opposed to all four axes. The remainder of the improvement cO!lles

from the momentum defect model presented in the thesis. The processing in the calibration

results shown is exactly the same as that applied to the SASS data.

An important point made in the thesis was that applying a static calibration as a func

tion of elevation angle to the unsteady data would be theoretically incorrect. In fact, if the

calibration represented by equation C.l is inverted and applied to the data the C<\-It spee(

is over-estimated by 47 to 87 percent. The conclusion is that the steady calibration results

are not applicable to the unsteady data. Further evidence of this fact is given in Appendix
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Figure C-4: The dynamic calibration results. Absolute tow speeds were between lOcmls
and 20cmls. The open circles represent data taken with the BASS at zero mean tilt. Circles
with x's are at mean tilts of 0' = _70 a!1d circles with +'s are at mean tilts of 0' = +7°.

D, where-the. wave velocities are discussed.

Besides evaluating the momentum defect model, another major goal of this calibration

was to see if oscillations of the current meter transverse to the mean flow would cause there

to be a spurious mean velocity in the transverse (vertical) direction. The mean vertical.
.velocity of all eight dynamic calibration runs was -O.2cmls. The largest mean for any run

was -O.5cmls. Velocities of this size could easily be explained in terms of zero offset errors

any and slight misalignments of the current meter. The BASS does not seem to create any

spurious-velocities in the vertical direction.

errors in the predicted tilt of the BASS tower

Misalignment of the current meter or errors in pitch and roll measurements could not have

lead t.o observations of 2.5cmls downward velocities discussed in Chapter 7. Suppose there

was a stabilization error which was perfectly correlated with the waves. Let uv be the

mea.sured vertical velocity a.nd [UI, UK] be the true components of horizontal and vertical
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velocity. Then, in terms of the error in angle measurement </>,

(C.2)

If the true vertical mean were zero, the erroneously measured vertical mean would be (using

a small angle approximation on </»

(C.3)

The absolute largest relative horizontal velocities measured by the SASS had a standard

deviation of 38cm/s. In such a case, generating an erroneous mean of -2.5cm/s would

require a-perfectly correlated error in angular measurement of 5.3°. Such an error is abso

lutely implausible. Furthermore, because the BASS sensors were in a rigid array any error

in arigula;~rientationwould be the same for each sensor. This means that the error would

scale precisely as the rms relative velocities. The relative rms velocities varied by a factor

of1.5 to 2 from top to bottom. The me¥ured vertical velocities varied typically by a factor

of five: So, neither the form nor the size of the measured vertical velocity is consistent with

a mismeasurement of angular orientation. It appears most likely then that the observation

of mean vertic~l velocities discussed in Chapter 7 are geophysical in origin.

SASS-C3 agreement

Throughout Chapters 6 and 7 the SASS and the VMCM's mounted on the C3 buoy were

compared. Several reasons for disagreements between the two sets of sensors were given in

Chapter 5 and file-by-file comparisons were shown in Chapter 6 but, the results have not

yet been shown in summarized form. This is done in Figure C-5. The unbiased SASS mean

velocity interpolated at 4m depth is compared to the midrange estimate of the unbiased 4m

VMCM mean velocity estimate. The errors do not seem at all correlated with the relative

velocity but do seem to show some correlation with the mean velocity. The in situ scale

factor of the BASS was checked by increasing or decreasing the scale factor of the BASS to

see if'there would be an improvement of the predicted wave orbital measurements (using a

scale f~ctor either higher or lower than that actually used leads to worse results of SASS
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deviation of vertical velocity at the lowest SASS sensor (5.85m)
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wave ID€asurements).

anomalous files

As we dIscussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the were a whole host of reasons why the two instru

ments w_ould not read exactly the same mean. A more distressing factor is the presence of

what were referred to in Chapter 7 of "anomalous files". The files I have considered anoma

lous would be the following: c1, dl, el, nl and n2 (also to a lesser extent ml and m2).

These fil~s are not characterized by unusually bad agreement in the overall mean but rather,

have extremely bad agreement in comparison of shear at the bottom of the SASS array and

the 'top VMCM measurements. It seems to be an extreme low reading on the BASS sensor

which is causing the mismatch (and indicating far too much shear at the bottom of the SASS

array). It is perhaps significant that all the anomalous can be lumped into two consecutive

time ~ntervals (although there is a large unsampled time interval between the two m files
_.

and the n files). Files nl and n2 were taken during a rather dramatic windspeed jump.

The unsteady conditions may have some bearing on the results but, files cl to el, which

are the most anomalous files, occurred during a relatively constant wind interval. There

does not seem to be any consistent parameter which sets apart the anomalous files from

the ones which are not considered anomalous.•It may be that some unmeasured parameter

took on extreme values during these filEis (e.g. there may have been unusually energetic yaw

motion in the resonant null of the compass or, in the realm of the more mundane, a piece

of seaweed may have caught of the bottom BASS sensor). In any case, I have been unable

to determine what external parameters indicate the few anomalous files that do exist (the

infrequent occurrence of these files is one factor why I have, perhaps, been unable to isolate

them statistically). Having the VMCM and the SASS as cross checks 011 each other seems

to me to be a positive rather than a negative aspect of the experiment. As such, when the

cross check showed that some unknown and unobserved aspect of the experiment (recall

that the buoys were left unattended) led to results that were geophysically implausible, I

felt no compunction in excluding those data from the analysis.
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-Appendix D

WAVE DECAY

~.

The :measurement of wave orbital velocities provides, to the extent that linearized wave

theory holds, an in situ dynamic calibration of the BASS sensors. This idea has already

been touched upon in the body of the t.hesis. Recall that in Figure 5-16 it was shown that

in file: I the bottom sensor experienced much larger relative velocities than the shallower
. -

sensors (esp~cially in the frequency range of O.3H z). Once the sensor velocities and the

relative velocit~es were combined to form the absolute fluid velocities, however, we found

that the orbital velocities decayed with depth. This is what we would expect. In this ap

pendix I will show that not only do the orbital velocities decay with depth, but they do

so in a fashion well described by linearized potential theory. Because our measurement of

the absolute velocity is a combination of the sensor and relative velocities, the decay of the

orbital motions could not be correctly predicted if the calibration of either the BASS or the

motion sensing package were seriously in error.

If the directional wave spectrum is known then it is possible to predict the velocity

spectrum at any depth. Let the directional wave spectrum F( cr, 8) be expressed as a product

of the waveheight spectrum S7)7)( cr) and a directional spreading function I( cr, 8),

(D.I)

The downwave, crosswave and vertical velocity spectra can the expressed at any arbitrary
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depth z- as

SVCWVCW ( (J, z)

(J2 e
2kz S'1'1( (J) Jcos2 0f( (J, O)dO,

(J2 e2kz S"1'1(J) Jsin2 0f(J,O)dO,

(J2e2kz S .(J)
1111 ,

(D.2)

respectively (where 0 = 0 is assumed to correspond to the downwave direction). Likewise,

if the velocity spectrum is measured at any depth Zm it is possible to predict the velocity

spectrum at any other depth Zr as

S ( ) = 2k(zr- zm)S ( )
VcwVcw (J, Zr e VcwVcw (J, Zm , (D.3)

Using, the preceeding expressions, we can predict the velocity spectrum at some reference

depth Zr for each of the BASS sensors. If our measurements are consistent with linearized

potential theory, each of the six sensors (or four for Spring 1989 files) should predict the

same velocity spectrum at a given reference depth Zr. As a practical issue it is best to use a

Zr which is below the depth of the deepest sensor. In this way noise at the high frequencies

will be attenuated rather than amplified. The reference depth chosen for comparison is.
Zr = 700cm. The files examined here will he 61, el, fl, /2, p2, ql and ul. Files fl and ql

were examined in detail in Chapter 5. The other files represent a variety of conditions, as

is discussed in Appendix E.
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Figure D-l: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file bi at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586cm (-),
391cm (+ + +), 311cm (- . - . -), 251cm (000), 166cm (x x x) and l11cm ( ) .
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Figure D-2: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file el at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586cm (-),
391em (+ + +), 31Iem (- . - . -), 251em (000), 166cm (x x x) and 1I1em ( ) .
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Figure D-3: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file 11 at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586cm (-),
391cm (+ + +), 311cm (- . - . -), 251cm (000), 166cm (x x x) and ll1cm (......) .
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Figure D-4: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file 12 at a nominal reference depth of
700em. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586em (-),
31Iem (_. -. -), 251em (000) and 1I1em ( ) .
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Figure D-5: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file p2 at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586cm (-),
311cm (- . - . -), 251cm (0 0 0) and lllcm ( ) .
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Figure D-6: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file ql at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586cm (-),
311cm (- . -. -), 251cm (0 0 0) and ll1cm ( ) .
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Figure D-7: Predicted wave velocity spectra during file ul at a nominal reference depth of
700cm. Clockwise from the upper left we have the spectra for the downwave, crosswave and
vertical directions. Estimates are from sensors located at nominal depths of 586em (-),
31Iem (- . - . -), 25lem (000) and lIlem (oo oo oo) .
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Appendix E

COMPASS SENSITIVITY

~.

Of alr the problems associated with the motion sensing package, the compass response seems

to be most troubling. The calibration by Patch et al (1991) showed that there should be

a notch in the compass response at aboJlt O.22Hz. This was not observed. The conditions

that the §ASS compass experienced in the field were quite different than those applied in

the aforementioned calibration. Specifically, the SASS was subjected to linear accelerations

as well as twis~ing. The possible effects of these linear motions as well as the implications

of Patch's calibration will be the topic of this appendix.

To determine whether or not linear accelerations could affect compass output the com

pass was placed on a small cart and the cart was oscillated in a straight line. In theory,

the output of the compass should have remained constant during these tests. In actuality,

it is only at low frequency that this is true. At and above the resonant frequency of the

compass the linear shaking does lead to small oscillations in the compass signal. This gives

us a very plausible explanation as to why there is no spectral gap in the observed compass

spectrum (as would have been expected from Patch's results). The discussion here has

been purposefully qualitative. The test described was very crude; its only purpose was to

reconcile the observed compass data to the known compass response.

How then is the compass signal to be interpreted? At high frequencies, above O.60H z,

the compass signal is dominated by digitization noise. At low frequencies, below O.125H z
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the compass response should be good and only minimally affected by linear accelerations.

In the frequency band near O.22H z we expect the actual yaw signal to be attenuated by the

mechanism described by Patch et a1 (1991). Furthermore, there may be significant levels

of noise present due to linear accelerations of the compass. Attempts to remove the noise

from the signal and to invert the attenuated signal would undoubtedly end in failure. If

the compass noise is not well correlated with the other signals, its effects may be minimal.

Rather than trying to "fix" the compass signal, I will test the sensitivity of the processing

scheme to the compass signal.

Tlie compass sensitivity will be tested by comparing the data as processed in the thesis

(co~pass.J.owpassfilters set to remove just the quantitization noise above O.6H z) to a ver

sion of processing where the cutoff frequency of the compass filters was set to O.125H z. In

this way, the noise is for the most part removed (at the cost, perhaps, of also filtering away

some of the signal). We expect that if the results are insensitive to this change in processing

that the final results obtained are not seriously affected by the poor compass performance.

Seven files where selected for" alternate processing". The files were selected to represent

as wide a range of conditions as possible (see Table E-1). The directional spectra and final

velocity profiles (i.e. including bias and flow di~turbance corrections) are compared for each

file in the plots found on the following pages. For all bu t the file which I had previously char

acterized as anomalous (file el) there is virtually no difference which processing scheme was

used. This is not surprising. It was observed during the deployment of the SASS that the

pitching-and rolling motions of the buoy were more vigorous than the yawing motions. In

Chapter 5, under a more beligerent assumption on compass motions, computer simulation

results showed that the SASS should be able to obtain resonable estimates of directional

wave spectra and mean currents. In general, then, we do not expect that the overall results

would be very sensitive to the poor compass response at high (above O.125H z) frequencies.

Though the alternate processing actually makes the comparison of file el with the

VMCM a bit worse (and does nothing to change the strong downwave shear at the bottom
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file

bl

el

fl

12

p2

ql

Ul

.

characteristics

low wind, low waves, excellent C3-SASS agreement

moderate wind, high waves, poor C3-SASS agreement,
an "anomalous" file

low wind, two peaked wave spectrum, excellent
C3-SASS agreement

very low wind, largest swell, passable C3-SASS agreement

highest wind, high waves, excellent C3-SASS agreement

high wind and waves, very good C3-SASS agreement

moderate wind and waves, passable C3-SASS agreement

Table B-1: Characteristics of file examined for compass sensitivity.

sensor that earned the file the moniket: "anomalous"), perhaps the fact that there is any

ch"mge a! all indicates that the SASS did experience some unusually intense yaw motions

during the files where agreement was particularly bad. This was one of the conjectures of

Appendix C..
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Figure E-l: Comparison of directional spectra for file bl. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to O.6Hz (as in
the th~sis). The plot on the right shows the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has been ]owpass filtered to O.125H z.
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Figure E-2: Comparison of the downwave and crosswave mean velocity profiles for file bl.
The +'s represent the normally processed data and the x's represent the data processed
with the compass filtered at O.125H z. The estimates of the unbiased C3 dashed line. As
explain€d in Chapter 6, a range is estimated for the downwave direction.
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Figure E-3: Comparison of directional spectra for file el. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to O.6Hz (as in
the thesis). The plot on the right shows "the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has been }owpass filtered to O.125Hz.
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Figure E-4: Comparison of the downwave and crosswave mean velocity profiles for file el.
The-r-'s represent the normally processed data and the x's represent the data processed
with the compass filtered at O.125H z. The estimates of the unbiased C3 dashed line. As
explained in Chapter 6, a range is estimated for the downwave direction.
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Figure E-5: Comparison of directional spectra for file fl. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to 0.6Hz (as in
the thesis). The plot on the right shows-the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has beenJowpass filtered to 0.125Hz.
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Figure E-6: Comparison of the downwave and crosswave mean velocity profiles for file fl.
The '+'s represent the normally processed data and the x's represent the data processed
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explained in Chapter 6, a range is estimated for the downwave direction.
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Figure E-7: Comparison of directional spectra for file 12. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to O.6Hz (as in
the t4esis). The plot on the right shows-the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has b~enJowpass filtered to O.125H z.
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Figure E-8: Comparison of the downwave and crosswave mean velocity profiles for file 12.
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Figure E-9: Comparison of directional spectra for file p2. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to O.6Hz (as in
the t4esis). The plot on the right shows-the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has b~en)owpass filtered to O.125Hz.
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Figure E-ll: Comparison of directional spectra for file ql. The plot on the left shows the
estimated directional spectra when the compass has been lowpass filtered to O.6H z (as in
the th,esis). The plot on the right shows-the estimated directional spectra when the compass
has beenJowpass filtered to O.125H z.
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-Appendix F

VERTICAL VELOCITIES

~.

In Figure 7~7 we plotted the mean vertical velocities measured by the SASS versus the

friction velocity at the sampling time. We might expect that, if a three-dimensional flow

structure such as Langmuir circulation were set up in the near-surface, the flowfield at any

giv~n Jns~ant might not depend just on the instantaneous wind conditions but could also

be dependent on the wind history. While some of the groups of fil~s do show interesting

behaviour in v~rtical fluid velocity vis-a.-vis the long term wind speed history, the complete

set of files seemed to defy any neat statistical summary. Therefore, I have presented the

data in a raw form (Figure F-l and F-2). This format may prove useful as, in the future,

we learn more about the near-surface dynamics and wish to go back and reconsider what

are now our "best guesses".

I again caution that ifthe vertiCal velocities are geophsical in nature we should have only

measured a mean velocity if the SASS was nonuniformly sampling the flowfield. Because of

this, when we consider any trends we see in the plots presented here we must consider that

not only the three-dimensional flow structures, but that the nature of the sampling could

also have changed over time.
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Figure F-1: The solid line represents the 7m windspeed measured at the C3 buoy during
the fall 1988 deployment. The mean vertical velocity velocity for each file is plotted (*) at
the time corresponding to the middle of the sampled interval.
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Figure F-2: The solid line represents the 7m windspeed measured at the C3 buoy during
the spring 1989 deployment. The mean vertical velocity velocity for each file is plotted (*)
at the time corresponding to the middle of the sampled interval.
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